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~ut f~r
To2z,~w
no judicial
Siegan has
experience an d some weird
•
int erp ret ati ons of the law

ERNARD Sie ga~ constitutional scho lar shor t on judicial experience and long on unconventional
legal theories.
The Equ al Prot ectio n Clause of the 14th
Amendment, Siegan has writ ten, does not
prev ent stat es from disc rimi nati ng
against women or minorities; the Firs t
Ame ndm ent proh ibits only the fede ral
government, not the state s, from adopting
an official religion.
Those theories and his friendship with
·.' Attorney Gen eral Edw in Meese III have
·. won him the Rea gan adm inis trati on's
.. nomination to the fede ral Ninth Circuit
_ Court of A(>peals in San Francisco.

B

N~~=n~:~~~Siegan

hearing
comes to the bench. FollowingyaCom
mitlast week, the Senate Judi ciar
oDem
rity
majo
tee indicated that the
him.
nst
agai
ly
crat s are solid
Wisely so, although Siegan's legal writreings should not be overstressed. Law lecintel
often
are
s
book
or
les
view artic
tual exercises. Writing such artic les does
not mea n a scho lar would over turn precedent willy-nilly once on the bench.
Siegan mak es just this argu men t for his
confirmation, saying, "I would follow the
law without rese rvat ion or qualification."
But because Siegan neve r has been a
judge, he's asking us to take him at his
word. Unlike Rob ert Bork, whose reco rd
as a judge left a mor e mod erat e impression than his scholarly writings, Siegan
can point to no assu ranc es that as a judge
he will conf orm himself to the law as it is,
rath er than as he would wish it to be.
Surely the adm inist ratio n can find conserv ative s we don' t have to take on faith .
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.· rflme m.l.nagemen t~inar set
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· a~~tfwill present the
·
The Uni
Manager: A question
One-Minute
seminar "The
of Time or Timing," at 8 a.m . Friday at the
Manchester Conference Center .
USD Management Professor Dr. Darlene Pien·
ta will present specific action steps toward
enhancing the one-minute concept - time
management from the perspective understanding
human behavior, our own and our subordinates.
A continental breakfa·st will preceed the pro. gram at 7:30 a.m . Cost wiUbe $15. The seminar is
· part of the UCSD School of Business Spring UP. DATE series. For information, caB 2~0-46/
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~ Mark Tr~fton had a
· double, triple and three RBI to lead
USD past visiting Penn State, 11-5.
Chuck Graham had a double ·and two
. RBI and sophomore Parris Sorianel,lo hit a bases-empty homer f<?r USD
(7-9). Penn State is 0-2. ~
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)WCAC~io~fflillllent 0p80S
y in Santa Clara
Saturda
~~0~

Coileges~

1

'

OYOLA MARYMOUNT,
w i nner of 21 -siralght
games and ranked among
the top 20 In the nation's
leading basketball polls,
will attempt to add the West
Coast Athletic Conference tournament title to Its regular--season
title during the conference tournament at Santa Clara this
weekend.
The tournament opens Saturday at noon with second-place
St. Mary's, 18-8 overall and 9-5 In
WCAC games, facing seventhplace San Diego (11-16, 3-11).
Top-seeaecrtojl'Ola (24-3, 14-0)
plays last-place Portland (6-21,
l -13)2p.m.
In the evening session, thirdplace Santa Clara (18-9, 9-5) plays
rival sixth-place San Francisco
(13-14, 5-9) at 6, followed by fourth-place Pepperdine (16-11, 8-6)
agaln_st fifth-place Gonzaga (1611, 7-7)at8.
Semifinals will be played at 5
and 7 p.m. Sunday. The champlonshJps wllJ be televised llve on
ESPN - a first for the conference
- at 8:30 p.m. next Monday.

L

* *

*
of San FranThe City College
cisco women's team may have
had a better record than the
men, but It Is the men 's squad
that Is still alive In post-season
play.
Seven-foot freshman Chuck
Patterson from San Mateo 's
Hillsdale High scored 17 points
and added 16 rebounds as the
· Rams took an 89-82 first-round
victory Saturday night over
visiting Slskiyous of Weed .
Kevin Stafford added 26 points
and Jerry McIntosh 14 point s
and 16 rebounds as the Rams
Improved to 13-17. CCSF now
challenges No. 2 seeded Columbia College, 29-2, tonight In
'
Sonora.
The CCSF women, 20-7, were
bounced from the Converse-California Community College tournament at Santa Rosa
Friday night, dropflng a 71 -52
decision. College o San Mateo,
however, has a dvanced to the
quarterfinals tomorrow at American RJver College In Sacramento
after a 46-44 win over Kings RJver
In Reedley. The CSM women,
25-6, play Southern California's
No. 1 seed, Golden West, 31-2, a t
2p.m.

* * *

USF completed the regular
season with a split on Its Northwest trip, rallying to beat
Portland, 71 -69, then falling victim to the flu and Gonzaga, 8372. Against the Pilots, senior
guard Rodney Tention scored 22
points, 14 in the second half, as
USF fought back from 10 points
down with seven minutes left for
the win. Sophomore Joel DeBortoli equalled his career high with
18 ln the victory.
ThJngs got rougher as USF
crossed the border to
Washington . Leading scorer
Mark McCathrion couldn't lay
due to the flu and sixth-man at
Gius ti saw only limited ac on.
Patrick Clardy scored all 17 of his
points in the second half and
Keith Jackson added 15 for USF.
The loss at Gonzaga put the Dons
in sixth place where they get the
unenviable duty of playing host
Santa Clara In the WCAC

/
• CCSF, From A9
thern California Athletic Conference tournament. SF State
finished 8-4 In conference; UC
Davis Is 7-5. The winner will play
the winner of the Hayward
State-Sonoma State game Friday
night. Hayward, winner of the
conference, must be beaten
twice. The winner of the tournament advances to the NCAA
Division Il West Regionals.

* * *

Progrea.s pholo by George T . Kru se ,

California forward Matt Beeuwsaert and Oregon State's :
Joe Harge struggle for ball In game last Thursday at :
Harmon Arena_ Cal lost 65-54. Beeuwsaert, Cal's leading :
scorer, Is expected to miss tomorrow and Sunday ' Pac-:
;
10 games at USC and UCLA, respectively.
tourney's first round. The Dons
and Broncos played two tough
games tl1is year, with SCU winning both, 69-67, and 69-65.

* * *

San Francisco State, whJch tted I
for second with Stanislaus State, :
will host UC Davis tonight at 7::10 ;
p.m. In the semifinals of the Nor--~;·
·
. • CCSF To AlO

·~

Rex Manu of Coast Conference
co-champion Skyline has a
sister, Pauline, playing for College of San Mateo's basketball
team. CSM doesn't have a ·men 's
team and Skyline doesn't field a
women 's team. So that led to
brother and sister attending different local community colleges
and being In the unique situation of qualifying for state tour' nament play at the same time.
/ Since Skyline had a first-round
bye In the men 's tourn ament
the JC Athletic Bureau report;
that Rex Manu was able to watch
his sister's team upset Kings
RJver:
Manu, a 6-goot-8 center, was
named to the All Coas t Conference men 's team along with
teammate Nathan McKJnney, a
6 -foot -4 soph omore fro m
Mcl\teer. Carlos Myers and
i Shaun Wilson received honor' abl e mention re c ognition.
Skyline coach Pete Ponta cq aad
Al Klein of Canada were na.9'<~
' co-coaches of the years. )j
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badly deteriorate -that' noµe ,of you . ,,
"We have · foun1 ,; them > to .,,be
I It has been . suggested · by,1 some · chaired .by Dr:Mich·nel Weisman,
thorough but the whe~ls of that in- . ,would want tii be lnwyers:!' U1(1;,'~F ·
\ la wyers that attorney discipline be ·· presehtly'luis '10 membe~s of the 15
·. ".I dorl't l!>ipk_' y_o u wolllcl_;see ariy :
•;_
·
'as
vestigation grind quite slowly,'.'
1taken out of the hands of the State . allocatedi The 210' statewide committee melTlbers atld the 19 mem: maybe they should ·in thes8 ·8i~ua-.! ... ·disd piih0 .worthy of the Vaml3,:~_he) ,
.~ ar and turned over to a· state ad:
lions, said Shuri10cher. - ,, 1 ,·,,:.! .',: .' noted.,·'. ·; )/i.~,.j:-\ t~·. ·.,":'\:•r;.. _,~!o•; 1: ···
hers of BMQA are aJI appointed by
f11inistrative agency like ·the DeThe present disci.plinary ·system· · 1-· Since •only·: a !srriall . ruinori_ty~·or _·.
the governor:The only Sai-t Diegan
partmentofConsumer Affairs:!., • 1•
has been in effect since .- Jaituary .- the apj,roxlmatelY.1110,000 lawyers fi
; What about doctors? Ho* are .- on BMQA is . Dr. Jacquelin
·in Califorriia ar0 . discipljned ench .•,
, ·Trestrail, Jrist year's president of 1977, growing , out of; legiSlation
they disciplined? ·· !.. -,.· : .I ;
passed in December. 1975 as a '.'re- ..::. year, why n.o t. fund £he, $1~.million., ·
.\ The state Board of Medical ~uni-, the Medical Society here.
_".,
ify Assurance (BMQA), the i--19- · , The seven-member Division of sponse to the medical malpractice," ,:' discipline system (ex·pectec;l to rise ·;
me:1i1be1 gr uap wlnCh ·oversees the . Me-d ical ' Quality ·-.:._ ,, cOmposed of ~ssue and to '_'curtail or contain the ~,·.· ·to mor~.than $30 m!qion next year) :_,
eScalatingcostofmalpractiCe.',' ,i1 1,- ·· · from · attorney ··deferldants7:.Ao.rµ~~,: ,
four :h doctors·" iarid · three , public
medical profession in California, is
· Leeper h_as heard the ~!charges . one ask~d. . \, .:!.:., 't:·,:--.~{~:j.i~ 1,'. t:-:f'i'.· ·;
~omPoeed of;three divieions:·. medi~ me_m bers ·:.:.:. can then either adopt
that ·the doctors would loolt;out foi- - ' '' Wied'S respCmse:. 1{'¥vying a fio _e .·.;,
tHE!. decision ·or· ;llot · adopt :it and
cal: .quality,·; 1 licerising •'. an~. a~!jeP,
their fellow -:professional~ • btit_:-: he .. is' probabl}' . riot the -~ay;'.{~becaus~ :
hea_lth pro(eSs.ions, ·;' :• ••i -~ ·'J :_· - :~~1.t:•~-\ ..:\ Seek :· iriore . inforlllation. · "Revocahas found both sides - the1medical ' soi m8.ny lof the _discipline ·. cases are -~
tion (Of B' doctor's / license) -is the
Let's say a patient files - a ,_coni..:
, ,:,-. :i. alcohol' ·arid/o~- drug-rel~.~ d- _an~;,"
. plaint , with _the board again-;t a -.
,,.,,•..·..•~-~-·.}1.·'1:.1_•..q.. after,_= .a ; l_awy~~·s_-t ~r~c~ice;"'~ ·fam,YY _.
9; ' r.
d~ctor or a doctOr is let g? by _a h~s~ ,· u·-~..,•{; @ '<• ' .
and personaU1fe are m d,sarfl!Y,.;
-,~,,
:,
~
p1tal - two of several -w ays to trig•
·, '.',; , r :.1t1:i;~, fl·.·· there's [l()~m~:?_le(\~nancially.1_r:,'.;
.
'1geraninvestigatioh. ,:·: <~i' · 1: :,!.J;y.- ••:._ 1\ l ~j ~ ·• 1 M· · ·f K
' 't t B
.,d s
t,.,, ' ' ',
,., •., ,..,. ·
· ,.,\'
y al ,lil ruming
! . According . to .deputy ,.·attorney , ... ·, • "'• ~
a e ar
On op of the mcrease
' · ·- · · ~
dues, lii;..,yers ' at ' the , lunche~n
gener~I Barry Ladendo_rf_of.the · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.,....-------,-.,--QPart
8s
cos~
addition~l
to
ointed
"both
and the public member$ 7 to
San Diego office, the mat~~r--~s then ·-.'- ~~l'st that.can hap})en," s3.id Verit
~f racticin · law: D~es for' vol~nbe looking out for the same. thing.
referred_ to. the_ appropriate field_ of, \ Leeper, the chief of the board's en1g
th •s· n
.Pb
1 •:t'~· -'· ·· 1.k·
fice .for mvestigation to determine · forc'ement prograni 1 wQo oversees- They've always had ,the.p1:otedion · tary
ar associa ions 1 e e - a
d
·
'f h
of the public" as .the top priority. : Di/-~ co·unty B~f A;scjciatio~ ·and
45 full-time investigators who are
1. ~ ~re • a r;~· ':,g~oun ~ .1 for
' . ••J .• t·o· n
· ·, .: • ' ·. B -· · ·' A
''I've heard a.lot of hard .lumps that , . · h g'A
d1sc1phnary act10n. ·): ·. •;' ~n l •!:··:r _ specialists '·:•in ~ medicaL investigaar : ssocrn 1 ,
mencan
t e
·
·~. ·
·,,
· · · ·
·
"
doctors have taken. ·, · _- ~ ~-i'" r-_~,; ~k~_ ! ·.: 'Qi~ri ·· ·\y ifh ·~a~io u~ ,· aa/·~ections
tio~t ~hree.::~~· 1whom are in · San
We .~sually req~tre a m1n_nn_um
· ·tt : '- ·•·•1 ractice
!; In ·· 1977 · BMQA'· replaced! the ·, : · dg
Diego. ' · 11:" ' "'·
of two bo_a rd-certified .speciahsts
an comm1 ees, 1ega 1 ma p
.• .
·•
.
.
,
•
b r· ·
l ·
·
Board : of ~ _e dical .' .Exam~hers·, .J ·; 1re1Ilii.Ims; a~cl . Contirilling .· 1Cgal
' HoWever, the· majority are where
to review t te case e,1ore 1t goes to
. •. c· h' h ,., ,,·. ·' • becorriJ
~d.
which Leeper said was made up of
the· "revocation is -stayed and (the
the attorney generals office - the
,, ,
w ic ,may__
; e ucat10n s~medaY).-:•
.. l d'
b
b'
I d .•,
) ,
d
ts BMQA'
. h
: · · \,.,. '!'
mandatory
_12 or 14 me~ ers, , l~C U ~ng a
octor 18 pace . oil pro at ion on
agency wh IC rep~esen
· ,
•
,
;,,~.-.
;_:
.,·.'~
_
member.
public
termS and conditions."
and every agency ·m ,the Depart~
:·. M.cGr~~. who ' attended ' a :~ Bar,
·• , *: • ·.: .~j
_ AlsO, "we try t!') do 8 lot of volun.
ment of Consumer Affairs, inLeaders Conference in COsta MeSa
i COlin .Wied, · San OiegO•.s· reprecl_llding accountants, veterinari.: _tary surr~tlders," said Leeper. ·
: ·: Th·e ~BseS Can ·llleo be resolved by" :: serita~iv~ o~ U~e State_Bor'B Boa_~d ' 1 Inst 1~1onlh, said that · his imprcsans, pharmatiSts and nurses. · " ·; '
sion was thnt there was not much
of" GoYernorsi \vas ·· at:. a t llincheon
stipulation, thus aVOl<ling ii hearThe standard in these disciJ)Iine
last Wednesd;y of the South Bay. · opposition to - mandatory continu-. ing which may last as long as five
cases is "clear and convincing eviing legal educatipn ;· which •woul~.
Bar Assoc~ation e'x plaining and
dence to • a reaso nable' certainty," ' ·d ays to five weeks, he added. ' •·
"create a larger bureauracy." ·
fielding questions Shout just what
Once a decision is handed down
said Ladendorf. It's a higher stan~·
"The future is unlimited .for the
the bar ~s doing on attorney
by the board,.said Leeper, the doc.'
dard tha n preponderance ofthe ·eV.
Staie Bar - staff, salaries, travel .' !
,_.
discipline.
idence but less than beytmd a ~ea. . tor haS 30 days to request a recon1
don 't think anything will ~tOp it.'~ ·- ·
"Every one . here has a story of a
· ,_: :_. _. · ·_- 1 t'.• sideration which "usually is"
s~nable doubt. .
Ronald Pullen,i. who '. attended.
dirtball lawyer on the street," said
At that point the attorney• gen- :. denied. At that · point the doctor
the luncheon, · sS:id -~ that >.'$470 i ia
Wied, who analogized . the ,Bar's
inight· seek a . writ of mandate in
eral's office files an accusation
,: (Cont,inuedon _Psge4A., ·, ,..,., :_. .. ,
''. old" discipline system,: io .t _h e ,
under the California1Administra-. Superior Court as the first step in
-~ - ·:
·
· , ... ; · · ··•• ·.. i,.,, ,\
·· "Brawley _Police ,Deparlrrieni polic_•,:the appellate process.
tive ProCedures Act, and the case is
ing the City of Los Angeles,'.'. •: ,,,, r; •
..°'With! the revocation or suspenset for hearing, The accusation a lso.Attorneys who h~ve .i. been _in
sion of a medical' license, :"a lot of
becomes a public record.
practice • three •years .:or,. ~ore are
Unlike civil matters, there · are· cases that go to :hearing are going
presently paying $276 . in dues, .an
.to be appealed," noted Ladendorf.
no interrogatories; , requests •.for
amount ·which may rise next year
admission ·or depositions . unless: " How effective is the syStem? ·
to $470 , if the · Legislature .- goes
'
pretty
·:"I think : it does function
ordered or stipulated tci. _; ,q ,; y_· q ;:;
a long. This year $175 of the $276
The attorney ,, general's ! office ·.,. _w ell," said Liidendorf, · who's been
goes · to · disciplirie, a figure _wh ich
with the attorri ey gerieral's ·office
here•-· represents : 1the:! ·board ) in
could rise to $320 in 1989,. an in:
Orange, · Riverside; , San ·1 Bernw--l for,, 12 years. ,,"Things ,mov,, a lot
crease of$145 or about 63 percent.
dino 3nd ImPerial cO~nties., ·~:,_ '. t '::, quicker thafl in civil courts." Once
About 20 . persons attended the
· The case -is assigned to. an ad-, the case is file_d it usually ' goes to
luncheon, including South Bay Bar; .
hearing :·within ··a .jear or. less;· he·
ministrative law judge .or one,of 14'.
Presideiit Douglas McGrew-1~nd
Medicaf Quality , Revj_ew. , Commi~; added>1.1:h <.J.~ '!t1 <v· •? ::: , (-. 1 ··,.
1
·Judges i Ernest B~1:;urid8/ ia~d t ~ '
¥es ir:i 1C9:lifor.n ia ~,p.kep,do~ii ip._to_!:~~; ·.. Ladendorf/!·,sa_id ::some :·· hearings
pa!)elil, oft ff0Jil1tllrtie~!<);'•t;ivtl/Iieirl:1~1;,_Jrught last•any;wheced"•om,jmo dP)'.$rl Susnn Finlay , ,,', , ~,{1~Ji1-~'. ,,1 ( - ,
f:.efi;gl'if11''
:' Antlio~l
bers:' incl\Jdlrtg'"ll"J,hysici\fn,lf.lli t d '': '' t~ u;;~e\veeks; ,b?t he's had them
1
healtl\ rlletn'?er; r<eglpt'e~{ii.uhlr,C :~ lo~g a~~/x:,veek~,, ·rl•/"'Vi •\ : ·, J , • the' South'-Bay, Bdr/~i&'tte'tl•,«:!lat s ·
1 \, Dr. ,, 1Alan Shumacher/ , chairhavihg
wrong',yith,
pharm~c1st, .,etc,)? and '\ ~ ·vp,ubl!c ,;
1someone·.other , '{
member; ~ittingi 8..s✓-., ;':jury; ,J h_e~~.i.-i\. lTIB.n 'rOf r~th0ftl?~9fessional ·,C~nduct ... ~ than- attorneys ..di~Cjpli~j_~g) '8tto_r/ ~ ;! :
hf!!li: the. ,c ase and rend~r a~ (l'.~'.Committ~eif,i'r)he. Sa~.Diego Med-' . neys. _Spec/fically; wpy notJ,u,rn t_he ',: , 1
panels._
keys oyE!~.to s0:rp.eone,els~?;;~:! f:':,_~1·:; :';'._ ·
proJ)OS~?decision: W~i~~j.n~lµd ~~-l /t\{ "ical··Soci~iY~'Sliid.his c~Otatts with
. If_:th,a t ;were the _cas_e, :r~~ponded ·
recomm_e ~ded pem_ll~y//:.~ \;;.J·~.};f,.(l~M~A; arE!-:qmited eXCept ;when -~·
Wied, •;rhe professionjs goi~g t9 ,So
I!;
T~0. , ,S an.;, Di~g_q J.!..f~~~~!~ t~~A. .case is referred to it. : '

·J

. ' B 11e1s ,,, '
L aw

;b.

~'frtf

.

fl°> ';

..~ ) , & ,.....,,_,__ 7

~

s------ ----J.fr1·br:-~
, ·, ~-rv.,,..LJ
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Law. SDTLA members, $45; nonyear for Stat.! Bar dues is ridicumembers, $65; student members,
lous, especially when you don't see
$20; and student non-members,
1 anything for it."
paralegals and secretaries, $30.
"Every time they bring up someFor more information call 2997757.
thing that's positive, it's done in a
negative way," said Pullen, refer* * *
ring to the stern warning accomUniversity of San Diego law propanying a malpractice insurance
fessor Hugh .F nedman will modsurvey which the Bar conducted
erate a "Privacy, Politics &- The
last year. Yesterday he expanded
Press" seminar which George
on that, referring to the need for a
Brewster of Ault, Midlam,
Deuprey, Jones, Danielsen &
strong discipline system - something which he felt attorneys
Gorman and others are putting towould support - but concerned
gether at Cal Western on May 14.
about ·the high costs to fund it.
Among the panelists are Hal
Pullen opposed the idea of turning
Fuson of Copley Press; Cathy ,
discipline over to a state regulatory
Clark of Channel 39; Sig r •
agency.
Mickelson, former president of
Some of these same issues were
CBS News; Superior Court Judge
raised at the Bar Leaders ConRichard Huffman; John Allcock
ference by attorneys from Rolling
of Gray, Cary, Ames ,& Frye; and
Hills Estates, Santa Barbara, San
former Congressman Lionel Van
Luis Obispo and other areas of CalDeerlin. For more information call
ifornia. They expressed concern at
Brewster at 295-1202.
'* * *
the amount of the proposed 1989
Saxon, Alt, Dean, Mason,
dues increase and the sudden jump
compared with past years.
Brewer & Kincannon will offer a
For solo practitioners and attorseminar on employment laws
neys in small firms, rising costs
March 8 at the La Jolla Marriott. / ·,
may be a particular burden, unlike
* * *
some medium- to large-size firms or
public agencies which pay attor- ,
neys' fees and me~berships.
* * *·
Four San Diego journalists will
give a seminar for the San Diego
Trial Lawyers Association March
14 on "How to Deal with the News
Media." The panelists are Cliff ,
Albert, news director of KFMB
and B-100; Adrienne Alpert,
reporter and weekend anchor at
Channel 10; Denise Carabet,
assistant to the editor of the San
piego Union , and me, Martin
/Kruming, editor. of the Daily
·
f Transcript.
Registration is from- 5:30 to 6
p.m. with the seminar from 6 to .
8:30 in the Grace Courtroom at the
University of San Diego School of '
'C@ riii :,,1d from Page 3A)
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The University%~\?Die go is offering a summer sports camp pro·
gram at its beautiful campus
overlooking Mission Bay. Resident
and day camps are available for
girls and boys in basketball, soccer,
tennis, competitive swimming, girls
volleyball, baseball, football and an
outdoor wilderness camp. Call
260-4593 or write USD Summer
Sports Camps, Alcala Park, San
Diego, CA 92110 for more
information.
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The Universlfy'~ n Diego Is offering a summer sports camp program at its beautiful campus
overlooking Mission Bay. Resident
and day camps are available for
girls and boys in basketball, soccer,
tennis, competitive swimming, girls
volleyball, baseball, football and an
outdoor wilderness camp. Call
260-4593 or write USO Summer
Sports Camps, Alcala Park, San
./
Diego, CA 92110 for more
~
information.
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thony Lupica and John Lyon
perform in concert at 8 p.m.
Saturday at Sacred Heart
Hall, room 104, on the
U n i ~ a n Diego
campus.
Smith, adjunct faculty
member of the USD music
area, is a student of Pepe
Romero, internationally acclaimed classical guitarist and
member of the renowned Los
Romeros guitar quartet.
The concert in a fund -rai~er
for the Anne Cathetine
Swanke scholarship fund,
which is for music majors at
USD. The concert will _feature
guitar duos and solos by such
composers as Tarrega,
Giuliani, Sor, Albeniz and de
Falla. For more information,
call 260-4600, ext. 4456. ~

***
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\~a.-; - Markin theTrafton
first

hit a two-run home run
inning, and USD beat visiting Penn
State, 7-4. Trafton, who had three hits
and scored twice, homered off starter and loser Keith Bevenhower. Bevenhower ·had the third-best ERA
(2.02) in the nation last year. Claire- ,
mont High alumnus Andy Roberts
and Kearny High alumnus Chris Bwy l
each had two hits for the Toreros (8- a
9). Penn State is 0-5. ;>- ? ) /
1

'7
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"Images of God," the third
session In the women's series
sponsored by the Institute for
Christian Minis/tries, wlll be held
March 19 from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. ,
In Salomon Lecture Hall. Speaker
wll/ be Sister Francis
Rothluebber, OSF. Cost Is $15
before March 12, $20 after that
date. For further information, call
260-4784.
A guitar concert to benefit the
Anne Swanke scholarship fund
will take place March 5 at 8 p.m.
In Sacred Heart Hall. Tickets are
$7 general, $5 seniors, $3
students and children. For more,
call 260-4600 ext. 4456.
"Educational Reform: The
Paldela Proposal" will be
addressed March 7, 14 and 21,
4:30-7 p.m. in Manchester
Conference Center. For further
Information, call 260-4585.
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---- ICM sponsors wo1nen's
series at_USD

.c;

ALCALA PARK _q..~fnstitute' for
Christian Ministries will present the third
in its series on women, "Lost Images of
God," March 19 from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at Salomon Lecture hall at t_h e University of
San Diego.
Sister Francis Rothluebber, OSF, will be
the keynote speaker. She is co-director of
Colombiere Center in Idyll wild, Calif.,
and is the author of the books, "From
Meditation to Ministry" ·and "Lost
Images of God.''
The cost for preregistration by March 12
· is $15 and $20 after that date.
For further information call the Institute
for Christian Ministries, 260- 4 7 8 4 ~
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~!TAR .CONCERT- Guitarists Lisa
Smith, Anthony Lupica and John Lyon
will perform works by Tarrega, Giuliani,
Sor, Albenlz and others at 8 p.m. tomorrow In Sacred Heart Hall, Room
104, University of San Diego. Proceeds
will benefit the Anne Qathe.[!ne Swanke ;
~
;;l-'1,
Scholarship.

5~
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~ C c h a n a l- to go for original music
t{
T

he Bacc;;}-'
han~7'l, )one of San
guitarist Ray Crawford has joined
Winford Stewart, bass clarinetist
the
stellar roster of jazz artists ·
Turi
Diego's oldest live rock
ya,
1g
I '2
sched
uled
to
perfo
rm at Sunday's
drummers Leon Petties, Barry
music clubs, will stop
booking Top 40 ba~ds in order to
benefit for former Lionel Ham
Farrar and Jay Hearn, trum
George Varga
trumpeter Walter Williams, pton
concentrate exclusively ?n nat_10~al
· Jim Malgrem, pianists Jack peter
Besta,
Williams, 71, has lived in San Diego
and local bands perfornung origmal
Jerry Abernathy and Gene Watson
Bacchanal this month ioclude:
since 1955. A diabetic who requires
and singers Ernie Andrew~ Cathy
music.
Hot Tuna, with new member Paul kidney dialy
The format change becomes
sis three times weekly,
Conw
Kantner, on Tuesday;
ay and Susan Kivley. Disc
Williams recently underwent
official with next Friday's show by
jockeys from San Diego rad!o
rock guitarist Ted Nugent,
quadruple.bypass heart surgery.
the Beat Farmers. The decision to
station KSDS-FM Jazz 88 w!ll serve
Wednesday; pop-jazz violinist Doug
end Top 40 bookings, which
Fund
s raised by Sunday's benefit
as
Cameron, Thursday; San Diego 's
announcers for the benefit.
will help offset his medical bills.
constituted 40 percent of the club's
Beat Farmers, March II; local
The beoefit on Sunday from 5 to
acts, was inspired by the burgeoning bands Infra
Conc ert upda te, English guitar
red, Bastille and
crop of good local bands playing
10 p.m., at the Oasis Lounge, 3184
virtuoso Richard Thompson , who
Minstrel, March 12; the Turtles and
Market SL, will feature flutisis
original music, according to
counts Elvis Costello, David Lindley
the Grassroots, March 14; pop-jazz
Holly Hofmaun and Lori Bel,
Bacchanal manager Jeff Gaulton.
and Don Henley among his most
saxophonist Kirk Whalum, March 15; clarinetistsaxophonist Jimmy
"By mixing national talent with
ardent fans, performs at La Paloma
city-slicker country band Exile and
Noone, saxophonists Ted Picou,
local groups performing their own
Theater, March 20 ... Tickets for the
Earl Thomas Cooley, March 19; the
Gene Porter, Gary Le Febvre and
music, we hope to creat e a center
Atarm's March 22 concert ~t USDJ!O
Marshall Tucker Band , March 20;
Carl
Evans Sr. (the father of
for original music that will help
on sale today at all Ticketmaster
Uncle Festive, March 23; Little Joe
Fattburger keyboardist Carl Evans
transform San Diego from a minor
outlets; tickets
y la Familia, March 24; Bachman
Jr.), bassists Preston Coleman, Hank for Whitesnak go on sale tomorrow
market to a major market," Gaulton Turn
er Overdrive and the Guess
e's April 12 Sports
Young, Ted Blake , Rick James and
said.
Arena concert.
.;;
Who
(minu
s singer Burton
I
"The people who came tJ see our
Cummings), March 25; fast-rising
......
.....
.
.
shows by
national acts told us that
l;;&ilil&F
· · ~·: ;·.-..;._;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;::;;;;;:;;::;;;;;;;,;,~..Jl••• •
country singer-songwrit er Lyle
• I.
they are also willing to support
Lovett, March 27; Leon Redbone,
original local music acts as well. "
March 28; Don Dixon March 29; and
The Bacchanal joins the Belly Up
hard
rockers Blue Oyster Cult,
Tavern, Rio's and the Spiri as the
March 30 and 31.
San Diego clubs committedt to.
featuring origin al-mu sic groups.
Jazz benefit
Artis ts confi rmed to appear at the Jimm y Smith update: Former
/ Ahm ad Jamal
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,__,,.USO;;:- Canadian environmentalist Wayne
: lt!rmssp·eaks on "Sustainable Development:
Our Common Future," 7:30 p.m. March 5,
Salomon Lecture Hall. Information: 565-7167.
International Women's Day features six panelists discussing different aspects of women in
today's society, including women and public
life, women and education, women and employment, and women, health and AIDS, 7
. p.m. March 8, Fletcher Reception Ar~ US.D
Law School. Information: 283-8222. - : . ~
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Fine arts departmentp;esenta

ccince7'?1)y guitarists Lisa Smith, Anthony LuYpica and John Lyon, 8 p.m. March 5, Sacred
'Heart Hall, room 104. Tickets: general, $7;
- children and senior citizens_:_~- ~~rmation:
~ /
.
· '260-4456.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 11
SEMINAR:Uni v~of ScID:1!1.iQ.go is sponsoring
~ -b~siness u p d a t e ~~~~~:.~

I

topic of "Drugs in . the Workplace". Dr. Phillip
Hunsaker, professor of management, will lead
the discussion following a 7:30 a.m. continental
breakfast at Manchester Center. The fee is $15,
./
For information, call 260-4585.
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TOMORRO W/

2 p.m. - "Joe Turner's· i
Come and Gone,"
' Simon Edison Centre
for the Performing Arts,
, Old Globe Theatre, Bal~ ! s o 8 p.m.).
8 p.m. - "II Trovatore,"
· · San Diego Opera, Civic
Theatre.
·

-

"Die Fledermaus,"

: · Orange County Per-· :
·•· f o r m ~ t e r . '.;\:·

· · ..:... Arditti .Quartet, ·-_:·... ·'
Mandeville Auditorium ,
UCSD.
.
. .

5

-SUNDAY /6 .

1 p.m. - Indian storytell-er Rancourt Tso- ·
nakwa, San Diego Museum of Man:'·

Theatre, Palomar Col· · lege, Sari Marcos. ce

7:30 p.m.·-, "Buster
· Keaton in 7 Chane- .
-·· es," with organist
·::Chris Elliott, Califor-

, ... Repertory Theatre's ;, :·
;-,, - -. Mainstage; Costa Mesa -

-,~·_\-_:,:- _ ·_
·. _(op___~_•Jnuinngo~sigshwt)a. n
'. ''s··-,;;:_:,:_'_'._;_'. ~_:,

_· f: San Diego Actors The-

',
· :,' atre, Sixth Avenue Play._ -•-~-- ho_
use (opening •night):.,_ ..'.

;,·., _;;_: "Hitler's Child• - :"<~; \:·· -'~- '. hood," ~S~eat er: ; _
,

· ' .:'nia Theatre. ·· ,_,, •-'
.' '. ...:... "Sustainable· De-

\·
,

f,~.~---··

Don Powell
SDSU.

eatre, _"'; .
· ._ , __., ;

.... .-.~,.,;,t.

~ivic University Sym- ,
. phony Orchestra, . ., ·'
; Mandeville Auditori- •.,

<

:·'. um, UCSD. - >:';f'::, ;<'
· -,, ·- -Israel Chamber··
>i
;° Orchestra, East Coun- ( _ty Performing Arts . , _:
-: Center ·. •. · -,· , • .- ·
Guii~risttu ~:- ;{ \
'' Smith, Anthony Lupi• ·
ca and John Lyon,
· : Sacred Heart Hall,

.k!.§.Q____

. --

dheim Evening,"

Words and Music
Bo_o k Gallery.

"The Fantastiks," ·

_: Southampt on Dinner
Theatre, San
.,
Clemente (also 8_ ·;.
p.m.). ·'.':'
-f
3 p.m. - Violinist Frank
..Almond with La Jolla

Civic University Symphony Orchestra, - ·

8 p.m. "7 Violinist Frank
· Almond witti·La Jolla

i. ..:... "A Step~
1en Son-

- "The Voice of the
Prairie," Simon Edi-

- -

,.- ;·.uso..::::,:·· ,-:•:•·i,i~-·

:-r,-'"-

. Orange County Performing Arts Center,
Costa Mesa.

son Center for the
Performing Arts, Cassius Carter Centre
.Stage. (also 7 p.m .)

,;1,.\>j}§- /~

- "Aunt Dan and ; ?,
Lemon," South Coasi -: .

San Diego Opera,
Civic Theatre.

- "Die Fledermaus,"

3 p.m. ·- North County
·civic Youth Orches. Ira, Palomar College

- John Goodwin's ·-- ::. ., . velopment: Our Com- ,
Dime-A-Dance Compa::' -:~-, mon Future," with :,
ny Studio Theatre ~ , · ··;-.':' Canadian environmen. scisu.
talist Wayne Kines,
· -: _ Tom Paxton La · 0 : , .. • _. • • :- Salomon Lecture Hall, -

-' ·PalomaTh eatr;,' Enciri1: ·
· · tas. ,
,. ' .•-•·,·-~-

2 p.m. - "II Trovatore,"

·,,. Mandeville Auditori- um, UCSD. ';I;
- Trio Sonnerie, Silver Gate Concert, San
, Diego Trust and Sav. ings Bank.
·

7 p.m . ...: "Juno's
.Swans," San Diego
· - Actors Theatre, Sixth
, t oAvenue Playhouse.

-, 8 p.m. - -"Aunt Dan and
Lemon," South Coast
· Repertory Theatre's
Mainstage, Costa
Mesa.

THURSDA Y/10

9:30 a.m. - "Less Is
More: More or Less:
Minimalism in Contemporary Art,"'with
Lynda Forsha, La
Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, Coast
Room.

11:40 a.m. - "Niagara: .
Miracles, Myths and
Magic," Reuben H.
, ·· Fleet Space Theater,
Balboa Park (jlso 2, 4,
7 p.m.).
'"'
.

7 p.m. - Festival of Animation, La Jolla Mu_,_..· seum of Contemporary Art (a<so 9:30_
·p:m.).
,

7:30 p.m. - "The Underwater World," with
Jim Stewart of
Scripps Institution of
·oceanogr2 phy, and Al
Bruton, scu ba diver
and underwater photographer, Viscount
Hotel.
8 p.m. - Violinist ltzhak
Perlman, La Jolla
- Chamber Music Soci·ety, Civic Theatre.-.,...:
·_· _._ Pianist Volker Banfield, Mandeville Re- ·
cital Hall, UCSD. ·

- "International
· Style," film series,
Mandeville Center Auditorium , UCSD.

Sunrise - Pacific Horizon Balloon Tours,
Fairbanks Village
Plaza, Rancho Santa
Fe (also Sunset). •
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. - Abstract watercolors and
oils by Jennifer Luce,
the Art Collector.
7 p.m. - Festival of Animation, La Jolla Mu·_ seum of Contemporary Art (also 9:30
p.m.).
~ International' .
Chamber Players of
. USIU,: Green _~all, .

USIU. . .,.•. ,
.
8 p.m. - Pianist Volker
Banfield with violinist

' Janos.Negyesy,
Mandeville Recital
Hall, ucsD_, ;, ' .

- "Aunt Dan and
Lemon," South Coast
Repertory Theatre's
Mainstage, Costa
Mesa. _

- "Hitler's Child•
hood,"_SDSU theater,
Don Poweiiinea tre, -,
· .-. SDSU ·,-,,,;,.,.., ·
.

· - Ke~in-R~;;'riey, ·
Mark Eubanks and
Kenny Aubrey, the Improvisation.

- Dale Basecu,
Drowsy Maggie's Folk
Cafe.

2 p.m. -

"The Voice of
the Prairie," Simon

Edison Center for the ·
Performing Arts, Cas-.
sius Carter Centre
Stage. (also 8 p.m.) --

- "Joe Turner's
Come and Gone," ·
Simon Edison Centre
for the Performing
Arts, Old Globe Theatre, Balboa Park (also
8 p.m.).

- "Love's Labour's
Lost," Campus Com. pany ot'USIU,, Legler
Benbrough Theatre, .
· USIU (also.& p.m.). ,: -~

7:30 p.m. - "L'Avventura," La Jolla Museum .
of Contemporary Art
Film Series, Sherwood
Auditorium. ·
8 p.m. -

"The Fantas- ·

tiks," Southampton
Dinner Theatre, San '
Clemente.
~ "The Prince oi
Homburg,"- UCSD the.. ater department, Mandell Weiss Center for
· the Performing Arts, ::
UCSD.
9:15 p.m. - "The Grateful Dead," laserium
· show, Reuben H. Fleet
Space Theater, Balboa
Park.

Sunrise - Pacific Horizon Balloon Tours,
Fairbanks Village ·
Plaza, Ranchci.Santa
Fe (also Sunset).

8 p.m. - "Juno's
Swans," San Diego
Actors Theatre, Sixth
Avenue Playhouse.

- "The Prince of
· Homburg," UCSD the- ' ·./
ater department, Man- .\'· ·'
dell Weiss Center forthe 'performing Arts,
UCSD.
.
- "Equils," Little .· · ,.
Boots Production s: : .,:. __
Lyceum Space, Horton
Plaza.
· •
·":

- Kevin Rooney,
Mark Eubanks and
Kenny Aubrey, the lm.provisation (also ·1Q
p.m.), . .
.
- Folk and original :
music with Christina
.•
---. - Williams, -Drowsy ; 0;-,;.i- .· ,
_· Maggie's' Folk Cafe.~,:.:,_ . '.

. ~.

.~ ~..
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reseeded, then meet in Sunday's semThe nationally televised

USD's role
is reversed
By Don Norcross

;zr~

Tribune Sportswriter

From the "What a difference a
year makes" file.
Plop the college basketball tape
into the VCR. Rewind it exactly 12
months. Stop.~te&:i-the WCAC
postseason tournament, as Danny
Means says, ".with everything to lose
·
and nothing to gain."
The Toreros already had won the
regular season title, outdistancing
second-place Gonzaga by four
games. All that got Hank Egan's
team was a first-round tournament
home game.
To assure themselves an NCAA
Tournament berth, the Toreros had
to win the tournament. They didn't,
getting upset in the second round by
Pepperdine.
Then it was nail-biting time. Will
the NCAA offer an at-large invitation
or not?
The Toreros were extended an invitation, which they gladly accepted,
and then quickly and happily forgot
all about the conference tournament.
Fast forward to the present.
The Toreros finished the just-completed regular season with a 3-11
record, 11-16 overall, good for next to
last in the WCAC.
But thanks to the WCAC Championship Tournament, the Toreros can
dream of making a return trip to the
big money maker, the NCAA Tournament.
"The shoe's on the other foot now,"
said Means.
Added Egan, "It's a new life for us.
We've got nothing to lose."
The tournament will be held tomorrow through Monday at Santa
Clara's Toso Pavilion. Four openinground games will be held tomorrow
with USO facing St. Mary's (18-8, 9-5)
· ·- ·
in the opener at noon.
The other opening-round games pit
18th-ranked and regular season
champion Loyola Marymount (24-3,
14-0), winners of 21 in a row, vs. Portland (6-21, 1-13); defending tournament champion and host Santa Clara
(18-9, 9-5) vs. USF (13-14, 5-9); and
Pepperdine (16-11, 8-6) vs. Gonzaga

111:..11 . 7-7).

I

I
I.
),

championship game (ESPN) will
begin at 8:30 p.m. Monday.
While USO is seeded seventh and
St. Mary's second, a first-round victory for the Toreros would not be
stunning. The teams played twice in
a span of four days in late January,
St. Mary's winning 41-40 at USO on
Jan. 27, then the Toreros upset the
Gaels 66-61 on Jan. 31 in Moraga.
Those two games, plus USD's upset
of Pepperdine on the last week of the
season, has the Toreros in a confident
mood.
"I think we've got a good chance,"
said senior center Jim Pelton. "Nobody's looking at this as the last
'
game of the season."
· One of the keys for the Toreros
will be the play of small forward
Marty Munn, the team's leading
scorer, averaging 14.8 points. In the
41-40 loss to St. Mary's, Munn was 1of-10 from the field and scored three
·
points.
Four days later he scored a gamehigh 24 points. The Gaels play a tight
zone defense and if Munn is hitting
from the outside it will open up pass•
ing lanes inside.
Munn, who began his college career at St. Mary's before quitting the
team as a freshman, downplays his
significance.
"We have a lot of outside
shooters," he said. "If I'm not hitting,
hopefully some of the others will."
Munn scored 58 points in the
Toreros' last two games, shooting 63
percent.
To amplify the Toreros' dependency on the outside game, their only
other double-figure scorers are
Means (12.3) and Efrem Leonard
(10.4), both guards.
St. Mary's is a balanced team,
featuring four starters averaging in
double figures. Junior forwards Robert Haugen (14.4) and Erick Newman
(13.1) are the leading scorers. They're
also the team's leading rebounders.
Guard Al Lewis averages 12.8 and
center Dan Curry 10.3.
Should USO knock off St. Mary's,
its next game would almost certainly
be a rematch with Loyola Marym~
oun.t. LMU ran down the Toreros 141126 last Saturday at the Sports Center.
<
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:/rennis - Steven Jung won in No.
; 1 singles and No. 1 doubles to help
· : Nebraska defeat USD, 5-3, in the con. ~- . solation semifin~ the College ·
• --~ Team Championships at Corpus
: . ;;; ,Christi, Texas ... Monika Wanika de. ,,, feated Kristin Hill 6-1, 6-1 in No. 1
·· singles to lead Oklahoma State's
women past SDSU, 6-3, in the ITCA
ps/li ·
" National Indoor Championshi.n
Madison, Wis. ;).._ Cf 5sl··
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UCSD students who are of
legal drinking age are issued
colored wristbands and plastic
cups for the Friday afternoon
beer bashes.

Driving Then1 Fron1 Drink

How Colleges Are Tapping Common Sense to Curb Boozing
By DAYID SMOLLAR, Time, Staff Writer

he party scene at UC San Diego has
largely dried up this year, the
victim of new, tougher alcohol
regulations that follow a trend both
locally and nationally by college
administrators trying to moderate
student drinking.
New rules at UCSD prohibit any
alcohol use in public places other than the
campus pub. Students 21 and over can
drink only in their private dormitory
rooms, and residence-hall advisers now
actively enforce the law against
under-age drinking.
The athletic department will no longer
cover part of its operating costs by
accepting beer advertising on its
calendars and schedules. And UCSD
officials are attempting to find non-liquor
companies to sponsor part or all of the
intramural activities heavily subsidized
by beer and wine makers.

T

'Baptism of Beer'

-.,.

The efforts by UCSD are similar to
regulations already in place at San Diego
State University and the University of
San Diego to counter the image of college
life as a "baptism of beer," in the words of
one former federal health official.
San Diego State has had strir,gent
on-campus regulations for several years
but only recently has begun to influence
drinking among the many fraternities
and sororities on the campus periphery.
USD administrators this year decided
not to open a pub planned downstairs in
the new student center because they
believed its operation would send the
wrong message to students concerning
the desirability of drinking.
"I think we feel that we have to have a
pro- active, not a passive policy,
concerning the welfare of our students
when it comes to alcohol," Joseph
Watson, vice chancellor for
undergraduate affairs at UCSD, said.
"And that means both enforcing state law
and emphasizing education so that

Pho~ by DON BARTLETT! / Loa Angeles Times

UCSD senior Rob Sato gets banded after showing proper identification.
students will make mature judgments"
about alcohol.
"What we are doing mirrors what is
going on nationally," said Stephen
Barnes, assistant vice president for
student affairs at San Diego State. "There
is a very acute interest on the part of
colleges to mount campaigns about
(alcohol and substance abuse] that
emphasize the desirability of healthy
life-styles and wellness."
Drinking Age Raised

In addition, many states have raised
their drinking age to 21 from 18 and the
national Mothers Against Drunk Driving
organization has put the spotlight on
· alcohol-related road accidents.
Not that local deans believe they are

going to stop student drinking.
Sister Mary Schmeling, who oversees
the USD alcohol policies, worries that
many area students may simply go
off- campus-especially to Tijuana-to
drink and perhaps put themselves in
greater risk than if allowed to drink on
campus. A recent ad in the Daily Aztec,
the San Diego State newspaper, featured
seven Tijuana nightspots offering special
liquor prices for students under the
heading, "Tijuana Nightlife At Its Best!
... SDSU's favorite fiesta hot spot."
The USD administration, together with
student organizations at the Catholic
university, sponsors free cab rides back
to campus-even from Tijuana-for
students who believe they are too
Please see DRINKING, Page 14
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rtru bk to drive.

"Our goal !realistically) is to try
and~essen the view of students that
alcohol is the key to having a good
wedkend," said UCSD's Watson
who has devo ted considerable at:
ten tion to the subject during the
pa!. t ye ar. ''Our society has seemed
to emphasize drinking so a student
proba bly sees (drinking ) as quite
1

normal."

F!ven beer companies, which target; college students in efforts to
est ablish brand loyalty among
1tht (n, are mounting programs to l
encourage more students to drink
r r, s f> o nsibly.

Anheuser-Busch

,1.·hose Budweiser dominate~
b"ef--spon~ored activities on coltegr campuses, holds Alcohol
Awareness nights to promote the
des(gnated driver system and the
pitf ~lls of getting drunk.
•~nimal House' Losing Appeal

7hings like !the movie] 'Animal
I loUsc' and beer-chugging contests
we~e common 10 years ago," said
Jirn- Dirker, marketing manager of
Cm!,st Distributing Co. in San Diego,
wh olesaler for Budweiser products.
' "'!'Oday, we emphasize dry rushes
{for' sororities and fraternities] and
g~r{eral moderation.
"Or course, we are in the businos~ of selling beer, but I think the
~~c1'age is starting to get out that
1t s , not necessarily cool to be
srn ~shed, that the person who can
c~~~_ ..most is not always the 1
~~

\tf

1

Among the three campuses, I
taken th e most significa nt actions during the past year, '
parlicularly in terms of strength- I
·
e ning legal enforcement.
"For years, I think we were
oYera ll mere lax," vice chancellor
Watso n said. Though California's
lega l drinking age has been 21 for
many years, UCSD did not actively
enforce it on campus until the past
year. Now, dormitory advisers
watc h for under-age drinking,
wh1r.h in the majority of cases is
easil y spotted since almost all dormitory residents are freshmen or
sophomores and, therefore, usually
under 21.
The few students who are of
legal drinking age must consume
alcohol in their private rooms with
doors closed. By prohibiting alcohol
in any public area on campus,
UCSD officials have in effect forced
paqies off campus, both Watson
anrl students agree.

uqm has

Approach to Party Time
"Obviously, I cannot say to you
~hat th ere is no under-age drinking
m our (residence] halls or on
campus," Watson said. ''But we
have set a norm that we expect
stmJcnts to follow. '.'
Added Tom Colthurst, director ol
alcohol programs for UCSD extension, "Clea rl y, alcohol problems do
not ,start and stop at the campus ,
boundary . . . but pro-drinking 1
messages in the absence of any ·
(alt~rnative) do have a cumulative
effect in shaping attitudes."
iowdiness Is Down

Vatson said initial reports from
ho\lsing advisers show that dormitorjes have less rowdiness and are
pro_viding a better almosphere for
st,(i!y.
Beer is still sold at the UCSD
Trfton Pub and served during the
oc~asi_onal outdoor "TGIF" parties
on ,Fndays that feature live music.
But students must ~how identificatio~ and receive a colored wristband indicating they are 21. And
bo\h in the pub and at the outside
TGIF, monitors roam the crowd
lo<l,King for violations, especially
under-age students receiving cups
from those able to drink legaJly,
Watso n said he allowed the
TGJF to contin11e "as a judgment
cal}" in large P,art because the
a ~ongstanding
F~Kj~r parties
trad1t1on on the ~1gh-powered in- j
teliectual cam~us, where social
haf e never been para-

aq~

:iv~~'.es

Some UCSD students have complalned that more students now
dri(!k and drive because all parties
are . held away from the campus.
Unlike the situation at San Diego
Sta te, there are few off-campus
student ~es!dent halls and apartments w1thm walking distance of
UCSD's sprawling La Jolla campus.
" ( think in a way there are more
stu~nts going to parties orf campu.s and then having to drive back,"
said' UCSD student David Friend
whci, has been active in student
gov~rnment.
Watson conceded that the
drink-and-drive issue has been
raised "quite vigorously" by studenis "as an argument for us to be
quite liberal, tul'ning our back to
allow drinking on campus.

"But to drive after drinking is a
stu<)~nt's decision independent of
what the university decides to do.
... . Students who make an inrorrRed decision to drink and drive
knci\Y the consequences.''
The UCSD Associated Students
funds the Tipsi Taxi, which provides free service to stude nts from
9 p.m. to 3 a.m. weekends if they
are drunk and do not want to drive.
The agreement with Yellow Cab
covers an area from Solana Beach
to Mission Beach and east to Inter-

into a pattern of u!:ing pubTI;
transportation in these cases, an<(
meet them halfway if they mak"'
the responsible decision not to~
•"
drink and drive."
Also, any student who usrs tht
service three times during a se~;
mester must sit down with Schmel._.,
ing for an evaluation on wh eth e~
the student has more than a social,
.•
drinking problem.
"We tak e the program une step ,
further by adding the educationu(:
component that can flag an alcohol,
~
abuse problem." she said.
Bartenders Attend Seulons

state 15.
But Watson decided not to help
wilh university funds for the ser•
vice. " Are we encouraging more
drinking with it and just eliminating the negative consequences?"
he asked. "ln my personal view, it
mi8ht mean more students going
off campus and drinking more."
Sister Schmeling ol USO takes a
dif£ercnt view of administrative
participation. USO helps pay for a
simila r seven -day-a-week taxi
agreement with Orange Cab for its
students. The service is even avail•
able for students who £ind them selves inchriated in Tij uana.
"I guess our philosophy is that
we !will help th e student] who
recognizes that he or she has had
too much to drink anti should not
get into a car and drive or ride with
so meone el<..e who has been drink•
ing . Hopefull y, we cn n get them

"'
·.~

Schmeling allowi:. parties at usi;►;
to serve alcohol on a case-by-case.,
basis. But as a condition, all bat-"
tenders who will be working
parties must attend a six-hom'!
course that includes information onCalifornia law and on third -party;
liability, on th e requiremen t fol"
providing attractive non-al cohol:
be,~erage alternatives, and on how t
to deal with a person who is~
belligerent or as leep from intoX.:ca "'..i
tion.
At San Diego Stale, the major•
alcohol problems traditionally have•
been associated with fraternities.'
and sororities. (San Diego State ha~
the only fraternity and sorority,,.
houses among area universiti e~.1'!.
The university has less controt
over off- campus Greek system ac'-~
ti vilies. universi ty adviser Daus,
"
Case said.
"Our regulati ons lfor th em} baSi_:
call y involve pu blicly adv ertised~:
parties by fraternities," Case said.
"If they are private parties, we,.
1 reall y have no control."
But Case and student affairs vice
president Barnes said that national
headquarters of fraternities are..
increasingly downplaying alcohol~
~cc~~se _of difficulties in obtainir:ig,.
,
hab1 ilty insurance.

the:
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dido's 100th birthday will be a matter of civic pride
Escon
· -;;:z1sS

scondido's Centennial Celebration will be in the brandnew City Hall on March 18.
The "Party of the Century," as it is
called, will offer a buffet of baron of
beef, pasta and antipasto, fruit and
cheese, pies and pastries, plus complimentary wine, beer and a no-host
bar. Li'! Elmo and the Cosmos will
play music from the '50s and '60s.
Hours are 7 to 11 p.m.
The money raised will help the

E

Escondido Centennial Celebration Committee sponsor other

events throughout 1988. A seniors
picnic, street fair, historic pageant
and parade are some of the activities on the calendar. Jean Stenstrom
and Kay Byrne are co-chairwomen
of the centennial party. Reservations are $60; call 745-8944.
uncheon at the White
House" is how the

'L

University of San Diego

will celebrate its 30th
anniversary. True, it's not exactly on
Pennsylvania Avenue, but
architectural historian Dr. William
Auxiliary

Spindrift
Janet Sutter
Seale, author of "The President's
House," a history of the White
House, will lecture and show slides.
The luncheon will begin with a
social hour at 11 a.m. March 14 at
the San Diego Hilton. Proceeds will
benefit~student financial aid
programs. ITI!Sl!l'Vations are $35; call
284-0551.

SPINOFFS,

►-

' •· ·

Hi-Debber Council. Women who
served as teens on this council at
Walker-Scott"s in the '40s and '50s
will have a reunion honoring
George Scott on his 81st birthday
at 6 p.m. Wednesday at San Diego
Yacht Club. Reservations are $30.
Any former Hi-Debbers should call
Yvonne Wickstrom Larsen, 2227015.
Thursday Club. A 1960 220 SE

Mercedes-Benz, a Chinese rug,
antiques and tons of miscellany will
be part of the 61 st annual
Rummage Sale. Sale times: 9 a.m .
to 4 p.m. Friday; 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday; the Balboa Park Club
building, north of the Aero-Space
Museum.
MADCAPS (Mothers and
Daughters Club Assisting
Philanthropies). The annual benefit
musical show will be "MADCAPS in
Action to the San Diego Beat,"
including a salute to Old Town.

Show times: preview, 8 p.m.,
Thursday; 8 p.m. Friday; 2 p.m.
Saturday in Correia Junior High
School Auditorium. Tickets are $6;
call 223-4373.

San Diego Symphony Orchestra
Association. Coffee concerts and
luncheons. March 17 and May 5,
with coffee at 10:30 a.m., then the
concert at Symphony Hall and
luncheon at University Club.
Season ticket, $45; call 226-1681.
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USD ·ousted ·•;
fr.om WCAC

t~~~! ~tSt.
Mary's scored 15 straight
points, including 10 in a row to
open the second half, and eased to a 68-48 victory over the
· Unix_ersit~ of San W,~o in a
first-roun game at the West
Conference
Coast · Athletic
· tournament on Saturday.
· Robert Haugen score 17
points and Erick Newman added 13 as St. Mary's improveµ
its season record to 19-8, matching the · most victories in
school history.
Efrem Leonard came off the
bench to .score 19 points to lead
the cold~shooting Toreros , who
hit on only 37 .3 percent of their
field goal attempts.
St. Mary's opened up an early 23-11 lead as Newman scored
nine points. But the Toreros,
,Associated Press Photo
11-17, went on a 12-0 run to tie
the score with 1: 55 left in the
and
St. Mary's Dan Curry (25) battles USD's Marty Nunn (left)
1
half.
•
Randy Thompson ~or c~ntrol 9f .the ba,11.
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Slowly, but purposefully, the San
Diego Tennis Patrons are inching
toward their goal of beginning con- .
struction on a local junior tennis center.
They have a site (the city has set
aside a piece of land in the patrons'
name at the corner of Nimitz and
West Pt. Loma boulevards).
The next step is to build an access
· road to the property - a task that's
not nearly as simple as it sounds.
Lincoln Property Company, builders of the Mariner's Cove apartment
complex that borders on the proposed site, had planned to develop
the lot. It never did.
.
"That piece of land has no access ·
except for Nimitz Boulevard, and the
city doesn't want that to be the access point," said Jamil Khoury,
chairman of the patrons' fund-rai~ing
committee.
".The people at Mariner's Cove
would like to cooperate with us as
much as they can without disturbing
their structures and without causing
their tenants any inconvenience.
We're also talking to some people
who have access from West Pt.
Loma Boulevard."
Once negotiations are concluded,
Khoury's committee will seek approval from the traffic department
and the City Council.
"We're planning to go to the city
within two or three months - maybe
within six weeks. I think once we
give them an acceptable proposal for
the access road, they'll put the ma, chinery in motion quickly.
"If everything goes smoothly, I
• want to have the ground broken this
year. Some people think that's an op. timistic projection - that this is

three or four years away. It isn't.
There's no reason we couldn't have '
this center by 1989."
The proposed facility would house
a stadium court, between 16 and 20
regular courts (at least four clay), a
·pro shop and offices.
Estimated cost: $3 million to $3.5
million.
"Our funds will come from hard
work and substantial donations from
local people," said Khoury, whose
group has raised only a small
amount to this point.
Another possible source is the
United States Tennis Association,
which may decide on San Diego as a
site for one of its new regional or
local junior training centers.
"We've talked to Ron Woods (the
USTA's director of player development) about being considered. I think
they lean toward L.A. for a regional
center. People in the East are hung
up on L.A., but we'd be possible for
the local center," Khoury said.
Anyone interested in contributing ·
to the new facility should contact
Jean Kremm at 273-6401.
Notes - The first Division I
Volvo Tennis/Collegiate Rankings
are out. San Diego State's women are
tied for 16th with Arizona State. Senior Jennifer Larking of the University of San Diego is 45th in singles.
SDSU freshman Julie Tullberg is
48th. USD's men are 22nd . . . Anyone
interested in . coaching San Diego's
representatives in the National City
boys' and girls' team competition in
August should send a resume to Bill
Scott of The Bishop's School at 7607
La Jolla Blvd., 92037. Phone: 4594775.
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Cold-shooting USD
d by St. Mary 's
.ouste
R..C/,§5
.
;

By T.J: Simers

'

Staff Writer

SANTA CLARA -.!lg> d.!Q!Lt get

a shot off in the second halfof yester-

little bit irritated is a nice way to put

it," USD coach Hank Egan said. "I

have never coached a team that gave
this bad of a performance this late in
the season.
"Walking off the floor today I was
telling myself it's time to evaluate
where we stand, where we want to go
as a program and how we're going to
get it done. I'm talking about everything and everybody. The ball might
not go in the basket and we might
turn it over, but we can compete. We
can have that fire in the eyes and go

day's West Coast Athletic Conference
Tournament opener until it had committed three turnovers and 3:53 had
elapsed.
When the Toreros' first shot came,
from three-point range, it did not
, land in the basket.
5 45
It took USD : to get its firS t
of the game, and 5:13 to score
basket
the second half. The · Toreros
in
missed their first seven shots of the after it. 1 don't know why it wasn't
there today.
"All of it is on me . . . to get a
game and, not surprisingly, lost, 68like this, this late in the
performance
eliminated
were
and
48, to St'. Mary's
from the tournament. The Gaels, who season, we have to look at coaching,
will play tournament host Santa personnel, everything.''
The Toreros, although seeded sevClara tonight at 5 in one semifinal,
had lost to USD by five in Moraga enth in the eight-team tournament
during after going 11-16 overall and 3-11 in
one in San Diego
won byseason.
and regular
·
the
"There is no reason to have a 20- . the WCAC, had come to Toso Pavipoint ballgame here. To say I'm a See WCAC on Page
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Associated Press

Dan Curry (25) ot St. Mary's takes control between USD's Marty Munn (left), Randy Thompsor

WCAC: Toreros lifeless in 20-point loss to Gaels

Pepperdine 81, Gonzaga 70
. (25-3) with 33 points. Teammate Bo
5:46 left in the first half, tied the Kimble, overcoming a l-for-12 first- Center Levy Middlebrook s, th e
score at 23 with two minutes remain- half shooting performance, scored 23. league's player of the year, scored 22
Tom
ing. But the Gaels scored the next
Adam Simmons led Portland .with for the Waves (17-11). Forward
live points, including a 30-looler at
Lewis scored 17 to help set up to28.
the buzzer by forward Robert Haunight's 7 o'clock game with Loyola.
gen, lo take a 28-23 halftime lead.
Sanl~ Clara 90, USF 88 -:- Dan In two previous games with the
St. Mary's scored the first 10 of the Weiss hit lw?
throws with. 55 Lions, the Waves were defeated 107second hall, and the rout was on. The seconds remamrng and the score bed , 95 and 142-127
.
Gaels, sixth nationally in scoring de- at 86, and Milch Burley sank two \
·
Gonzaga (16-12) was seeded filth
fense (58.6 per game), were led by with 13 seconds left for third-seeded
fourth-seedthe
to
four
by
down
was
USF
Sixth-seeded
(19-9).
Clara
Santa
forward
and
points)
(17
Haugen
Erick Newman (13). St. Mary's was (13-15) was led by center Mark ed Waves at the half. The Bulldogs
McCathrion who scored 20 in 22 min- were led by for ward Danny Roe's 22
22-of-47 from the floor.
points and guard Doug Spradley's 17.
Junior guard Efrem Leonard led utes of play'.
USO with 19 points.
"We were in a position to 1<;pe
them out in the first half and couldn't
do it because of Hank Egan," Gaels I
coach Lynn Nance said. "Hank is one
of the lop coaches in the country, and
he's done more with less talent than
any\>Ody I know. This year he had a
, very, very young team and still he
did a lot with it.
"I know he's feeling bad right now,
but I'm sure his kids learned a heck
of a lesson from this game. Knowing
Hank, I wouldn't want to be the first
team they play next year."
In other games:
-

Continued from H-1

lion here rejuvenated after beating
Pepperdine and playing Loyola Marymount tough a week ago. They also
had taken heart in their tournament
draw, knowing they were matched
well against No. 2 St. Mary's (18-8, 95 entering the post-season).
All that went sour, however, when
USD's offense fell apart:
• Senior forward Marty Munn, the
Toreros' leading scorer who had 24
points in the win al St. Mary's, scored
.six yesterday and was 3-for-11 from
the floor (USO was 19-for-51).
• Senior center Jim Pellon, counted on heavily inside because of USD's
many freshmen and all-too-shy
shooting forwards, freshmen Randy
Thompson and John Sayers (a combined 1-for-2 from the field), also
scored six.
• Junior guard Danny Means, the
Toreros' best player, was benched
for the final 8:31 for failing to measure up to Egan's playmaking standards.
"I knew what was coming in the
locker room when the game was
over," said Means, who had seven
points. "Coach Egan was upset and
Loyola Marymount 110, Portashamed. I know he was very disTop-seeded LMU, alcouraged. He was even past the point land 104 extending the nation's longest
though
of yelling and screaming."
22 and scoring 100
Egan, dismayed by his team's lack ·winning streak to time this season,
the 20th
of emotion, said, "We weren't in the or more for
was unable to pull away from eighthballgame al any time in the second
seeded Portland (6-22). Center Hank
half. This one was over early."
18th-ranked Lions
The Toreros, trailing by 23-11 with Gathers led the

free

l
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SANTA CLARA-The Universit,r:of $an Diel!" basketoaJr'te&m,..
presented with a second chance to
save a lost season in the West Coast
Athletic Conference's postseason
tournament, politely declined the
offer early .S aturday afternoon.
The Toreros put up little fuss or
1
I fight and were sent packing in ,a
68-48 first-round loss to St. Marys
at Toso Pavilion.
.

f

Please see USD, Page 1 D

GOQ·OUNT V

IL~!?-\

ConUnued from Page 1

St;. Mary's, which finished second
in ttje conference during the regular season, went on a 10-0 run to
open the second half and led, 38-23,
with 15,39 remaining. That's when
the iroreros seemed to decide that
.1-17 final record would suit
an , 1
them just fine.
None of this suited Hank Egan,
however, and USD's coach refused
to let the lackadaisical play slip by
without delivering a couple of
messages, a good idea because it is
unlikely anyone would have otherwise remembered USD's appearance here.
'' 'Egan's first message was dehv1~red with 8,31 to play, when he
called a timeout and benched junior
1 guard Danny Means, his most ex- •
1
'perienced player and the team's
•· llcknowledged leader.
1
USO trailed by only 45-33 at the
'
• i time-not out of contention yetII
J but Means never returned.
''-' "I thought he was the reason we
1 weren't getting enough motion in
;, · our offense," said Egan, who was
obviously upset. "That's a good
' way to pulit."
Means said, "He was telling me

J Sunday, March 6, 1988/Part Ill 11 D
to do something, and I said something back. It was a personal
mistake on my part, and he punished me for it."
USO never got closer after
Means left and wound up losing by
a lopsided score to a team with
which it had split two games during
the regular season.
Egan delivered his second message afterward.
"I've been coaching a long time
[17 years, four at USO], and I can't
remember a performance this bad
this late in the season by any of my
teams," he said. "I think this shows
that we really 'have .to evaluate
what we're going to do with this
program.
'"We have to take a closer look at
everything. Not onl7 with what
we're going to do but who we're
going to do it with."
Not a lot was expected from
Egan's team this season-four
starters were lost from 1386-87but he hadn't planned to end the
season in this fashion.
USD missed its first seven shots
from the field and didn't score a
field goal until the 12,10 mark,
when Means hit a ·long jumper to
pull USO within 7-4.
It was that close only because St.
Mary"s, which drew six two-shot
fouls in the first · eight minutes,

missed 9 of its first 12 free throws.
Over the next seven minutes, St.
Mary's 09-8) continued to work
the ball inside, and shots started to
fall. USD began to fall back, trailing
23-11 with 5,45 remaining in the
.
half.
In danger of being blown out,
USD responded with its only run of
the day. Efrem Leonard came off
the bench to spark the Toreros, and
3,45 and a 12-0 sprint later, the
score was tied at 23-23.
But by halftime, the Toreros
would trail by five, as Robert
Haugen scored inside and then hit a
30-foot three-pointer at the buzzer
to put St. Mary's ahead, 28-23.
The second half started with
three USO turnovers, two by
freshman guard Kelvin Means, and
St. Mary's took advantage by getting its running game in gear. Al
Lewis scored on two breakaway
layups and hit a three-pointer as
USD went the first 5, 13 of the
second half without scoring.
"Those turnovers didn't allow us
to come back and set up our
defense," Egan said. "It got them
going, and we started falling back."
USO could not recover a second
time. Leonard finished with a
game-high 19 points, but nobody
else helped. The Toreros finished
37% (19 of 51) from the;!:

<
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USll[;Women Come Back to Beat .USJ?

Loma Nazarene in .the first game,
Am a~1 !Y scored 21 pomts
lead
but Cal Luth eran had a 10-0 four
and Son~a C,f:e~ add~d 20 as U.S.a
t. Dan Weis had
poin
that
by
d
erase
s1ty
mver
International
RBIs, including a two- run homer
·halftime defi ·t and defeated the
Cal Lutheran.
for
a
in
8,
Un ~it y of an Diego, 75-6
,
both
close
e-to
gam
reno
onfe
nohc
. D ,
teams' regula;seasons.
ott
Kyle Abb pitched.a two- hitte r
USD (13-lE), which has an outUC San Diego, a NCAA Division
as
I
side shot at tn NCAA Division
III school, defeated Division I Terntournament rth, made 13 of 14
5-0, at UCSD.
ple,
a
first-half fre throws and took
ott (2-1) struc k out nine in
Abb
'
39-32lead. ' 1
his second consecutive
ing
winn
of
USIU (16-fP shot 65.5% (19
r walking the bases
Afte
.
29) in the sdon d half. With USO · game d in the first inning, Abbott
loade
,
play
leading, 60-5 i with 7,48 to
scattered two hits and did not allow
USIU went oil a 9·0 run over four
runn er to reach second.,
.a
after
d
minutes and i,nev er traile
Designated hitte r Jim Martinez
II .
· \ that.
a two- run homer in the eighth
hit
,
Spry mad~jall nme of her shots
a 4-0
the i:., inning tp giv.e UCSD (8-3)UCS
· ! aud Carter_\\jtS 10 ?f 17 from
D's ,
g,
innin
e
·sam
that
In
lead.
..
Jane
..
and
i f1 00r. Christi' English
.for
e
hom
stole
phy
Mur
n
Bria
\ Gilpin scored!l6 and 15 points. for . ,
·• . UCSD's fifth run. Te,mple is_0-2. , · ·
,I· ·
/ USO.

L

BASEBALL

I

.

TRA CK AND FIELD

Cal Luthei:an swept a doubleSusan Johansson won the 100header from l1pst Point Loma Nazr hurdles (15.18), the 400-mearene in the ~olden State Athletic . mete
les (1,03.0) and the triple
hurd
ter
s.
team
Conference o,:el ner for both
) as Point Loma Naza(36-1
jump
Cal Luth eran,won the first game,
rene College (63 points) beat Azu11-5, and the cond game, 4-2.
sa Pacific (59) and Fres no Pacific
Poin t Lorr, Naz aren e ( 2-13,
(42) at Point Loma Nazarene.
the
in
0-2) manage only four hits
Shawnell Reddic of Point Loma
,second game.:Chris Minakk (1-1)
Nazarene won the high jump at 5-6.
,
struc k out ei , t for Cal Luth eran
Five -tim e . defe ndin g NAI A
(8-6 ,2-0 ) . .,
champion Azusa Pacific defeated
Catcher John Danis hit a grand
the Point Loma Nazarene men.
,slam in the ei~hth inning for Point

SOF TBA LL

Cal State Long Beach ,shut out
U.S. International twice, ' 5-0 and
3-0, in a doubleheader ;at Long
Beach. USIU managed gnly three
hits in each game. Cindy Gosmer
was 2 for 3 in the first game.
,,
WO MEN 'S TENNIS

1

No. 1 singles player Melinda
Ainsle defeated Cory $tem acho wicz of Christ College :il; Point Loma
Nazarene College won its first
Golden State Athletjc Conference
,•: ·
match, 9-0.
..;.'
ROW ING

- - - - - - " -.......' - - - - - . . The University ~of San Diego
men's team swept four events from
ion
Cal Poly San Luii_Obispo at Missthe
Bay. The varsity'~ight finished
2,000-meter course in 5:18, two
seconds ahead of Cal Poly. Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo won all four
women's events.
□
,
The San Diego State men 's varsity eight finished third at 6:37 in
the Park er Cup rega tta at Newport
Beach. UC ,Irvine won that rase
· with atim e ,of6,09.
□
,,.
UC Sarl' Diego's men's varsity
eight te~in lost to USC in a dual, meet at ,San Pedro. The women's
· team defeated USC's varsity eight.

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union ,
(Cir. D. 217,089)
( Cir:. S. 341,840) ,
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llfill..(8-6) defeated Oklahoma State, 7-2, to
· place third in the consolation
bracket of• the College Team
Championships in Corpus Christi,
Texas. David Stewart led Franz
Kaiser 7-5, 0-1 in the No. 1 singles
match before Kaiser retired . . .
Hunter Gallaway and Sig Huber
upset the fourth-ranked doubles
team of Frank Hinman and Lance
Au to lead host UCSD (8-5) over
Claremont-Mudd , 5-4, for the Tritons' fifth consecutive win ...
Hans Hoegstedt beat Matt Gleason 6-1, 6-1 at No. 2 singles to help
the host Point Loma Nazarene
men's team (2-8) beat Claremont
College, 5-4, in non-conference
.;if/o~
play.
' · Men's.,lennis -

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089) ·
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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Crew - SDSU's novice eights

team finished in 6:31 to win in the
Parker Cup races in Newport
Beach. In dual-meet racing, the
UCSD women's varsity eights beat
USC's challenger by three seconds
in San Pedro. The men's freshman
eights A team also won. The USD _
men's team won every event on
Mission Bay against Cal Poly-San
Luis Obisbo, but the women's
te~on only once. ~,65

Palo Alto, CA
(Santa Clara Co.)
Peninsula Times
Tribune
(Cir. D. 60,288)
(Cir. S. 60,011) '
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~OyOl8 and Pepperdine join
\_$CU, St. Mary's in semis
. ~ 4~

.I\ a .-r:::'
~Y Kevin Doyle al I '.::)..:I
ststf

.

lead after Portland gave the nation's 18th-ranked team fits
throughout the first half.
.l',mes Tribune
The game remained close
There was one "average" 110the middle of the second
through
in
upsets
no
but
'Point performance
tli'e·· opening round of the West half before the Lions, No. 6 in the
Coast Athletic Conference basket- nation in scoring, eventually in•oilll tournament Saturday at Santa creased their lead to 17 points.
"We got our average," Loyola
,Gfara University's Toso Pavilion.
.'. ' top-seeded Loyola Marymount coach Paul Westhead said of his
entered the tournament averaging team's offensive performance.
Westhead explained his teain's
,,UQ.7 points per game. The Lions,
,)low-ever, struggled before edging inconsistent play in the first half
No, 8-seeded Portland, 110-104, in and again in the closing minutes.
"We played hard at times and .
''thfsecond of four games Saturday.
westhead
~:. .rn other first-round games, St. dazed at times," he said. "Especial- Paul"We
got our average."
pace
The
lead.
the
got
we
when
ly,
West
the
is
it
why
showed
'Mary's
Coast's best defensive team as it of the game was typical, but nor- ···
·itfulted San Diego to 48 points in a mally we do .a better job offensive- 33 points, Bo Kimble scored 23 and
Corey Gaines had 20. Adam Slm68-48 win; Pepperdine beat Gonza- Iy."
The Pilots kept the game close moos led the Pilots with 28 points
~a,,81-70, and Santa Clara held on
:to ,edge University of San Francis- by breaking Loyola's full-court and teammate Gaffney Adolphus
contributed 23.
press.
.<:0-;,90-88.
San Diego, the defending WCAC
,:.::In the semifinals tonight, St. · Portland coach Larry Steele, a
champion, trailed
regular-season
pleased
was
player,
NBA
former
.
5
Mary's and Santa Clara meet at
_p'. cJ~ck and Loyola and Pepperdlne with his team's performance after st. Mary's at halftime, 28-23.
Robert Haugen led the Gaels
,P,l~J at 7 p.m. The winners play finishing his first season as a coach
with 17 points, followed by former
'Monday at 8:30 p.m. to determine with a 6. 22 record.
,, Riordan High star Erick Newman's
lne' conference's automatic quallti- ·
"I'm v~ry.. proud of our team, l3 and Dan curry's 12. Former Bel:e,r. for the NCAA Tournament.
,, ·toyola had the biggest scare in Steele said. They showed a lot of larmlne Prep star John Sayers, the
the opening round. Mike Yoest's character and played th eir hearts conference's freshman of the year,
was held to two points.
.
•lliyup with 12 seconds remaining in out."
Hank Gathers led the Lions with
,the ,first half gave the Lions a 50-48
__ _:._._
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Israel Begins Writing .
Its First Constitution,
With Hg,1}2 !J.ol!J.-USD
ByP~fREPARD
Son Diego Daily Transcript Staff Writer

Israel, a nation ruled by
parliamentary law since .194.8, has
never had a written const1tut10n.
Magistrate Miriam ..Naor thinks
it's about time her country gets
one.

"We need a rigid, written constitution. It doesn't happen very
often that Parliament changes a
decision made by . the Supreme
Court. On the contrary, it's very
often that the Parliament protects
human rights,
"But one must not ignore the
possibility that one day a shifting
majority in Parliament m1~ht
make Jaws intruding on c1v1l
rights. I hope t~e danger is only
theoretical. But we don't have to
sit still and wait and s .whether
(Continued on Page

A)

·- - - - - - IsraeIIG;ts USD Help-=(Continu~lit:i:ge lA)

the danger is theoretical. If we
wait, one day it might be too late.
"The better safeguard on human
rights is a written constitution that
can be changed only by a special
majority vote," the soft-spoken
magistrate told tt small audience of
law professors and students at
University of San Diego School of
Law yesterday.
Her speech topped off discussion
that opened here last fall in a con_,,, ference with eight Tel Aviv university professors who are drafting
their nation's first written constitution. They worked with USO
constitutional law professor
Maimon Schwarzchild and others
on possible adaptation of the United States Constitution for Israel.
Naor, a magistrate - equivalent
to our municipal court judge - for
eight years, is a former Hebrew
University teacher and deputy
state attorney. Her husband served
on former Prime Minister
Menachem Begin's cabinet.
"The question is not how we can
have constitutional law without a
written constitution. The relevant
question is, what kind of constitutional law do you ha~e? How is it
developed? How is judicial discretion handled?" the.judge remarked.
She noted that Israel's declaration of independence from Great
Britain in March 1948 required
adoption of a constitution by October of that year.

"That promise was not fulfill ed,"
Naor stated. "The Knesset decided
to adopt, chapter by chapter, basic
laws to ultimately create a written
constitution. That is now being
done."
Nine basic laws now in force protect rights of privacy, free speech,
religion, political affiliation,
education and sexual equality,
among others. Still missing, Naor
said, is a written protection of
human rights.
But she defended her country's
record in that area while acknowledging current controversial
,police actions to quell West Bank
/
Palestinian riots.
She said that as ,a judge, she
wasn't permitted to di scuss poli tics, adding, "In spite of the fact we
do preserve human rights without
a constitution, it's a'bout time we
adopt a model of basic law that will
one day become a written constitution."
She indicated that Israeli law
emanates from Parliament and
from the Supreme Court that may
issue orders. If Parliament objects
to those rulings, it may draft law
reversing the direction the court
has taken.
"There is no wall between
Parliament and the Supreme
Court," said Naor. The duty of the
Supreme Court Is to protect citizens, not from Parlia ment, but
from the administration."
She said the high court barred

police from confiscating the property of Palestinians living in
Israeli territories, and recently declared that the military court,
which contro ls the territories,
should create an appellate system.
The recommenpation was accepted
by government leaders, Naor said.
Further, she said, the Israeli
Supreme Court adopted a standard
of press freedom, balanced with the
government's right to ma intain
order, similar to that in the U.S.
where speech here m ay be
restricted if it poses a "clear and
present danger" to the peace.
And it was a lower court ruling,
never appealed, that overturned
traditiona l local law forbidding
theaters to open on Saturday, the
J ewish sabbath. The court said
such law could be enacted only by
Parliament, which has not done so,
Naor noted.
"We have a law protecting
privacy, and privacy is very ofte n
not protected in other constitutions," she continued.
"In a system with a written constitution, the text is frequently
ambiguous, and more times th an a
judge takes from the text, he inserts into the text. Our Supreme
Court does not change the will of
Parliament. Indeed, the Parliament can always cha nge the judgment of the court."
If legislators don 't act, Naor sa id,
" no one can blame judges for ex cesses in the law."

l
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' 'were i hlgh~aiid 'lhe "decik\'was •

. _stackecbagairisf' Santa ;·Clara

~ ~ ... •frfa'sfnlght:tt,1:'-l-;~1;,-:pJt.:

,:v;:r?.·-n_ ~r:r.,r-·•~-~i4.

il,
:l-

. ::'_;':;;_!iTfie Bio~c~~ ·lved'uVagaiiist 1sih-' ·;
•: ranked_ J,o:roJa: Marymount ..in·--: the n,
. championship game-::ol the :, WCAC
·, .. Tournament.,The winiier, would .col- :
~,lect _an_;aufomatic bid to the NCAA
. :b_ask_etball playoffs:;_.; __": : , · '/,:, ·.
:' Santa,Clara was. assured of a full
house at tlie s;ooO-seat Toso Pavilion ·
. . but that ui itself isn't" enou·gh to beat
. ·..: Loyola Marymount..Santa Clara' was
•: :16-1 · at h"ome this season. The loss ·
was against the Lions 94-93:
What did Santa Clara have up its
sleeve? Put it this way, the Broncos
were wearing tank tops.
· ·" What's the deal?·.. · . __
"You play their game," said Santa
· Clara coach Carroll · Williams, who
could have been referring to draw
. poker as much as basketball.
.
Turn a card over. Turn the ·ball
·over. ·The side that makes the-most
turnovers loses. So it goes.,.·. , ..
.. ·At times, Williams was playing nopeeky. He couldn't watch what was
• happening · as the Lions ··stole the
. Broncos blind. , . : :":. .
Loyola Marymount forced Santa
Clara mto committing 25 turnovers.
. Throw in a 24-7 ;vantage at the
, free-t)irow. line an the result was

, .::0 , .

-:-,-,_,..._
:.. Pleasemsee WCAC:
.(, ·'·· 3,.,,Col.
.. ,;,1_ •;_~·;;,:
.- _., r.'"'
'<

--

-predictable ~ a 104-96 win for Loyo- · second half when Kimble scored 15 · .Pepperdine forward Tom .Lewis, an:.
la Marymount.
•- of his 20 points and Gathers scored 16 ,other ; USC transfer, made , it·: five
' The Lions (27-3) are headed to the of bis game-high 24.
- " '" transfers. Pepperdine senior forward
. / NCAA Tournament for the third time • Santa Clara ·showed r,o signs of ; ::Levy Middlebrooks was the onlynonin the school's history and the second · giving in early, though.:; ,.. ,· ·. ,;:,.,- ' transfer named to 'the six:rrian tea1:11,
time in the. past nine years, • .' •,;;;,,,, ! :": .• Mitch Burley's three-pointer. gave :·:: ·: ■ WCAC officials".were. encouraged
,"It was , frustrating," · said ' WiJ-,, · the Broncos their biggest lead 39-29 · .··_by__ the_ c~ni:er_eJ1ce):_s_ecq_!)d . aiµmal;
'- Iiams, whose team represented the with· seven minutes to play in the. · " tournament. ,,-., ,'-l l~ r --l'!',:;:,; ,·7 ·
conference in last year's NCAA Tour- ,·, first half. No matter. Loyola MarymThe last two·nights both featured·.
· nament along wit~thought cunt maintained its poker face. The ··· se11out:;crowds;'-·and _:--t~e.;; WCAC
we had an awful lot of turnovers in _ Lions never flinch. ·, i-=. ·-:-~::;:-;,,-::• - ·- received ·_-·nationart.exposure ~from
. the first half (14}; then we started off
"We , needed to keep our · style," · .. ESPN · last night:~•-Ther~ ·.could , be
: the second half· with· three straight .. said Westhead, who earned his 200th .'. i:hanges·next:year; ho'wever:: ,:, ;_ ,:
turnovers and they hit three three- collegiate coaching win with the vie- . :';~·'.'It may be·at 'a·neutral site next
pointers.
· .
tory. "We didn't back down. We were ·· year," said WCAC assistant commis__ . ·· :•rt is hard to stay in the game able to keep our pace and . our ap- :_ sioner Don Ott: "We:11 have to decide
• ,· when you can't get the · ball past : preach. Of course, we only have one ··_,.,that" in -May at our, _executive com. halfcourt. When we got.the ball up- approach. ,· a,·,, . ·
·· ..,'·:.:·: mitteeineeting.· _;:•c>:,;::"~~'"'.0 · ·:'.
court, we ran the o_ffense well. But · ... '.'The defense generated the turn- ;,;/ !_'! hcipe._it doesn't go to. a neutral
we didn't,_get it past . halfcourt ing point in the game: We just keep:~.•s1te, Tbis worked out great:'.;,: _.:enough." · :· ~:· ::c . . ·. : ·
hanging around waiting for a turnc / ~,- .Santa: -·Clara's .-proposal'·earned ·it
Loyola Maryrriount has a reputa- over. Once you get one, you're prone the -right to host this year's tournation for high-scoring ,_offense. The . to get five or six. They start multi~: ::-·_ment over ·USF, ·Loyola Marymount
Lions lead the nation in scoring with ' plying." , ··:. · · • • :.,: -., ., · ·. . · and St. Mary's. USfhosted t~e !J?.au110.5 points a game. ·,
.
Things began to add up early in tbe ._ . gural tournament'last year. ,_. ·:_
Lions coach Paul_' Westhead does ··· second half when Loyola Marymount ··· · ! If it does move to a neutral site;
not play things close to the vest. The expanded a 51-49 halftime lead to · the main reason will be because of
offense is fueled by a gambling, full- eight points 63-55 three minutes into size limitations.. USF's · gym is the
court pressure defense ..Loyola Mar- the .second half. Four minutes later largest. with . a seating capacity, of
ymount gives up some easy baskets . the lead was 75-60 as Loyola Marym- >. 5,300: "'
· c ·' . ; ' ·: ·".'.', ·-" ,
(25 of Santa Clara's 37 field goals ount cruised in for its 24th straight .
All 5,000 tickets for last night's
were layups), but the team capital- win. ; ,. - .
··
. . _... game.were exhausted Monday. Tickizes on panic and thrives on turn"It seems like there is always four . ets with $5 and $8 face values were
overs.
·
or five minutes where a team totally · being scalped for as much as $20 last
Santa Clara's sophomore swing- breaks down,"- said Gaines. "That's· night: ·
· : . ':'·:. ...
man Jeffty Connelly, a transfer from where we turn it on."
· ·· · · · · -. "It should be where you.. fill the
USC, came off the bench to lead the ... You have to hand it to Loyola: ··· house," said Westhead. "If this is the
Broncos with 14 points in the first Santa Clara did. And the Broncos got - limit, then this is fine. If you can fill
half and finished with a team-high 20. · · 1ost in the shuffle.
· ·" :·a 10,000-seat arena, then that's what
But Westhead saw Santa Clara's ·
·· you should do.
.
transfer and raised the Broncos two
. • • •.
:-:·
·" . .."We kind of like -S"anta Clara right
more.
; NOTES - The all-tournament · now."
, ...,,: ., .
·.-..
Loyola Marymount senior· guard team was dominated by Pac-10 refu- . • ■ Westh·ead ·said -he ~would enjoy
Corey Gaines, a transfer from UCLA, · gees. - Gathers · was selected most . being .placed in "the NCAA West Reled the Lions in the first half, scoring : valuable player in the voting by the gional, where the Lions would play at
17 of his 19 points in the first 20 min- · media.
· ____ . ~ ... .. ___ nearby UCLA. ... .. _ ··- ·_ .. _
utes. Teammates Bo Kimble and
Kimble and Gaines also represent- · . , "That would be my preference," he
Hank Gathers, both of whom ·trans- ed Loyola Marymount on the squad. said.
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They're known as Law Dawgs
and they bill themselves as "The
attorney's best friend."
The brainchild of two secondyear law students at the University ~f San Diego &boo! of Law Dyana Veigele and Benjamin
Bunn - Law Dawgs will provide ,
law clerks on a short-term or project oasis - hourly, daily or weekly .
The first clerk was placed last
week with a Cardiff attorney who
w~;, preparing for an expected
niO:e-week insurance bad faith '
trial. ·
There's a sliding fee scale, said
Veigele, a former paralegal at
Brown, Martin, Haller & Meador1
who met Burn last summer when
1
they "took a tax law class toget1
her." Law Dawgs of Old Town
1
,
an
$18
to
$14
firm
the
charges
hour, with the clerk getting $8 to ,
$12.
Although Law Dawgs' founders

Law Briefs
by Martin Kruming
are from USD, Veigele said that I
students from Cal Western~
ern State and National University
are also welcome.
"There is a real need for a service like this," explained Veigele. As
for the placement centers at USD
and Cal Western, she said, "They
don't take an active part in placing
students."
As of last week there were 20
third-year students who were
"ready to go" with another 20 in
the second year.
Veigele will continue to run the
office this summer while, she said,
Burn works at Hinchy, Witte, ,
Wood, Anderson & Hodges.
"This business is here for the
long run," said Veigele, who "saw
clerks come and go" when she
w~rked in law offices.

* * *

On the Move: Lorne Lazzarini
(USD Law School) has been named
the San Diego Pro Bono Attorney
of the Year by the San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program. Last year
Lazzarini contributed about 300
hours of pro bono work in family
law, immigration and consumerrelated cases.
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Ala m, all - grown up now, d o s the anthems
fhe
~a -

the smg!e " Marching On."
The band 's first LP came m
1983, with the release of " MarTo the Alarm's guitarist, Dave
On, " followed by " Declarching
Sharp, the term "anthemic" is a ation," the Alarm's first LP. That
haunted one.
Alarm's bighackneyed album yielded the
very
" It 's a
single to date, the decidedly
· phrase ," Sharp said in a recent gest
anthemic " 68 Guns. "
interview. "It became too
Following came a more perassociated with the Alarm."
list of songs on 1985's
s~nal
.
And perhaps with good reason.
" Strength," perhaps the best beThe Alarm 's efforts from 1977-83 ing
"Spirit of '76 ," an anthology
were studies in grand theories of of punk's birth in England. Also
global rejuvenation , protests of included
were the title track and
wrongdoing and ringing, echoing "Absolute Reality ."
guitar.
is a long time to
years
Three
But the Alarm has simplified
making an album
as it has grown up , and its new. go without
the verge of
album " Eye of the Hurricane" · when you're on
personal something, as the Alarm apmore
reflects . a
'The peared to be. It was a free conapproach.
songwriting
Alarm brings its tour of the same cert at UCLA in 1986 that 'turned
name to the Universjty of Sa o much of the rock world on to the
~iego Sports Center on Tuesd:iy , Alarm , however. Broadcast
around the world, the concert
arch 15. (260-4715).
" When we werit in to make the demonstrated what a powerful
record, we were no longer happy live band the Alarm is .
" In fact , we had played many
with being this or that kind of
group," Sharp said. " We had of the songs on 'Eye of the Hurspent so many years living and ricane' live for years ," Sharp
breathing together, we decided said. "It was more representative of who we were ."
to write what we felt. "
Sharp sa id the Alarm seemed
The result is a more accessible
album, as evidenced by its first to be on the " rock 'n ' roll carwith
th at,
before
single, "Rescue Me. " The song is rousel"
the first , after a string of everybody in the business having
likeable Alarm singles , that different ideas about what the
would seem to appeal to a mass, band should do.
" We needed to rely on
radio-listening audience .
oursel ves, " Sha rp said. "We had
Alarm
the
of
members
Several
to let the Alarm be the Alarm ."
have known each other since
Part of that process came with
childhood and were in several self-producing "Eye of the Hurrock incarnations before settling rica ne " with John P orter (the
in as the Alarm in 1977. The band Smiths, Rox y Music, Billy Bragg,
first came to the attention of the Eric Cla pton!. who became the
record-buy ing public in 1982 with ► See Alarm, Pape 0-2

.

By Di<~NNETT

Staff Writer

~

The Alarm comes to San Diego Tuesday, March 15, with a more mature and simplified sound.

From Page D-1

eyes and ears for what the
mem ber s of the band knew, but

had trouble bringing forwa rd .
"He helped us become more
said .
Sharp
spontaneous, "
" That 's important in the studio. "
Above all. Sha rp does n't find
the changes in the Ala rm some
new twist that shouh.l serve to

alienate lon gtime fa ns .
"We' ve grown as a band, and
our audience has grown as well ."
Sh arp said. ' 'We don 't feel
obli gated to be filled with angst
and confus ion. The growth was a
very na tural process ."
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right idea: The Fieldstone
Co.'s Keith Johnson thought it
a terribly modern idea:
installing sound-sensors to activate
his office lamps with a snap of the ,
fingers. That was until he held his
first post-installation office meeting
and a client coughed. And all the
lights went out.
Life in the city: The last time
they met, the famed defense Atty.
Leonard Weinglass was crossexamining Times-Advocate reporter
John Nunes during the NASSCO
Three conspiracy trial. That was
seven years ago. Now Nunes is press
director at USD and finds himself
promoting a Weinglass speech there
March 23. "But no hard feelings,"
says Nunes. "As long as he doesn't .
ask me for my notes this time." ...
Mayor O'Connor will make the
grand entrance at the City Clerk's
office this morning with more than
4,000 signatures on her nominating
· petition for re-election. That's twice
as many as the then-record 2,000 she
turned in when she ran in 1986. And
lots more than enough to avoid
paying the $500 filing fee .. . . "Little
Nikita," the Sidney Poitier-River
Phoenix thriller shot on location
here last year, has its first preview
March 16 at the Mann Valley Circle
- it's an invitation-only screening
by the Chamber of Commerce
Motion Picture/TV Bureau and B·
100 Radio.
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to the
selected
s
Janed&if~Sva
. _ -coaches' W{st Coast Athletic Conference all-conference basketball team.
Gilpin, a 5-foot-9 forward/guard
from Turlock, averaged 17.6 points,
! 4.7 rebounds and 4.5 assists. The
: Toreros finished in third place in the
' WCAC at 9-5 and were 13-16 overa!V
All-conference player
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Fourteenthratiked Fullerton State (16-7) scored
six in the first and beat the visiting
Toreros, 9-2, in non-conference play.
Longo Garcia (§-1) won; Mike Newby
/
(1-3) lost. 'l.'f '5~
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~SD law school
schedule slectw-~
ALACALA PARK~71%? Honorable
Abner J. Mikva, United States Court of
Appeals, Washington D.C. Circuit, will
speak on "The Rise and fall of UnArnericanism" March 17; 5:30 p.m. in
the Grace Courtroom of the University of
San Diego School of Law.
Mikva spent 16 years as a legislator and
nine years as a federal appellate judge.
The lecture is free and open to the
public.
For further information
Nunes, 260-4682.
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School of Education Alumnl
Association spring dinner will be

held March 12 at 6:30 p.m. at the
University Center. For more
information, call 260-4760.
"Professional Ethics" will be
addressed by Dr. Clarence
Walton, professor at American
University, March 15 at 7:30 p.m.
in the University Center. Free.
For more, call 260-4798.
Student-directed one-acts will
be presented March 17-19 at 8
p.m. in Sacred Heart Hail. Cost is
$2 general; $1 senior, students
and children. For more, call
260-4600 ext. 4486.
The Nathaniel Nathanson
Lecture Serles will feature the
Hon. Abner Mlkva, U.S. circuit
judge, U.S. Court of Appeals,
Washington D.C., March 17 at
5:30 p.m. In Grace Courtroom.
Free. For details, call 260-4527.
"Images of God," the third
session In the women's series
sponsored by the Institute for
Christian Minisitrles, will be held
March 19 from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In Salomon Lecture Hall. Speaker
will be Sister Francis
Rothluebber, OSF. Cost is $15
before March 12, $20 after that
date. For further information, call
260-4784.
"Does the Constitution Protect
Religious Freedom?" will be
addressed by Gary Macy,
associate professor of religious
studies, March 21 at 7:30 p.m. at
Manchester Conference Center.
Free. Session· is part of the
bicentennial lecture series. F o r /
_
information, call 260-4756.
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Ranch Spotlight/
Peggy Freeman
1w.m2WJM;~nrtMWJltk&Wi&R1filii

Reflection on Russia
dmiral Jack and
Muriel Arnold were
host and hostess for the
University of San Die o's "Invisible mversity" neighborhood
presentation in Rancho Santa
Fe.
The guest s peak e r was
Patrick F. Drinen , who is the
department chair, a nd a professor of Political Science, at the
University of San Diego.
T h ~ G o r b a c hev
Ma ke A Difference?"
It was very interesting to hear
more about Russia , and to 1earn
that Russians usually h ave
small families - not more th an
two children. They are very slow
in moderniza tion . One out of
every four in the Russian Army
is a Moslem. There is an average
of four abortions per woman, and
so many men died in World War
II, that for every man 65 years
old, there are 30 women . (Sounds
like Rancho Santa Fe!)
There is terrible hostility with
the Japanese. Russia is the only
country surrounded by hostile
countries .
What can Gorbachev do? He
can make gestures to China, try
to resolve border disputes, and
try to have a better relationship
with the U.S. Because h e is
popular, he has a chance to put
known people in power .
Drinan left the audience with
the feeling that we need .not fear
the Russia ns as much as we once
did, and the hope that progress is
in sight.
Familiar fa ces enjoying the
speaker were Shirley and Jim
Berry, Virginia and Ray Pfak,
and Lily and Anatole Mine.
Sally Kazmarek is the dean of
this organization.
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·stu den ts
rea ch o.u t
to ,:2..1,~
seJ1iors.
By Maureen Nuesca

South ern Cross

ALCALA PARK - About · 100.
Universi ty of San Diego . students. set
aside thei r 6m:Jks ana grabbed mops
and buckets last weekend to assist in
the Associated Students Commun ity
Services third annual Senior Citizen
Outreach ..
The student voluntee rs helped
spruce up the homes of about 40 Linda
Vista senior citizens who are unable to
perform strenuou s tasks. R ecipients of
the students ' labor were chosen by
Senior Services of the . City of SaJJ.
Diego .
.·_
.,.
Area resident Blanch Baker praised
the effo11s of the U.S D students . "I
think it's real nice that the younger ·
people care about us older people." _
Senior Citizen Outreach began in
1986 as a result of student interest and
the support of USD Presiden t Author
Hughes, explaine d Judy R auner,
director of Voluntee r Services.
Since that time the number of
Photo by Maureen Nuesca
HELPING HAND - Lianne Lauda, a University of San Diego '-student
vo lu n t eer se r vices has gro wn
volunteer,
significantl y, said Rauner . "There are . washes windows as part of the third ann ual Senior Citizens Outreach Weekend
sponsore
d
by
USD's
Associat
ed Students Commun ity Services. Over 100 volunteer
a bout 1,000 students currentl y '
. students also mopped, painted and raked for Linda Vista seni or citizens
involved , " she said. ·
unable to
·
do so themselves.
USD voluntee rs perform a variety of ·
the Viejas reservati on .
tasks, R a uner said. They work with ,
director of the school 's voluntee r
homeless people at downtow n soup •·
program .
. Each project has a student coordina tor
kitchens and with handica pped
Recruitin g student voluntee1·s is not
who is in charge of coordina ting the
children who compete il'\ a Special
difficult,
Bartel said. -"Volunt eers are
event, recruitin g voluntee rs, . publicizi ng
Olympic s . They also help tutor
screened first to see what areas they are
·
the
event
and
all
administ
rative duties,
illiterate adults and .assist Indians at,
intereste d in , Then we try to fit
said USD student Bonnie Bartel. Bartel is
people's schedule s."
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_ mple in baseball
/1.ISD be-~t_s_Je
Jim Westerlund 'tt~s~u'a out
· seven and allowed one run in 5% innings to lead U.§D's ,baseball team
past Temple, 12-4, yesterday at
Cunningham Stadium.
Designated hitter Parris Sorianello hit a two-run homer in the fourth
inning for the Toreros (10-12), who
host Temple (1-5) again today at

1/
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/},,,1.inis~r to do Mark Twain performance
By Rita

cifl:i'o?

Starr Writer

-----------Religio11 N e,vs

The San Diego Ecumenical Confer- _ _ _.....:=e...-------... in brief
ence will present "Mark Twain HimselP" in a one-man performance Fri- - - - - - - - - - - - - day and at a program for personal ..-----,---.....-,c---- --,
and community peacemaking next
··
Saturday.
Bill McLinn will appear as Twain • _____ , •.• f _---., ,, _
at 7:30 p.m. Friday at the First Unit·
ed Methodist Church's Linder Hall.
McLinn is an ordained minister ol - - - - - -'
the United Church ol Christ and
holds a degree in internaJ.ionaJ..rela,.
tions_ lrom_lhe--llniversily-<>LSan
~ go. _
The Saturday event will run from 1'1~ ~ ;..,:~
1111
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. and will feature
McLinn as the keynoter discussing

fff fI ·

~~:.~~;;~e~~ !~~o~t:~~;~~~:.

shop sessions featuring San Diego ex-

tomorrow Choir director Denny
Lang and the choir will be featured
for the program.
• Glen Allison, chairman ol the
Interfaith Homeless Network, will
speak at a soup supper at 5 p.m. tomorrow at the Lemon Grove Congregational Church, United Church ol
Christ.
Jim and Sally Conway will present a marriage seminar from 6:15
p.m. Friday through next Saturday at
Del Cerro Baptist Church in La
Mesa. Call 460-2210 for information.
• Randy and Melanie Burns will
present a concert at 7 p.m. tomorrow
al the First United Methodist Church
ol El Cajon. ,
United Methodist Church. The pro-

church hall Jeff Qumnell, communicable disease specialist, will speak.
Nancy Patrick ol the San Diego AIDS
Project will speak on community issues March 20.
• Torrey Pines Christian Church
will hold a Bargain Bash and Bake
Sale al 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday and
8:30 a.m. to noon next Saturday.
• Holy Trinity Altar and Rosary
Society will hold its St. Patrick"s Day
Luncheon and Card Party at noon
Thursday in the church Parish Hall
at Ballard and Redwood Streets.
• The choir ol First Christian
Church in Lubbock, Texas, will be at
Central Christian Church Tuesday
for a 6:30 p.m. chili supper and enter-

1::~{e~~ ~ist:~~
~:~
0
bration ol One Great Hour ol Shar-

H:ma~~~icS~~di~~ wi~fc~:,tJbr;~:
Purim at 7 p.m. Friday al the Stand-

•

J~st

fJ;~ 1:ri;~!1~~e~~~~ci~:~~m:~~:

i~~~~

tainment.

0

in!. The Siddha Yoga Mandali will \:~d :~~kcl::i;_ea tion Center with
...,....,.~ ,-,..
• A metaphysical interpretation
present a free introductory program,
LL~a.-.:.E
al the parish level.
"Siddha Meditation and the Opening ol lhe words ol Jesus will be given by
The program is sponsored by the Bill Mclinn
of Grace," at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Rev. Wendy Craig at 7 p.m.
conference's Worship and Celebrathe La Jolla Village Inn Ballroom. Thursday and the two consecutive
lion Committee assisted by a grant To appear as Mark Twain .
The meditation teachers are touring Thursdays at Pacific Beach Middle
from Greenwood Mortuary. Reserva• Ramelle Richardson will per- the Western Stales and will present a ~~gh~~~/uditorium. Call 746-2722 to
lions may be made through the Ecu• Mira Mesa Presbyterian Church
menical Conference ollice at 296- form "Through a Mother's Eyes," a two-day Intensive program on the
4557
01
light next will host a concert by the Nebraska
• ·The Rev. Donald L. Heaney, for- dramatic monologue on the life ol mantrand as athsource
mer rector of St. Barnabas Episcopal ·christ as seen by His mother, for the weeke al e Siddha Meditation University Swing Choir al 7 p.m.
in Sorrento Valley. Call 279- today. The concert is being sponChurch on Bainbridge Island, Wash., Vista Women's Aglow Fellowship at Center
9504 for information.
sored by the Presbyterian church,
will be installed as rector for All 9 a.m. Friday in the Vista Entertain• Rabbi Lynn Gottlieb will lead a Mira Mesa Methodist Church and
ment Center.
Episcopal Church at 4 p.m. toSoul's
• The "Coronation Mass" by Mo- wee kend re trea t F n·day an d nex t Mira Mesa Jtmior Women.
morrow.
• "Church Authority from a Bap·
The Right Rev. C. Brinkley Mor- zarl will be presented at 7:30 p.m. Saturday al the Rancho Capistrano
Perspective" is the title of a proton, bishop ol the Episcopal Diocese tomorrow at Solana Beach Presbyte- Renewal Center in San
th Juan Capis- list
that will be given by the Rev.
gram
InWomen's
e
by
sponsored
of San Diego, will officiate, and the rian Church with choir, soloists and trano
First Baptist
Jewish
Rev. Carol Ludden ol Seattle, Wash., orchestra. The program will also in- Slitule for Continuing442
2666 Educa- George Vanderlip of
lion. To regiSler call · h· 5 3 Church ol San Diego at 10 a.m. Mon·
will preach. A reception will follow elude Mozart's "Exultate Jubilate."
The retreat will open wil nda : o day al the Cathedral Church of St.
• An open discussion on apartheid
in the parish hall.
will Paul's Guild Room. The program is
Friday a nd
• "The Healing Wisdom ol Bassi- will be held and the movie "Cry p.m. Shabbat dinner
st
n
Gottlieb's ory-telling a tha sponsored by the San Diego County
clude
die Stories" will be the topic ol a Freedom" shown at 7 p.m. Wedncs- i
seminar led by Howard Polsky at day at Rancho Bernardo Community Midrash workshop. Gottlieb is e Ecumenical Conference.
founder and leader ol Nahalat
Church, Presbyterian.
North
Shalom, a Conservative synagogue in
7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the College
Charles and Marie Higgins will
Albuquerque, N.M., dedicated to inEast
Branch Jewish Community Center.
corporating feminism, mysticism present their music ministry at 7
Stories were used by Hassidic
and social concerns into the practice p.m. tomorrow through Thursday at
rabbis to counsel, educate and socialol Judaism.
fsrathe Penasquitos Church ol the NaTilereth
ol
Gold
Rabbi Aaron
ize their followers . Polsky, a profes• UCSD's Extension Division will zarene. They will also participate in
sor al Columbia University School ol el Synagogue will discuss "The Holo•
Social Work, will give background on caust: Its Reality for the Next Gener- present a seminar on "Pastoral the service al II a.m. tomorrow.
• Pacifica 4 will offer a concert ol
the stories and how they work in a ation ol Jews and Christians" at 7 Counseling in Recovery" Friday and
counseling settine. For reservations p.m. tomorrow at Fletcher Hills next Saturday. The course- is de- original music al 3 p.m. tomorrow at
signed for clergy and others who the First Presbyterian Church of
Presbyterian Church in El Cajon.
call Mollie Harris at 583-3300.
• Nebraska University Swing want to know more about the spiritu- Oceanside.
• Professor Clarence Walton ol
• Janice Dray will present her
American University will discuss Choir will give a concert al 4 p.m. al aspects of Alcoholics Anonymous'
professional ethics at 7:30 p.m. Tues- tomorrow at First United Methodist !2 steps. For information call the ex- graduate vocal recital at 3 p.m. to3400
34
t
11·
·
al King of Kings Lutheran
t
morrow
program
The
Mesa.
La
of
Church
Diego.
San
ol
day at the University
. Day '88 Church in Oceanside. The program
.
o ,ce a 5Education
. lude ragtime and show tunes. ens1on
ree. Call 2"'4798....,or
. s,·on ,·s ~f
• Hadassah's
will me
.,
ovAdmlS
2:30
to
a.m.
9:30
from
held
• The Rev. Canon Dennis Bennett will be
will include music of Purcell, Mozart
information.
will discuss Chris- p.m. Thursday al Congregation Beth
• "The Negro Spiritual - A Tex- and his wile, Rita, p.m. Thursday at El in La Jolla. The theme for the day and Beethoven and will feature the
7
at
renewal
tian
"Hermit Songs" ol Samuel Barber.
tual Collage" will be presented at 3
in La will be "Challenge: Creating a Cohe• Jane Savitri ol the Ananda
p.m. tomorrow in the Great Hall ol St. Andrew's Episcopal Church
Chris- sive Jewish Community in a Plural- Brotherhood Village will lecture on
the Cathedral Church ol St. Paul, Mesa. The Bennetts head the
Society."
istic
organithe art ol superconscious living at 7
Filth Avenue and Nutmeg Street. tian Renewal Association, an
A featured speaker will be Joseph p.m. tomorrow at the North County
individSoprano Laura English-Robinson, zation dedicated to renewing
a visiting Israeli professor at Church ol Heligious Science in RinEdrey,
power
the
through
churches
and
uals
who also is an operatic and concert
_ol the!)niversily ol San DiegQ.
. con Plaza, Encinitas.
singer, will interpret the spirituals ol lhe Holy Spirit and the ministry
• St. Mark's United Methodist
with accompanist Raymond healing.
• Foothills United Methodist Church will continue its Lenten study
Chenault.
a sermon in on AIDS at 7,3_0 p.m. tomorrow in the
• J. Harry Haines will discuss "Is- Church will present
called "The King and
lands ol Hope in a Sea ol Despair" at word and song
_
7 p.m. tomorrow at Pacific Beach I" al the 9 and 10:30 a.m. services
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Catcher Dave Rolls hit a two-run I
home run in a four.•run first inning :
that helped_lli;D defeat Temple, 7-6,
.
yesterday at Cunningham Stadium.
1
Reliever Dave Monastero (1-2) · 1
won. He allowed five runs and struck ·
out seven in six innings. Tony BatI
tilega got the save. .
Sorianelo
Parris
(11-12),
For USD
had twodouliles and Chuck Graham
was 3-for-4.
A Ted Dezzi was 3-for-4 with two
~oubles for Temple (1-6). Andy Melt- ·
zer (0-2) lost.
The teams end their three-game
series this afternoon at 1 at
1

usy
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/\.ISO crew - The USD men's
{re~ eight-man boat beat UC
Santa Barbara by four seconds, the
Toreros' only win on Mission Bay. In
women's competition, USD's nov't(ieeight A. boat finished in 8:24, behind
1
~q5~ //
the Gauchos' 8:16.
/
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Trafton
went 3-for-4 to help th Toreros beat
visiting Temple (1-7), 14-5, at Cunnj ingham Stadium to sweep the threeij game series. Chuck Graham had a
double and three RBI for the Toreros
(12-12)_:...¥ike Newt>y won in relief~
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No. 3 Doubles Team Lifts UCSD Over Idaho in Tennis
~•f

~ s N~. 3 doubles
. UC
team of Tim Ditzler and Jim Elliott
defeated Darrin Lewis and Chris
Kramer, 6-4, 6-7, 6-3, to lift the
Tritons to a 5-4 nonconference
men's tennis victory over Idaho at
UCSD Saturday.
UCSD (10-6) led, 4-2, after the
singles competition but lost its
opening two matches in doubles
play. Idaho is 1-3.
□

Hans Hoegstedt easily defeated
Jason Colter, 6-1, 6-2, to lead Point
Loma Nazarene College to a 9-0
Golden State Athletic Conference
victory over Azusa Pacific. Point
Loma is 5-8 overall and 1-1 in the
conference. Azusa Pacific fell to
3-lOand0-2. ,
WOMEN'S TENNIS

UCSD's Christine Behrens defeated Cathy Shandander, 6-3, 6-3,
to lead the Tritons to a 6-3 nonconference victory over Idaho at
UCSD. The Tritons are 8-3. Idaho
dropped to 4-1.

□

Point Loma Nazarene's Shannon
Anderson beat Anna Marie Pisces
in the No. 5 singles, 7-5, 7-6, but it
wasn 't enough as Westmont College defeated Point Loma, 7-2, in a
Golden State Athletic Conference
match. Point Loma is 4-5 and 2-1.
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

Kris Andersson won the 110meter hurdles in 15 minutes 0
seconds and the 800 meters in
L53.56 as Point Loma Nazarene
easily won its triangular meet with
112 points. Westmont was second
( 54) and Biola third ( 28) .
All-American Kyong Song of
Point Loma had a toss of 183 feet 2
inches to win the hammer throw,
and Hans Cronstedt won the javelin
throw with a toss of 172-1. Point
Loma is 2:1.
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

Shawndel Reddic won three
events to lead host Point Loma

Nazarene to a triangular meet
victory. Reddic won the high jump
at 5-2, the 200 meters in 26.88 and
the 100-meter hurdles in 15.25.
Point Loma finished with 91
points. Westmont was second with
62 and Biola third with 7.
Point Lorna's Suzanne Johansson
won the long jump at 16-11 and the
· 800 meters in 2,14.2. Point Loma is
3-0.
COLLEGE BASEBALL

Three two-run singles helped
spark a seven-run fourth inning as
the University of San Diego baseball team came from behmci to beat
Temple for the third time in three
days, 14-5.
Andy Roberts, Mark Trafton and
Rick Doane each hit two-run singles in the fourth as USD (12-12 )
came back from a 4-1 deficit. Mike
Newby, who came in in the fifth,
got the win (2- 3).
Trafton was 3 for 4 with four
RBIs for USD and Chuck Graham
• had three RBIs. Temple is 1-7.

□

Dan Angulo's sixth-inning sacrific e fly drove in the winning run in
the first game and a 10-run first
inning made the difference in the
second as Westmont swept a doub leheader from Point Loma in the i
Golden State Athletic Conference I
1
opener for both at Westmont.
Westmont (10-9) won the first
game, 3-2, as Lucky Arvizo (4-1)
got the win over Larry Johnson, 1
who has failed to win in ·seven ,.
decisions. In the second game,
Westmont won, 17-3, as Doug
Erwin ( 1-3) couldn't get out of the '
first inning for Point Loma (3-16, .
0-2 ).
Point Loma catcher John Danis
was 4 for 5 in the doubleheader
with a home ru n and two RBIs.
MEN'S VOLLEYBA LL

Brett Win slow had i6 kills·as Cal
State Long Beach beat UCSD. 15 -5,
15-8, 15-8, in a non conference
match at UCSD. Jeff Babcock had
11 kills fo r UCSD (5 - 15). Long
Beach is 13- 11.
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ori gin a l French ve rs ion and com
pa re it to what wns being sold.
"\Ve had t o read the entire twn •
volume set into th e rec-o rds." s:\id
.
.
gust; wearin g his Ivy: League, Lou nsbery, who ca lled the work ~
the 14 most outrageous stuff on tlu
he!vy twe~d bla,ze r and tie. .
I fe lt hk e" Id step'ped mto 8 bookstands at the time." H e ul ti
mntely got a conviction.
blast furnace, he said.
Loun sbery rose to c hief depul.'
It was not long before ~e...wa n:1 up to th~ sc hool, he s01d, admit- of t he Sa n Diego City Atto rney•~
.: ~- tmg that hts first yea r was devoted office at t he age of 28, the youngest
a:t ~ore to parties than to academic eve r in San Diego. He left in 1970
~
, ,, to go into p ri vate practice as a
.
.
•,-¥;,r en~eavors.
. . On the social fron t I got. all As, partner with Milch, Wo lfsheimer.
m Wa gne r a nd Lounsbery, co ncen
ored
maJ
who
said Lounsb~ry,
govern.ment. The second se m~st.er tra tin g 011 mun.icipal la w problems.
I rea h z_,ed I ~e~ter turn thm gs Handli ng the city or E sco ndido as
a round. He did Just tha t, appea r- a client he decided to become it c.
·
ing on t~~ d~an's l_ist tha~ semester. full -t.i m~ ci ty atto rn ey.
Whi le working as such one even De~ptt~ Ins ac tive social and academ1c hfe , ~e manng~d .t o work. ing, Lounsbery recalled, he retu rn He reca lled a Job at~ Wtlhams~urg ed to his offi ce from a Cit y Council
~estaura1~t where h~ dress.ed" m a meeting a nd disco\'e red an im por funny littl e coloma! suit. H e ta nt legal brief was missing. He retended bar t~ere durmg t he da.y alized, to his di smay, that it ha d
and worked mghts at Dow Che m1- bee n mistakenly thrown away.
At midnigh t, he was sea rchi ng
. .
cal Co.
It was at W,Iham and Mary that throu gh the City H a ll d um ps ter
Lounsb.ery met .his wife, ~orc~s wit h a fl ashli ght, knee -dee p in garAnn Miller, whom he ma m ed- m bage. With the recovered dra ft in
iha nd , he cli mbed out and wa <
.
.
!9~0.
She" was c~m~,1de ra bly ? n g~ter greeted by the mayor a nd a cit~than I, he satd. I figured 1t might 'Councilman
rub off, but it ~1asn't to this day." 1 "Of cour;e, th a t was cause fo r
:tfe stayed m school an extra great hil ar ity," he said.
He left E scondido in 1972 to
year so they could graduate toge thtaken job as city attorney of South
.
.
er.
. Lounsbe ry s~ 1d h e wa_s d.trec· ,Lake Ta hoe , return ing fou r year:::
h,onless aca dem1cally until his se- late r as city m8neger of Escondido.
mor year, when~ l~w clasg taugl1 t t he iow n he had grown to lo\'e.
"It's like the t ow n I grew up in _
the den~ of_W1ll1~m. a nd Marys
by
DanRios/TheTimes•Advoca,,
.
•.
.
•
,
st.
Ken Lo unsbe ry, now vice president of Lusardi Construction , has held a variety of jobs along the way la'::'{chool ,g~ited his ";te~e • 11 small and rural with a lot of pride
very insula r," he said.
and
e
,
at_w!1
reve
a
qmte
was
. t
.
.
.
While he derive_d great pleasure
said. Law! school became his ,mme■
■
from his wor k 1 his u lt imate goal
.
. diate goa ·
µe ca use .of the hi gh coS t , t h e was t o return to pri vate practice,
,
1

?

.1
h." ' I dd
- CI I m I ng t e a e r b~~~-':.
b

0

;~;t

~~~~~~ii;.1:,c~l~,:
~er~;::ti;~-~~l ~i ~~u;h~ I~~J%f~c~~~
meal tick~t. A mi~rob wlogy maJor, la nd use, co nst ru ction a nd real
th
e proper ty law. One of his clients was
she_ receive? a Job o ffer at
~cnpps Institu te of Oceanog r~phyl Lusardi Constru ction Co.
,it La J olla. Accepted by Cal\\ eS t · In 1982. Warren Lusardi offered
I e rn Law Schoo_l 1~ San Diego, Lou nsbery a full -tim e posit ion as
Lou~bery and h~s w~fe returned to vi ce preside n t, ge n era l counsel of
Age: 48
Name : Ken Lounsbery ·
. th e co mpa ny. Lounsbery calls the
the est.
~ h e Lou n s.berys prosp ered 111 job a marri age of convenience: He
Occupation: Vice Pn,sident Lusardi Construction Co.
the~r small P01nt Loma apa rtment. loves constitu tional issues and th r
By Michelle Breyer
Mrs. Loun~bery was a~le to ea rn real esta t e asp ect ensures ample
Home: Escondido
Times-Advocate Stall Writer
her mast~r s ?egree \~hde Louns - compe nsa tion. It has also a ll owed
bery c}er ed 111 law ftrm s and a_t- him to be involved in such projec ts
SAN MARCOS - One mi ght
Background: . Law and public administration
te nded school. He gradu a_te d_ m as th e Escondido Library and
n ot asso ciate th e jobs of chicken
1965, pass mg the bar on his first No rth County Fair.
Biggest Accomplishment: ''Raising a family under
slaughterer. cattle rou sta bout or
dishwashe r with the vice president
"The co mpany is go ing throu gh
_
.
.
try.
cir~'umstances."
happy
An av id wnt.er, he became edito r so me exc iti ng times," he sa id .
of Lusardi Construction Co.
of the Cal Weste rn legal newsp a- talkin g a bout Lusa rdi 's expa n sion
Yet these are bu t a few of the pope_r, called La Bala_nza, after ~radu- in to th e Coachella Va lley.
siti on s Ken Lou n sbery has held
bec~me mte~ested m real l This is a pe ri od of transition for
throu gh out his 48 yea rs. His vast
atton.
estate ~w, a sign qfthmgs t o co~e. th e Lounsberys , who are n ow
and va ried res um e could pass for a
,
tbaske
he
t
s mall book , a sy mbol of his hard at the time, he joined
During high sc hool he worked at A~1 artic le he ~o-~uthored on nn- "empty neste rs." Their daugh ter
ball and football teams and served Walt Disney Studios, which his fa- plied warranties m the sale of a Ann is married , a nd so n Da n atwork a rid ambition.
It includes his wo rk as San Die- · as sports editor for the sc hool ther, John L ounsbery , h elped ~ome beca me law four yea rs late r. t ends college in Was hi ngton st.ate.
~.
go's youn gest chief deputy city at- newspaper. ·
found. Ken Lounsbery worked in .He ,we.nt t o wo rk ~or th~ San ' 1'We' re in those sandwich years,'·
No matter what his extracurric- · the arts/props department. Among 1_ego. ~ It~ Attorn~y 8 offH:e ~o said Lou nsbery, whose work occut or ney and Esco ndido's city man~
age r . Al s o l iste d a r e . his u lar interests, Lounsbery always his m a ny res pon s ibi_lities ·was gam litiga tion exper~e n~e. Wi~hm pies most of his time as he travels
· ·
..
involvements with the Paloma r worked.
maintaining the film n:io~gu e, in a ~eek, he was handhn_g Jury tnals. to different job sites. It helps, he
His first job, at the age of 13, was the tcbowels of the studio, ~qe~ 1 That wa~ perhaps th e mos~.ar_- said, th a t his his wife is preoccuPo me rado Hospital District, the
a
at
chickens
ring
quarte
d
( du_ous te st Id yet u nd ertak en, he pied with gettirig her mas ter's d eSan Marcos General P lan Task killing an
all a~ imation was stored.
Force, the co unty's Local Road slaughterhouse.
. gree in E nglish at the Unive rsity of
. .
.
With some of the mon ey h el said.
·
"This made it real hard to enjoy made from his various jobs, Louns- It was also rn sp JTm g, sa i d ~
Maintenan ce Co mmittee and the
boa rds of directo rs of the Escondi- chicken salad sandwiches for quite bery bou~ht a 1950_two-door Chev- Lou~sbery, who compared _the op- His pla~ s and dreams inc lud e
\' .
do Chamber of Commerce and the ,a while," he said.
' rolet, painted a snazzy metallic erat10~ oftrye city attorneys-office teaching law - "passing on the
A j ob as a dis hwash er and black.•.
. to a shck, first-class H arvard law kn owledge I've acquired."
Escondido Boys and Girls Club.
~
"I neve r had a ca ree r path," said short -o rder cook at a local restau- .- Havmg never traveled .farth er fi_r1!1· He ."'.as soo n elevated to t h el He h as also thoug ht about
Lounsbery, the oldest of three chil- rant gave hiffi his first experience than Colorado, Lounsbery decided! civil d1v1 s19 n , handl111 g ~ases of sta rt ing h is own law firm . "Maybe
dren. "The jobs kind of blended in- with cooking, which he still enjoys. tq go back East t~ college. He final - mansl n_ughter ~nd obscemty. O~e that, too , will happen," he sa id.
·
His most memorable j ob was ly 1ec1ded on \rV1lliam and Iyiary, ob~c.emty case mvolve~ t he erotic " You always n eed to stay
t o one anothe r."
Born and raised in Cha tsworth, working for Cattle rancher Roy P. which turne~ out to be the epitome wntmgs o f the Marquis . de Sade , open -minded about new oppo rtu a then -rural suburb of Los· An ge les, Crocker, who rai sed Herefords in of a Southern, rather than an East-! from whom the word sadis m takes nit ies "
Lounsbery's ea rly years were dom- Saugus, Calif. Lounsbery lived , ern, sc hool. Lounsbery recall ed ' its roots. An unde rcover office r On~ thin g Lounsbe ry does n ot
inated by farming. As a 4H mem- with th e roustabouts on weekends stepping off th e train in Williams-j had purchased two cou nterfeit vol- drea m abou t is retirement
and during the summer, sho wing ' burg, Va., in the dog d~ys of Au- umes of de Sade's works from, a "I might wo rk differen tiy but J
ber, he ra ised stee rs and sheep.
man who had alte red th e )V_ritings. never wa nt to tota l! retir'e " hf .
At Canoga Park High School, the cattle at cou nty fairs t!irough'
y
Lounsbery had to tran) la te the said.
Please see Working , age A9
area
the
Southern California. '
in
out
hools
sc
r
one of the large

Lounsbery
has worked
his way up
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SPEAKER:Cl;,:;nce ~ ~
versity distinguished prof'&isor of ethics and the
professions and author of " Ethos and the Executive" and " Conceptual Foundations of Business" is scheduled to speak at Unillernl!Y.m.San
Die,go, Camino Theatre at 7 p.m. For more information, contact John Nunes at 260-4682. /
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Law Briefs
by Martin Kruming
On the Move: Retired Superior
· Court Judge Robert O'Neill is
now a "private judge'·' concentrating on dispute resolutions, including ' mediations, 'Settlement
conferences and binding artd nonbinding arbitrations.
Lynn Schenk (University of
San ·Diego Law School) has af~ filiated with the Lorenz Alhadeff
:;' Lundin law firm.
I Sheryl Dacso (South Texas Col1 lege . of Law); Charles .Kim Jr.
(Columbia University Law School),
and James Wallace (Cal Western
) · Law School) a~ with Jennings,
Engstrand & Henrikson.
Diane-B~wn has joined Higgs,
Fletcher & Mack'
Calvin Stead (USD Law School)
is with Sulzner, ~&1Drydo r(

:; , .: . . *

~

..*

San Diego attorneys might do
well t.o block out t.omorrow night on
theircalen~. · · :"'.' ..'·<, · ·
. In. town for a pan~l, discussion
sponsored by the · Lawyers Club
will be two lawyers and ajudge to
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Sn.~o~ c.ity: Michael Tuck,· whose
contract at Channel 10 is up in
September, flew to New York last
month to talk about an anchor job at
a network affiliate there. Last week,
brass from the New York station
flew West for another look and
brought along Tuck's potential coand10r, (Not Bree Walker,) Hedging
- bets doesn't hurt, but Tuck says he's ·
upbeat about negotiations to stay at
' 10, . ·; • Richard Dreyfuss, who was ·
; here last year for the premiere of
' ''Tin Men," returns April 14 for a
lecture at.JLSD's Camino Theatre.
Associated Students are sponsoring
the actor's talk about his struggle to
overcome his cocaine addiction.
.-
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. Watson and Anteaters
top honors in USIU golf meet

7-6, 6-1 at No. 1 singles, but the visitNevada-Reno's Stephen Watson ing Lobos (13-5, 3-0) swept the other
won the USIU Men's Golf Invitational five singles matches to beat the Azindividual honors with a 219 total yes- tecs (6-12, 1-2) in a WAC match, 5-1.
Women's tennis - Sondra
terday, and UC Irvine won the team
defeated Lauren Fortgang 6Mitchell
competition with a 909 total at San
1 singles as SDSU defeatNo.
at
6-3
2,
USIU's
Bonsall.
in
Downs
Luis Rey
ed Princeton, 8-1. The Aztecs will
Jim Wahl shot a final-round 78 to finish fourth with a 224. USIU's No. 1 host No. 7 Southern Methodist University (9-3) today at 2 at the East
team finished fifth at 931.
aseball - Left fielder
~
Varsity Courts.
SDSU volleyball - San Diego
Chuck Graham had two RBI, and
quickly dispatched Notre
State
right fielder Mark Trafton hit a
15-4, 15-4, 15-2, last night at
Dame,
to
seventh
the
in
homer
bases-empty
lead USD (13-12) past visiting Point Peterson Gym. Mike Schlegel led the
Aztecs (11-10) with seven kills.
Loma Nazarene, 10-5, at Cunningham
Stadium. Jim Westlund (2-1) won in
Bowling - Leisure Time Sports
relief; starter Chris Wall (0-1) lost.
will begin construction of two $4.5
Second baseman Scott Fredericks
million, 60-lane bowling centers in
had two RBI for PLNC (3-17).
the county within the next eight days.
Ground-breaking is scheduled today
High
Christian
sosu softball
at 5 p.m. for The Grove Bowling Cenalum Michelle Wesson (2-2) struck
ter, scheduled to open Aug. 1. It will
out nine to win her first collegiate
start, and the Aztecs beat host USD, be built on the southwest corner of
the Market Place At The Grove. A
11-4, in a non-conference game.
week from tomorrow, ground-breakShortstop Trish Mang went 3-for-5
ing is scheduled in San Marcos for
with a bases-empty homer in the fifth
North County Lanes, located at Highfor SDSU (8-5). USD is 8-12.
way 78 and Nordahl Road.
NoJulio
SDSU's
tennis
Men's
riega beat Karl Hale of New Mexico

/
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LaGuardia·
named top
producer

LaGuardia
named top
producer~

;)._f5)

J . Edward LaGuardia has
been named the top retail producer for the Pacific
Southwest Region and the top
producer overall for the Sa_n
Diego office of Grubb & Eilts
Commercial Brokerage Services. He has completed more
than $150 million in sales and
lease transactions during his
career.
For six of his nine years with
Grubb & Ellis, LaGuardia has
led the retail division in San
Diego. In J 982, he was
designated a senior marketing
consultant for outstanding
sales performance and in 1985
he was honored at its San
Diego Salesman of the Year
for Grubb & Elis San Diego
County.
During 1987, LaGuardia's
major transactions included a
$6.5 million sale of Santana
Village Shopping Center, the
sale of the $3.2 million Castle
Par k Shopping Center, the
sale of 15 acres to Target
stores for $2. 9 million in Rancho California and the sale of
7 .3 acres in Escondido to The
Home Depot for $3 .9 million.
LaGuardia currently serves
as chairman of Grubb & Ellis'
Pacific Southwest Regional
Retail Council and has played
a key role in locating sites for
major national retailers in
Southern California.
Prior to joining Grubb &
Ellis, LaGuardia was director
of development for the
U n i v e ~. He
received his bachelor's degree
from the University of San
· Francisco and his MBA from
the University of San Diego.

'

J. Edward Lac2;;lia has
been named the top retail producer for the Pacific
Southwest Region and the top
producer overall for the Sa_n
Diego office of Grubb & Elhs
Commercial Brokerage Services . He has completed more
than $150 million in sales and
lease transactions during his
-career.
For six of his nine years with
Grubb & Ellis, LaGuardia has
led the retail division in San
Diego. In 1982, he was
designated a senior marketing
consultant for outstanding
sales performance and in 1985
he was honored at its San
Diego Salesman of the Year
for Grubb & Elis San Diego
County.
During 1987, LaGua rdia's
major transactions included a
$6.5 million sale of Santana
Village Shopping Center, the
sale of the $3.2 million Castle
Park Shopping Center, the
sale of 15 acres to Target
stores for $2. 9 million in Rancho California and the sale of
7. 3 acres in Escondido to The
Home Depot for $3 .9 million .
LaGuardia currently serves
as chairman of Grubb & Ellis'
Pacific Southwest Regional
Retail Council and has played
a key role in locating sites for
major national retailers in
Southern California.
Prior to joining Grubb &
Ellis, LaGuardia was director
of development for the
Uni.yersity ~ i e g o . He
receiveifhis bachelor's degree
from the University of San
· Francisco and his MBA from
the University of San Diego .
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No. I Doubles Team Key to Upset
as SDSU Women Defeat No. 7 SMU
S'

~CJ!>
· . wonsixinarow. ·
Julie Tullberg and Dorey Brandt
□
defeated Claire Evert and Michele
The Ulliversity of San Diego
Christenson, 7-5, 3-6, 6-2, in the
No. 1 doubles match Wednesday to
women's team beat 'Yate, ?~ at
lift the San Diego State women's
home.
USD's Jennifer Larking won at
tennis team to a 5-4 nonconference
No. 1 singles and with Aby Brayton
upset over No. 7 SM U.
Tullberg also defeated Evert
at No. 1 doubles. Tonya Fuller won
at No. 3 singles and joined Jill
( Chris Evert's sister), 7-6, 6-1, in
Greenwood to win at No. 2 doubles.
the No. 2 singles match to keep the
Aztecs even, 3-3, after singles play.
USD improved to 7 -6.
San Diego State is 8-9. ·
□

VOLLEYBALL

After dropping the first two
The Point Loma Nazarene Colgames, the San Diego State men's
lege men's and women's teams
swept matches at home from Seat-. volleyball team rallied to defeat UC
Irvine, 9-15, 12-15, 15-3, 15-8,
tie University.
The women won, 8-1, and the .·, 15-6.
· Hugh Foster had 23 kills and Joe
men won, 9-0.
Anselmo added 20 for the llthMelinda Ainslie of Point Loma
rankedAztecs (12-10).
won at No. 1 singles and teamed
with Traci Reynolds at No. 1 .,
doubles. The Point Loma women
BASKETBALL
are 5-5.
· John Gillilan, former boys' basIn the men's meet; Hans Hoegketball coach at Valhalla and Fallstedt won twice, at No. 1 singles
and with Fred Vincent at No. 1 brook, is putting together a team of
San Diego-area players to compete
doubles.
in the Basketball Congress InterThe Point Loma men (7-8) have

national senior prep tournament,
which will be held April 6-10 at the
University of Houston.
Boys due to graduate from high
school this year are encouraged to
,
try out.
For more information, call John
Rollo at 429-7692.
BASEBALL

The San Diego Padres and San
Diego State baseball teams will
meet at 7 p.m. April 1 in the fifth
Jack-In-The-Bo x Padre-Aztec exhibition game at San Diego Jack
Murphy Stadium.
The annual event serves as a
fund-raiser for the Aztecs and will
be the only exhibition game for the
Padres in San Diego.
The Padres have won 3 of the 4
games, with the 1986 game ending
in 0-0 tie.
Free tickets are available at
Jack-In-The-Bo x restaurants beginning Monday. There will be a $1
admission charge at the gate.
For information, call 265-5547 or
265-4185.
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Catho lic youth among Hall of Fame honor ees
~

,

By Maureen Nuesca
Southern Cron

VALLEY
MISSION
Accomplishments and participation· in
· school and communi ty activities - as
will be
well as athletic ability . recognized when the San' Diego
Chapter of the Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame honors 25 local
scholar-leader-athletes at the l pth
annual awards banquet March 18 at
the Town and Country Convention
Center in Mission Valley.
Five Catholic you ng men from the
diocese will be among the honorees,

who were chosen from 'among San
Diego County prep and college
students.
They are: Jeff Mansukhani of the
University of San Diego , Alcala Park;
Robert Piconi of St. Augustine High
School, North Park ; Brent Woodall
and John Tribolet of La Jolla High
School and parishioners of All Hallows
Church , La Jolla; and Chris Nottoli of
San Pasqual High School and a
member of St. Timothy parish,
Escondido .
Student honorees have maintained a
grade point average of 3. 0 or better
and have outstanding academic and
citizensh ip records. All attend schools

that are members of the San Diego
California
th e
of
Section
Interscholastic Federation.
Mansukhani was a two-year staner
as wide receiver and captain of the
USD rearo ,He was named to the
. College Division Academic AllAmerican second team.

Piconi was the All-State Parochial
School team choice from Fallbrook and
made the All-Central League 's second
team. He is second in his academic
class and is on the principal 's list. He
has also served as student body
pres ident and wo n the Jun ior
Leade rship Medal .

As quarterback for La J olla H igh
School, Tribolet was voted most
valuable playe r. He has a 3.91 grade
point average and was ele'cted to the
County All -Academic team.
Woodall , also of La Jolla High
School, _made the Los Ange/ts Timts AllWestern league teams as a linebacker
and the Coaches ' All-League squad as
a tailback. Woodall has maintained a
grade poim average of 4.0 and is a
member of the school's cum laude
honors society.
Awarded a four- ye ar football
scholarship from the Italian Catholic
Federation, Nottoli will be attendin g
the Universi ty of Utah.

San Diego, CA
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7 p.m. - "Back Roads of

Tunisia," slide/lecture
with Charles Ross, Inter·
national Gallery.
8 p.m. - Andrew Litton
conducts San Diego
Symphony, Symphony
Hall (also March 19).
- Laura Dean and
Dancers, Spreckels
Theatre (also March 19).
- "Yeomen of the
Guard," San Diego Gilbert and Sullivan Company, Casa del Prado
Theatre Balboa Park
(also March 19 and 2:30
p.m. March 20).
- "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," International Ballet of USIU,
Centro Cultural de Tijuana, Mexico (also March
19).
- Harpist Marian RianHayes opens three-day
Harp Festival, Fine Arts
Recital Hall, Grossmont
College, El Cajon.
- "Cheaters," San
bieguito Playhouse, La
Paloma Theatre, Encinitas (opening night).
- "Safe Sex," Bowery
Theatre.

TOMORR OW/19

SUNDAY /20

1 p.m. - "The Changeling," SDSU's Theatre
for Young Audiences,
Experimental Theatre,
SDSU (also 3:30 p.m.;
2 p.m. March 20).
8 p.m. - Borodin String
Quartet, La Jolla
Chamber Music Society, La Jolla Museum
of Contemporary Art,
La Jolla.
- Los Angeles Philharmonic, Orange
County Performing
Arts Center, Costa
Mesa.
- Quetzal, guitar and
harp duo, Theatre in
Old Town.
- Jazz Unlimited,
Jazz dance group,
SDSU Dramatic Arts
Theater (also March
20).
- "Juno's Swans,"
San Diego Actors Theatre, Sixth Avenue
Playhouse .
- "Reserve Two for
Murder," Poway Performing Arts Co.,
Golden West Academy, Poway.
- Student-Directed
One-Acts, Sacred
Heart Hall.!:!§.!?..--- "Theatre of Innovation Number Five,"
Theatre Room of
Maryland Hotel.

1 p.m. - "People of
Japan: the Magic
Road of Kyoto to
Tokyo," Travel Film
series, Palomar College, San Marcos (also
· 3:30 p.m.).
2 p.m. - "Jazz Jam in
the Mountains," Pine
Hills Lodge, Julian.
- "The Foreigner,"
Lamb's Players Theatre, National City.
- "Broadway Malady" comedy-variety
benefit for Mesa College Humanities Department, at City College Theatre.
3 p.m. - "The Glory of
San Petronio," Palomar Chorale and Palomar Brass Ensemble,
Palomar College Theatre, San Marcos.
6 p.m. - Pacific Rim
Film Festival, SDSU.
7 p.m. - Music Scholarship Concert, SDSU
Symphony Orchestra,
La Jolla Museum of
Contemporary Art.
8 p.m. - Beethoven 's
"Missa Solemnis,"
Master Chorale of
Orange County,
Orange County Performing Ari$ Center,
Costa Mesa.
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USD
·· "Images of God," the third
session in the women's series
sponsored by the Institute for
Christian Ministries, will be held
March 19 from 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. in
Salomon Lecture Hall. Speaker
will be Sister Francis
Rothluebber, OSF. Cost Is $15
before March 12, $20 after that
date. For further information, call
260-4784.
"Does the Constitution Protect
Rellglous Freedom?" will be
addressed by Gary Macy,
associate professor of religious
studies, March 21 at 7:30 p.m. at
Manchester Conference Center.
Free. Session Is part of the
bicentennial lecture series. For
Information, call 260-4756.
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U,.?,!}J:..~:Jf!ary members soak up sun, White House history
U

ary celebrated its 38ilr- aaniversary
Monday with a lunch featuring a lecture by renowned architectural historian William Seale, author of "The President's House."
Titled "Lunch at the White House," the fundraiser chaired by Alison Tibbitts was held at
the San Diego Hilton.
Cocktail hour was poolside - given the
balmy weather, a serendipitous decision that
had the guest speaker (who flew in from Alexandria, Va.) basking in the sun, and many of the
250 guests chatting behind sunglasses or under
handsome picture hats.
Lunch tables, titled for presidents, were cen-

Speaker William Seale, left, chats with Ed
De Roche at Monday's luncheon.

NANCY
SCOTT
ANDERSON

From left, Carol Reilly, Marilyn
Benstead and Ruth Mulvaney at the
USD Auxiliary's "Lunch at the White
House" lecture.

SOCIETY EDITO R

tered with colonial bouquets provided by Marilyn Benstead. Lunch of poached salmon came
after greetings from the chairman, the invocation by Monsignor I. Brent Eagen and pledge of
allegiance by USD president Author Hughes.
Auxiliary president Fern Murphy announced
new officers, including Betty Brock, who will
be installed at the May meeting.
Seale's lively speech, chronicling the architectural and social history of the White House,
absorbed the attention of an audience that fell
silent over recounting events such as the British burning the house in 1814, and erupted in
laughter over anecdotes such as Dolley Madison's tinting her hair with stale coffee and
keeping her distance from a fire that might
melt facial wax that ladies applied to fill in
wrinkles.
Committee members were Ed De Roche,
Jacqueline De Roche, Joyce Funtall, Murney
Gerlach, Christiane Guittard, Marie Kleisner,

Tribune pboios by Joe Flynn

Fern Murphy, Jane Murphy, Rita Neeper,
Susan Rick, Herb Stoecklein, Carol Reilly,
Martha Rower, Sue Tomasin, Darlene Ventimiglia, Lillian Vogt, Barbara Weighorst and
Dorene Whitney.
Esther Collins attended, as did Mary Mulvahill, Ruth Mulvaney, Betty Jo Williams,

Richel Khoury, Carol Alessio, Martha Jovanovich, Robin Jovanovich, Betty Bass, Lee Maturo, Georgia Borthwick, Pat Rogers, Tina Cutri,
Linda Alessio, Helen Davis, Jane Guymon,
Sara Finn, Ernie Grimm, Marilen Sedlock,
Amy Krulak, Charlotte Nielsen, Linda Owen,
Jane Pentelei-Molnar and Betty Tharp. /

ANN LANDERS
Ann Landers appears on Page D-4.
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: wasiiington, 8-1, in the men's Invitacott P~: tti~dnal Tbourtn ame nthat ~ d
~ n ge ea 1an 8c roe er 7-5, 6-4 m
~ the No. 1 singles match, and team: mate Dan Mattera came back to
: beat Jon Freudenberger 0-6, 6-3, 6-2
: at No. 2. Also, Nebraska beat North~··ern Arizona, Dartmouth beat Iowa,
: and Yale beat Baylor. Play continues
9' '5' ~ /
~ today at 8 a.m.
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home run lifts .USD
1to win in wc;Ac o.l)Cner
i Late

; And~e:;fs" ~ a first-pitch,
~ three-run home run in the bottom of
: the ninth inning, lifting USD O\jer St.
: Mary's, 6-3, in both ·,team~ West
; Coast Athletic Conference _baseball
; opener at Cunningham Field yester: day.
' USD's Dave Rolls had a basesempty home run in the sixth inning
: to tie the game at 3. Lou Skertich
, one-hit the Gaels (13-15, 0-1) in six .
; innings of relief for the win. The
; teams meet again today in a double./
; header at noon.

!
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AJ)Y--driver slopped for a movmg.

: claims rose 250 percent from an av·
/ .·erage of $3,500 in 1977 to about $9,0lJ!) _.
· ·
-: in 1986, the report said..
Reformers who would have Californi a ·join the 26 >states that have
some form of "no-fault" auto insurance say defendants' legal expenses
take about 20 percent of underwrit- .
ing costs •and tliat court costs and
. attorney le!" get up to 51 percent of
· the settlement dollar. They figure to
save big dollars by keeping settle·
ments out of court.
. Claims-filed experience, however,
ls uneven across the state. 1 •
.
,,
·'
·Each geographic. territory has ,ts
,~Own loss experience. lnsu~.er~ con~1d;fer the physical envir.onment m which
'\'t•a car ds kept and driven;- including
,,, population , density and . movement,
. traffic flow and congestion, safety
and law enforcement practices, ty pe
• and location of employment centers,
?' incidence of cri me, the judicial sys·
, tem clima te and topo grap hy,
} amo~nt of on-street parking and pro·
:"· pensity ·of_area residents t_o fil e law·
suits.
dow~toivn Los,
Gt!;~ ' ~om~
Angeles; :there must .be hard!y_, any,;,
·one without a trallic-related, 1~Jury,,,
'·observed a member of the .su,~:.ln;
\urance .· Coinrnissio_n st~ff,'\wh~
,added that accidents involving urban
drivers generally .are m~re,frequ~nt
and more costly th,~ thos';~~<lJYf ~
,.
··
rural residents. -· · · ·
•. He said motor vehicle thefts m
California increased by 16.4 percent
'trom 1985 to1986 to a record 204,06 4:

.,

;~~ts ~i

th~~

io:i,ooo car
These includ~d ~;;;
!thefts'; in ,· Los . Angeles' County ·. and
:23102 in San Diego County.' · . :
a~•A.bout two-thirds ,oftbe auto insur• .
'ance premium co~ers darnag~,to the ;
'vehicle. ' As aiitonio~ile' prices go up,
does the ~ost'o(~111;ing the great· .
·er value: Age also becomes a factor;
'i( costs less to ir\Sure older. models. ' .
r}!!DamageJo:l ~ 'tb~ ;o~e-third ~\!
;;;•car's parts can cost more to repair
'than the car 'iS worth." ·said on e in.surance industry spokesman; arguing :
:that more costly cars equal more ex· .
;t ptfnsiVe parts, to0::1°?:,~!?··~~. · ·
,'.' ·<'Vehicle typi,also'is a;factor in the•/
: ; rating.' Auto industry ' analyst Chns !
•~ Cedergren .of ·J.D.'' Poive( & Associ-~
( ates blames high insur:ance,rates for ;
Ilia•: 30 'percent 'drop- iii' 1987)ales.: ~1.:
t:. two-seater models;_:· such:as Ponti-'.
!t ac's ·spor\y ;Fiero ·and the Porsche ':
~ and Mercedes models Gelwix speCU· j
1
C: ••· I ;'•JI, :
~; lated about. ·
ti- ·oriver'age is as important as vehi·'
·· cle age to the insurers. Age is consid· '.

~o

"i
I

~ fl
, ;_, , . .
•.·
:: Sporty tw9-seater automobiles such as the Mercedes at left
:: and the Poritfac .Fiero are lncr~aslngly costly,to insure, ,which

j~: · !

r~P::' ·. · '"'rr~v ·: ~ i\;~ ·.::,·,:·,;~., ,;.

,\·:,·. .,. ·... .,;•~. ,,.·,·•:i:-,1"r•-¥ ,,
1

i

; '.'1

.' ·· ' The San Diego Union/St an Honda

some analysts say has affect~d sale~ ·;,! th e models. Owner~
of such cars, often young, also pay more because of age.

.

, .. : ·.·~:1'. :'.:,·

if

f _,::;;;

: · ~ ,,

/~ Jµlif!.:;,::,~~lJ(or.~-~.a', re bell1onf-i ~r~w1-11g

Continued fr<?m: _
1.:g j,t </·l:'.• ·...! ,.'/ ·J l; "-~
. ,-. -----'----'--'--'--'---'-'-'--'""----'--'---~--'-------------~
)ered_ thJ most in\~o{;;·nt"singl~"i;~'. 1),
of u _
nis~~ rau.~g ()n aut<> instirance pre~!_ums Billing~.~o~tari~._1985
jto.r !n ~r!ver ._c\~:311Ica\10~ . .pth~r j' / r
f ·,
' ·· ,. ' ' ', _. . : ·' •·' . 1 :· ''." Avg.premium •) Avg. premiuhi ,.' >"1 .:
,. .
1.cons1de'.aho?s~~e ,~endet,'wh1ch.13 .,: ,,
'i'' '·< l i
"' ,, 9130185 , ,:1c,~li 0/2/,8S j , :'
lvg. percent_
1
~idecreasmg' m t· l~JX?r~~nce . as \~?re. ,,, : Ratln •class ~J,:• :1,f... 1;.t>H I -\~i r,:
i1
before unlseX (t after unisex - Avg. change 1 c ango In
women ~nter the fvor~.lorce; manta! ,, /,
g
· ;. ,
,
, ,
rating
" ;~··\ rating ,.. · , In premium
promum '
status; mileage dp1ven, and;,wh,et)l,er1w 'i •·•· :,,L:r;,•.•""'f'l'', ·"''""'., ,,, . , ,. , .. c"\·.,-l'I,~.,
,• x •"k
, the car is used lo1 b~siness.; } :1;/r:;: · l,?;,Y.f1_91~.~'Q.9 ~,'):1'!,,\8JJ'?,"';~,SJPO~I pnver) ;; 2,,1,«<,
.'~~2,-3.?,~
Drivers with a history of accidents!, ,,
, .
,
.
and speeding tickets 'are · seen as'.4¾' , ·17-yr. old single f~rnale (occas,onal dnver)
greater i risk · than :~d_rivers _wit~
clean record and_thus are apt to bf' ,':;
'1

'Effects

Ip

!. · .. V,

f;

~;s~~~!~a~!~~t~I~:-i,'. granted

r.t-A

· :1 uDrivers witfi c!,,~econd violation Or./

serious at-fault · accident •. on their ·:•
,.
. .
. '
record could ,ex~eci • 'nori:reriewa\ ·( , 23-yr. old s1~gle female (pnnc,pal driver) ·
notice," said assdciatio~ .spokesman-.:.._ ~

a

';)?~! :

~o;;~t;.~:•:Jfr}fiit}~tin~•
23-yr. old:niarrie,d female (principal driver)
tern contend that miles driv_en is the'~· ;
.
, proper basis for auto insurance r_ates \
- theorizing that the more miles,:the-,,
greater the hazard. ·,. ·
·: · -,:<£',/-£ ·
,~1 In Pennsy1vani3, the National ·,or~~-_iir r!'
ganization for Women complained ~. •
, .,,,,·; 1 ...
•
•
,
that il~surers are :overcharging low~
Note Data wa~ collected from 12 insurers accounting for approximately,72 P,_ercent of auto insurance
mileage drjvers,_, prima~_ily wome~, , ·· \ premiums wntten 1n Mont~na in 1985
_
~y more t~~~ ,$~9~~t;rli}Fo~ P.~r. Y~O:~.·t ·1:r. '~. S<?U~CE: AR-Industry ~esearch Advlsory Council ( AIRAC) .
,__ j :. ,,
t :. i '• 1!~- :! ::-:;: :•. :.-. : ' r ·;
.' ~
. · -lBut,Eennsylvarua_.,msurance com-;t, . · . , _
.
.. . .
. :
.
· . ·· ' . '
·· ·
.;_ ITliSSiOn.er :coriStiiifce "B. 'FOSle?·s·ai(i" x~1:f{ftt~~ l'r,i,~f~-&;-~,~
,:i~~----~·r,~1'i.~·;l•;•r1< ·--~~•tt,'f'"~?'h'::-·~~·•~.,~\~:j;~'._Lft~r,,i,/X~
~1-:'.!h~ s~~-Diego Uni_o.~f!lm B~tn~{f ..,,.,
·. "there is no substaptial evidence that · lion to the state·to get out; Kemper rates, has a program .called .,Com,.. , lion,. he said_:..This year, every -New
a vehicle's loss experience is directly • offered a $100 million deal. ' '· .
monwealth Auto Reinsurers · that 1 'Jersey car owner· --' senior citizens
proportional to Jt(annual mileage.:: t , Other companies:. seek to ' wriiii' i fOvers about 57 percent of the•driv; ' ' :excepted ·- will pay a surcharge of
·' NOW lawyer Lau~ie L. Williilms 're;)f6nly_~ \qw,,ri_~1t,;soverage., volunta_rily, · ers in the state. Its deficits ar,e in th~ ,, ·,$66 per vehicle to make up the diflcrsp~nde_d that the r~gufator coul_d lin_d1 t t~~~ - acfepl' w~ateyeI"' clientsi-are · '.'hundreds of millions :of _d?.lf~~s,': an :· ence; whether ~overed unde: the pr?·.,,
no evidence co~~edmg · acc1de".f~-,r,, for~e~ }!PO~ the~fby<:regulators re- , 1~dustry spokesman s~11.::1'"-: (: , ,:! •7,!gram or by,an m~ependent ms~rrr; _;, !
and mileage driven: because _the,-1qj'_spqns1ve .,tof p~bhc demand · that : m- ,,:. ·New Jersey has ' the highest auto :.,.1,_. The New' Jerse( .cpmm1ss1oner's ,;
~surance ,, industry.1- keeps'. no -:-,such,·,:,.~udnce be available to everyone.
insurance rates in the .nation:·About .. 'office has received applications for ·· ,
• records. ·
: ·, : · • . .•~,;:,;,. ·, These availability programs come half of the resident drivers.there par; · 1rate increases amounting to 15 per: , Some companies simply _withdral)''"i in severaliorms,...,.,..,~ -- · . . . ticipate in a quasi;public pool called .:cent from ,independent insurers, and
from doing b~siri~~-~. i_n highlwe!iul1
In C~ljlorn_ia, a~9~t. 5401oo~ d;iv~rs a ' join,t ;,~rd.~rli'.~jtlpg · association J14 2_ percent from ~•tin~ ~fr~au Cfffi·
1
: lated and rat~-c9,n,sc1~vs. ~tate,, ,Qq~-~ are enroll:d:~11.an .~~1gn:d:r1s.~:P,l~n. (JUA)._t ,-,: '. '•;'/.,' . · · '
. i.. ;pames, Ho9ner said.". F , : .· ·:/
: ~nderwnter, Ntlid~~l'.~m.~qca~ l~:J , As a_co_ndihJ!~! to_~HJe l\cen~1~gi m- .' Th~ _JUA was established by_ leg1s- . ; The New Jersey expen?1ent . _al- ,
• ~urance, droppedf fntirely, from }~!l,l;lsura_n9~;coippam!,5;Inay,be required lat10n m _1984 to replace an assigned- !lows generous reparabons, mcludmg
: property/casualty /ield in California, .: to accept assignment of drivers with · risk pool under which "the consumer \unlimited medical benefits; Hooper
: Naehter said. • . · I"' ·. · · ·., · . i' poor driving records who cannot ob- was not well served,'' according to :said, adding, "In some cases this is at
~ [ In Massachuset~, w,here rates ~r~;,., tain ....siandard i~surance coverage. Tom Hooper of the New Jersey In' !seven figures and ' will · continue as. · 1
1
~ non-competitive aqd set by lhe_;slat¢ ;:, The.company. if obligate4 to, accept suran~e Commissioner's office.
long as they live."
.
'
~ insurance .· commi~siqne_r ;i un•\~ the applicatioiI '.'a~d -issue a·.policy,
ButJUA rates are set by insurance ; Further, the no-fault provision has

f w~
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derwritersfrom
report
.•.d.· /_ato:$.·1975:·i
7.40_,· ril. illion:
forJmiiiimu.
m protectiq_n
·.offices indepen. de·n·t of un'. ;' acourt,
$200 threshold
for claims
. to
shortfall
1974
Five·...·:: usu.'ally.
higher
premium.
· ,,,,;"-'..·and.
. service
derwritersandhavenotiellectedac"so it didn't
remove.taken
: many
·companies - Fireman•s ·' Fund;
,; regulated (iCalifornia plan ' tual risk, Hooper said. Has that re- leases from the court dockets,'; he
·Kemper, Generat .lAccident, Shelby'
. a'50 percent·rate boost for this suited in an operating loss?
: .'. said.
_,
,•..,
Mutual and the _Pe,er~i/5s .::,..have an
ar)ut w~s. granted an increase of . "Oh, boy,' do we have a deficit," ,
1, nounced they are
ly' l,8.-5 percent. , ''
,
; _ Hooper responded,
".
.
i:·_sura._nce mar.ke. t \h~r~.•.: ~:- ;'.'?',<" .
_¥•. .s·s_~.chu.s~tts, which _ha~ the 'na' · The. four-~ear-.shortla.11 of cla1~s.
!'!'•.. f1r_ema_ri_'s _~':;1'!_.~\ll ~•Y'..Jif!J!,,, o,~J :~ f~\th-~'.gh~st aut~;; insurance over ~?l!~chons 1s more th~n $1 b1I-
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.cars
1988 small~;~oori:
osts) lo;~p~'t:r~sh .tests
:Dall!age'rep~ir'c
.:~•;···-.
·-·:,;. :ii'.~
:• ·'.·:/I•
' I I 1,
1

f

;;-~-•)

·;: ,

Mak~ a,M model,,:, ;,:•,

I
1

,. fr••,j ~•

~ ~~~~

j ~:;:;fl~o~~~~trunii'

lj ~~~~~af~~I~~
l

$227
\ $213

$0
$0

• Toyola' Celica•ST'

Fx' :

·'

$~~• ,

Toyola Tercel EZ
Mazda 323 ·

$0 . ,,.,>

,$;!~

ii; , , :~ ?;!\\Y ,(.
~~~~~1~\3}r1ii°\. .
. ·, .;, " $0 ,-· ·•;,; ,··. , $39 ,

! Subaru XT GL 2wd

\r:~:

$493
·. , .: $504

;$0
: > $0

. ·.,:

/

:

· ~:i:nt

Ford Escort
Ford Escort Pony•

j

E,

_• . .

l•!.,.,

'}

;. ~:n,t ,; ::?( ,,

:/.::!;

$605

J~ii~:~~i:h~l~t~:;1: ,ti\\,,vi~:xE;fa::~1 "" X$1 :6;";'.'{!j::"~"m:

j

Dodge Daytona <'3/li \

~~~~

:~~~ge

,
pole
·.: ·•,.•

all tests

' $382
$319
$407
$191
1
$4 12
' $0
$44 1
$214
$570
$357
$713
$479
$767
$359
$877
' $384
$878
$374
I , $929
$518
'" $1,027
$415
$1,110
$466
$421 ,-\fo,:' $1,190
i $1,193
· $384
- $192 : /'$1;289
,,, $1 ,318
$871
$1'.f68 , 0i $1 ;402
: ': $1,435
$589
'.: ''. $622 <£} $1,453
;- $1,514
$829
• $8~6 ,:; :. $) ,597,_;,
, $1,657,
. $808
.. $1 ;705
, $724
$1 ,752
. $635
Si.$/,800
$1;154
: $1,935
$1,138
. $1 ,960
$822
,$1 ,966
$780
$1,022 '.':' $2,121
, $2,756
$1 ,044
; $1,366 , . . '' $3, 140

{~11!; ~5~1r~1 ;•
f~~i~t;r:~i1

r

, ., $83.:: , . ... -; , . $0 .,. ·.. , • $766 ,.1,,.
l,Acura lntegra LS
i,,, $118,//t> .,;. $548. 7>,i'-': ,,t $315
! Volkswagen fox
· •,. $657
,,. $132 .
· $328 :
· Ford Festiva L Plus :,
: Subaru ·GL Hatchback 2wd ,, ' $0 \<A'tf\;\i .'.. $0 L.'ts·N'is $646
$659
·
$138
$0
' Ponliac Fiero

;j

:g~~!:~1:Fi,,;·~;,~~~~t~n;,:,:mi •
t $922 '

' ;; $176 /

' Honda Civic

' '' ' ' $676

'These 4 cars were · tesled in 1986. The designs of the corresponding 1988 mode ls are virtually
identical, so the· 1989 results are relevant to new cars. Repair cosls. shown have been adjusted lo
'
reflect 1988 parts and labor prices.
SOURCE: Insurance Insurance !or Highway Safety
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Car·owners confronted with ri,sing .auto _insura.nce prem!~ms'an,d.tl\e ,.,
new state requirement to provide evidence of minimumJevels of inslir':.' ..
I_
ance c~ye:age have~ fe~ optiollsJ · ~ ~- :,;·\~:•;:-~;1~':t~·~;.f~ttl .·
In seeking to:.ma1~ta1n a7reasonab}e, C?~f~rt)ev_el }or.;rnsura~c~.. , .
payments, car owners may consider any'or'.all of.these steps: ·' . .:(. ,:,:
■ Increase deductible limits ori the collision and comprehensive loss·'•
portions of the policy. Raising the deduciible ifrnit lroni.$250 . $500 i '
. ca,n,' cut ' th~t' part ' of the I premium ~ost , Jir,,;a,s';mudi;:as·:20 ~rcent.,'::;
Raising 'the deductible to _$1,000 may ,cilt;the ¢overage cost by. nearly' .
half: Disciplined car own'ers can put the i:lilferenc~ in a savings account ,;

,f"';;;:t1:•:\

.to

;: from whic~ smal~ lo~SeS can b~ p3id.' ,_._,,:- -,~-: ....

11

::.",, ,.. 1 •

;:,

i _; ,. ,,.., ·.~· ·:· :

.. · ' ■ Drop collisio1fcoverage protectiori (which pays for damage to your._

· Why aut6 ins~rance co~t~, ';;;hat' it does
,, Th.e ,premium rat~s for auto insurance are largely determined by
_; the costs of the services and goods that are paid by insurers
' in covering the claims of their policyholders. Listed here are the
cost increases that have occurred in the 10-year period from 1977
througli 1986 for the materials and services related to a.utci insurance claims, In hies, the average paid bodily injury clarm had
risen by 156 percerii and the average paid property damage
liability claim had increased by 139 percent over 1977. settlements.
The ave rage auto insurance premium rose 93 percent m the same

10-ye ar period,

··

· ·

What auto insurance premiums pay for
.,-,.-,_-

, t..r.r· -- -·- ·- ,
I~

-.~-·- -.

...

· Increase In avg. cost, 1~77-1986
•
.
-

car) and · comprehensive loss ' coverage' (which ' protects against, fire,.'
vandalism and theft) entirely on older ,car:s, The recoverable amount,
, based on actual (depreciated) rriarke(value may be small. This may ·
occur as soon as the filth year of ownership, Insurers will not pay a ·
repair claim that exceeds a car's market value. As general rule of
th umb, when ·the premium cost equals or exceeds 10 percent of the
..
value of the car, drop the collision coverage. · 'i·: .. '
' ■ Seek discounts on the premium quoted. At various times, some
companies have offered discounts for good drivers, for multiple cars on
same policy, to· drivers 55 years old and older, to good students, for
driver training class graduation; for installation· of passive .restraint ·
systems, and for car pool participation.' ' · · "''' · < , ·
■ Ask about combined coverage, Some companies that write multiple risk coverage give discounts for policies that include more than one
car or if tbe car owner includes insurance on the home. ' . · :· · ·,
■ Shop around, Rates can vary widely from company to company, · .

a

·Rod Riggs

The San Dil'J!O Union/J im Burnell

Los Angeles, CA
(Los Angeles Co.)
Los Angeles Times
(Cir. D. 1,076,466)
(Cir. S. 1,346,343)
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•~ SAN ,DJEGP,f-T~e par,tY sc;e.l!~ aMJC S~p,J;11eg9,: h~s,;;.~ tJn_ty~rslty of Sai, Eliego to counter th~ image of college
emphas~zmg education so that students will make
mature Judgm ents': aboJt alrnhoL
_
_
~ _largely dr!;d1up this year , _the v1ctun of new, tougher '{, hfe ,_as a «~~aptism of beer,,,)n the ,words of _ot;!~/?rmer
~1 alcohol r~gulations,thatfollow a tre(ld both locally_
a nd '-i l.: federal health official. · ·., •·· '· ; ,:',, , · ,;' ., -· ; ,;•;; '. · -- •
"Whal we are . doing mirrors what 1s going on
nf_ D1_·~go--l· tate__ .· ha,s . had_,_ :· strin.gen_i . 6n~camp~s dent
nationally ," said Steph tj n Barn e~, ?Ssistant .~ice pr~si:
l.t: naliona.lly ;# _.'cp.l.lege_a_••~ ll!_str_a_Jo_r~ ;try_'t __o_;~o-de.r_ate_f,_:,_·•_fi.·! s_a_·_
student drmkmg. •. > • •'/'f, .,'-~t'\'-"':''i'•\ ,. -~l\i-~1-~l )A_~:-' , -: il'. re&ll;l.a \ions ' fqr? s!!veral years,'J;>Ut .only · rece_ntly has
for student affairs ~t San Diego State . . There ,s a
•.;;
Ne~_rule~ at_UCSD P,rphibit,any alcohol 1;1se in ptibli_c.:,<:: b~g!!_!1,,to_,'; hav~· _an '. influence o~ _:drinking am,m,1g the
very a_cu te interest on :the part of colleges to mo unt .
~
~ places otp. e:, th1an '.-h~·. ca!!,1. us__Jl\J_b_.; Stu·d· ~~-ts.--- ~-lj-'a_ nif. _•_,r_,•_:- m
_•. a~y-·?f r11;!_.~.r_,~!_-_t.;e_
~_;- ~.n d . so_--~or-1,.t1.·_ e,s , on_, the:_.:\.Sa_mp~scampaigns about [~!coho! and substanc_e , abuse] tha t
over .ca~·drmklof1ly. in,lhe_~1J)rf{a_te,do_r"}1_tory.~pprns/ ,'f_; P~r,ph~ry: _),!,t/:' ,:: · ._ ;, .' '.!' ·.' i,. ·:, f; ·•·· ,re t-· ; ·:. -\ emphas1,z,~ the des1rab1hty of heal\hy hfe styles and
and res1dence'hall advisers now, actively::,enforce;,the, -;:,:· ·• :USD admimstrators this year decided not to open a
wellness. .
..
.
1;} !t /y puti,\' pla9ned ; ~ow_nslai~s. ' in , the : _new student_, center , · In addition, many sta_tes hav~ raise_d their drin king
•~ law against u_'ldera:ge drinkjrig.
- ·, 'The athletic depa,rtment:\1/Ill no longer cover part_of_)l.; _.because ·.they • beheve . its , operation . would ,. send ' the
age to 21, from 18 and . t he nation al Mntbers Agamst
1 its operaihig
l:iy accepting beei- advertising oi\ i_ts '\',wrcmgmessage to sttidehts concerning the desir~bility
Drunk Driving organization has put the spotlight on
" · calendars and ~ schedules.' And t UCSD .' bfficials ·-'a re;\;V, of,drinklng.}x,•, .,- !< _: -,,;/ :-: 1;.,:., · • -._· · :I _• :·; · :
alcohol-related road accidents.
-·
, a_tteinpti_ng to ,fi~? r '~nt liq~pi: -~oinpanies/ ~o • sponsor ,· -': •· ;::_1.JliiIJ)<\w~Hel -~hafwe ha".e,to hay~ a pro;,active, .
Not that local deans -,~ elieve they are going lo slop
1
,t parl_' ?!}! al,li:,of ~ _the, ~111trl\1111:II'al ~ \l~!i,Y!~e~f -~e~. , __ :not<a/ pa~-~1ve,' i:,ohcy concermng the_ welfare 'o.f our _ student drmkmg. -·
_
• .
_
er ~ubs1d1zed oy bee~ and ~m~ m~ke~s: icth." 'Y' ,t'\~'' ' .. ;i)f,;,.,,st\ld!!nts ()'/hen it comes to alcohol;: Joseph Watson, , _ Sisler Mary Schmehng , who overse_es the USD
~ ·, Th_ e ~ffor_t_s ,by-.' u_c_S~ : ,are siniHar_' to '. ~-e-gulatio_ r\s t_:vife,:Chanc,_~1-lo-r ; fo~ un_dergr_a_,duate, affa.i rs ·a_t_· _u.c_SD, · · alcohol policies; worri es that ma ny area studen ' may
~ alrea,dy I!) plas.e -~t $
a ~,ity and ih_e
s~1~,.,~(A1194 haf ~~a_n s ~Pl~ enforcmg _state la"I'.-; an_d
~ I•~•• see DRl!"KING, age 5
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JllW~9 ~~y~rs•tI~s[fa_ke Action:
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,un.~vcrsity adviser Doug Case said. ,• ' stead £or a sort drink company e ven
I ,,both l~I the pub ~nd at the outside
~ bfd·fom r~f~~~fewer dollars were inally '. tTGIF, ~omtors •roam, _the , crowd ,,', • Our regulations (for them] bnsl- , [hough
smiply go ofl- camp~;'l
;
,
publtcly advertised •. valved.
to TIJuana~to ' drlnk ' an·d , perhaps":'tlooklpg !or- violations,, ,especially , cally mvolve
d 't
"To the extent po 'bl
by lralernltlcs," Case said.
put themsel ves ln·greater risk than · '• u nd erage Sluden!5 receiving cups l' parties
be
~
to
~ant
we
_
parties,
..
prlvatC
are
they
"lf
If allowed 'to drV'\k on cllmpus. A r; !~om,t~ose ~ble to drink legally.· 1 ·~ 'I:
rnomes .. Watson id " I
, ,
have no controJ.
rece nt 'ad in the Daily, Aztec· the , I Watson, , said tie allowed the ~ ' rfally
don't ,;, 0111 lo be "''utlm s ~~~0 ; 0
But Case and student affairs vice
,San ;cgo State newspaper, '1ea: ~,,, TG!F , p~rlies ,,to continue "as a ,, j
encouragemen t ber%re slu~enls ·
·
national'
that
said
Barnes
prcs,dent
f
•
!'
0
be'
part
large,
In,
•
..
call
·
lured seven Tijuana nightspots ol . , , Judgment
_ _ . -~
.
~ .. . .
:.,
.
.'
are
.
tra - •-t l headquarters or . fr8ternities
renng •' sPecial ' hqudr' "' pi-ices''" rarq! c~use they.are a longstandinglntelh , Increas ingly downplaying ,alcohol ;" But as long ns lhe·ndvert,smg
'students und er the ~ieadfn'g', "TF'.S cd1tlon on the high-powered
n~L
are
evtmtl
an
-al
etc.J
(banner$,
•:,;
oblalnll1g
-in
because of di_fficultieS
'Juana Nightlife ~-At ,'it,f ;.Be'st! t !/r t:-•_\~: ,~_cl~~L1,c ~mp_~~•li~Where . so1cl~l
Insurance. ,.., 1' , } t•,i r·t \' blatart and ru:e not the most prom!.SpS U's lavorile fiesta hot spo[.''. .' ., r;.'/. 1aclivl(!~.s, :~~ve. f.".yer b~e.n P\'[a; ii·, !lf~ility
o,;
(tnt;amural
an
ol
.asp~ct
nept
~:
Especially durlng·rus~p~ rloqs.-~
.. ,- ,
.
, f! Thc USD.adintnistr;illcin;.t ogclh :i ,t ~ounl:.1·11 ., .. , ,,.
eelng mor~,ilnd more dr,Y,11:, n?n-ol'.i~1al events). we ,II 1~_1 It go. )
er with studentoigan ~tions al the '·~:·• Some1.UC~D.st4~ents hnve co[ll, j.' ; y,e are }
Case said. Eighty percent I,' rUSD s Schmelmg said some lac-:
Calholtc · unl vers,ty, SP!'!'50l'/l,' lree ,l ~plalme<l . th~ 1.• ~ore _Sludenls n?w, :p rushes, .
each se.m d.t er are un~e~ fi\-~ulty memb~rs have ~aiscd t~e Issue_'.
cab ridcsH>p.c~ r tq ..~~ampus-:=-.:_e\.'.en '! :::, dryn~ and d~v~1 be~use ~l partie~-~! ~ of pledges
funcllons where ~lco 7 ~!·· of.. beer · company advertising al :
having
so
campus.
,
lhe
from)
from Tijuana-for ·students 1 who t are hel,d .aw~y
,available _as a recrµitlng tool 1:,i ; athletic events: " II has raised th e_i
.· lieve they ar~_loo ~!'."n~ lodri yj. :', k Unllke the ;s1tµalion a_t San Diego , hot Is
be
· a ' lot ol sense, and ·•, a~~reness ol some ol our !acuity.
m~e
_,
t
~oesn
!;"Our goal (rcallsliiajly] ,ls to (ry ,,~_r,Slat.e,; \here.,ru:~; J~w. ofl-c~mpu~
been the legal problems l':'.':, and ;i;e debate this back and forth,
t<i lessen the view ol studenLs lliatl,•M lud~l\l•reslden,ce!halle a_nd apart- . , •i ll)~re hnv~, from people :-becoming (f/ but we realize that beer companies
~lcohcil ts the key. to ~aving 8 good '. '.i l, menls,',With1p ·w~lklng distance ol ,1'.) ~esulting
1
al fraternity funclioria:" 1r,_:,, .do provldC a lot of money :to these.
~ cc~c~d,''. \l Sbid ~ UCSD,1tJ~·Watson,' 'J;1,J JSSD ~ spr.~.wlfrg La:Jolla campus. ;.1~loxlcated
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· Tritons take third in NCAA
i~\JCSD's R~fy~anke, Jason jump and 400 hurdles, and teammate
Vance; Steve Dennis and Kip Ful- Chandel Reddic won the high jump,
beck took second place in the 400- and 100 hurdles for the Crusaders.
The men's team finished third bemeter freestyle relay, to lead the
Azusa Pacific and Cal Lutheran.
hind
the
in
finish
third-place
a
to
TFitons
and
NCAA Division III swimmming
OMBAC rugby - The Old Mission
diving championships yesterday in
Athletic Club beat Los AngeBeach
·
Atlanta.
at Robb Field and will rep30-3,
les,
Kenyon College of Gambier, Ohio,
California in the PaSouthern
resent
scored 552 to win an NCAA-record
territorial
Conference
Coast
cific
ninth consecutive team championin San
15-17
April
championships
ship. Claremont-Mudd-Scripps edged
Francisco.
tJCSD for second by one point, 314- ·
3J3.

Kevin Casson broke the
Qtvision III record in the 1,650 freestyle event, winning in a time of
\t37.72. UCSD's D,ave ' Sacco also
broke the record, finishing second in
~ Kenyon's

15:38.24.
PLNC track - The Point Loma
~azarene College women's team
,took first place in the Golden State
:Athletic Conference Track Champi;,onships at Azusa Pacific University,
~ dging Fresno Pacific, 95-94.
Suzanne Johansson won the triple
:!
,,..,

USO tennis - Scott Patridge beat
DavrcrGollob 6-3, 6-4 at No. 2 singles
to lead USD past Yale, 5-1, in the
semifinals of the USD Invitational
Team Tournament. The Toreros (127) host Nebraska (5-2) in the finals
today at 2.

Wanda
Grossmont tennis
Yocom beat Barbara Prins, 6-0, 6-0,
in the top singles match, but the host
lady Griffins lost to Cornell, 5-4 in a
dual match. It was the Griffins' (11-11) first loss.
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· _...-,- Jeanne Atherton, recently named the first
woman president of San Diego City College,
was recently named Alumna of the Year by the
Unive~ of San Dieeio's School of Education .
Atherton ts a 1987 graduate of the school),.-9.QQ--"'
t?ral ro_g_!;am in Educational leadership~.,.. ?
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Fessia's hitting, pitchi11g help
UCSD sweep double-header
.:ztt:155

The fourth-ranked UCSD baseball
team yesterday swept a double-header from .the visiting University of
Chicago, 10-3, and 8-7.
In the first game, Gary Fessia was
2-for-4 with three RBI, and teammates ·Dub Kruse and Chris Murphy
had two hits each. Mike Morgan (2-1)
won.
In the second game, the Tritons
trailed in the last inning, 7-5, but
Henry Jimenez led off with a triple
and scored, and Dan Duron singled in
the winning run.
Fessia (1-0) won the second game.
Spiro Voulgaris was 3-for-4 with two
doubles and two RBI for the Maroons
(0-2).
U_SD ~ a l l - Lou Skertich reIieveam the ninth inning with the
bases loaded and forced a fly and
struck out two to help USD beat St.
Mary's, 5-4, at Cunningham Field.
Mike Newby (3-3) won and went as
3-for-3 for the Toreros (15-14, 2-2),
and Sean Baron and Parris Sorianello hit home runs. Mark Miccabona

was 2-for-3 for the Gaels (15-16, 2-2).
USD will host Iowa at 2:30 p.m tomorrow.
USO tennis - The men's team
won7fs's;ond-annual invitational
tournament a second time, beating
Nebraska in the final, 6-2. Scott Patridge beat Steven Jung 6-2, 2-6, 6-1
in the top match, and Dan Mattera
beat Stewart Jung 7-5, 1-6, 6-2. In
other matches, Iowa beat Yale, 5-4,
Washington defeated Dartmouth, 6-3,
and Baylor beat Northern Arizona, 6-

0.

Schedule booklets - Walletsized booklets containing 1988 schedules for the Padres, Angels and the
National League are available free
. in the main lobby of the Union-Tri. bune building. The booklets also may
be obtained by mailing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to Baseball
Schedules, Community Relations Department, Union-Tribune Publishing
Co., P.O. Box 191, San Diego, Ca.,
92112.
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ona;d Weinglass - att~rney ~
; to Chicago Seven's Abbie Hoffman,
': the Black Panthers, Jane Fonda
and t he notorious Amy Carter - is
[ to speak at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at
· U§_D's University Center Forum
I
' on his 25-year career. It's fre~

;
I
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ECTURE: Attorney Leona~d einglass, who

Hoffman, Jane
gained fame defen~.Af)
Fonda and others, f~ecfu ed to speak at the
Un~rsity of S<!9 Diego's Center Forum at 7:30
p.m. I He topic of the lecture is "Twenty-five
Years at the Criminal Bar: A Lawyer's Perspective on the Criminal Justice System" . For more
. information, contact John Nunes at 260-46~
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By Mark ltag~n

.

Copley News Service

WASHINGTON - Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and two other Westem-state senators last night announced their opposition to the confirmation of a University of San
Dlego law school profe~r';lrernard
S~~ oa seat on the federal
bench.
In a two-page letter to the Senate
Judiciary Committee chairman, Joseph R. Biden Jr.,D-Del., · Cranston
and Democratic Sens. Brock Adams
of Washington and Spark M. Matsunaga of Hawaii said Siegan's "extreme theories of constitutional law, ·
as well as his minimal legal experience, make him unsuitable for this
important life-tenure position."
Siegan, described by Justice De1 partment officials as a longtime acquaintance of Attorney General
Edwin M1!ese III, was selected by
President Reagan in February 1987 ·
to fill a vacancy on 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. Siegan has written
two books in which he has criticized
the Supreme Court as failing to protect "economic liberties."
A vote on his nomination had been

delayed by Senate Judiciary Committee members who have expressed
concern that his judicial philosophy
is too extreme.
In their letter issued last night, the
three senators accused Siegan of
holding a "constricted view" of the
Supreme Court's role in · protecting
individual liberties.
"He espouses legal theories which
would overturn, as an unconstitutional invasion of property rights, legislation establishing minimum-wage
laws or protecting health and safety," the letter stated. "His position
has long ago been repudiated by the
Supreme Court."
During two appearances before
the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Siegan sought to make a distinction
between his scholarly writings and
what he would do on the court. He
told the panel in November that he
accepted "without question" the
premise that lower-court judges are
bound by Supreme Court precedent.
A self-described liberta rian,
Siegan added, "I am not there to impose libertarian objectives on soci- .
ety. I am not there to tell the world
how it should be run."

File photo

Sen. Alan Cranston
Labels theories 'extre me'

But Cranston and the two other
senators dismissed Siegan's contention that his scholarly views are irrelevant as indicating "a fundam ental misconception of the nature of
the work of the 9th Circuit." Lower
courts, they said, constantly face issues that do not fall clearly within
established precedents set by the Supreme Court.
As a member of three-judge panels, "Siegan would cast the decisive
vote in case after case," the letter
/
said.
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, Senators try
to bar Siegan

~;r~;enc)0<

WASHING'(ON - Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and two other Democratic senators last night announced
their opposition to the confirmation
of Univ~an.lliegola.w school
professor Bernard $iegan to a seat
on the federal bench.
In a two-page letter to Senate Judiciary Committee chairman Joseph
R. Biden Jr., D-Del., Cranston and
Sens. Brock Adams of Washington
and Spark M. Matsunaga of Hawaii
charged that Siegan's "extreme theories of constitutional law, as well as
his miniinal legal experience, make
him unsuitable for this important
life-tenure position."
Siegan, regarded as a personal
friend of Attorney General Edwin
Meese, was selected by President
Reagan in February 1987 to fill a vacancy on the 9th.U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals. Siegan has written two
books in which he has criticized the
Supreme Court for failing to protect
"economic liberties."
A vote on his nomination had been
delayed by Senate Judiciary Committee members who are concerned
that his judicial philosophy is too extreme.
In their letter released last night,
the three senators accused Siegan of
holding a "constricted view" of the
Supreme Court's role in protecting
individual liberties.
"He espouses legal theories which
would overturn, as an unconstitutional invasion of property rights, legislation establishing minimum wage
laws or protecting health and safety," the letter stated. "His position
has long ago been repudiated by the
Supreme Court."
During two appearances before
the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Siegan sought to make a distinction ·
between his scholarly writings and
what he would do on the court. He
told the panelJ!i,, November that he
accepted "w/;;1t t question" the
premise that V,r court judges are
bound by Supreine Court precedent,
no matter what their personal views.
A sell-described "libertarian,"
Sicgan added that, "I am not there to
impose libertarian objectives on society. I am not there to tell the world
how it should be run."
As a member of three-judge panels, "Siegan would cast the decisive
vote in case after case," the letter
said.
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Learn This Law Fast If Doing Business With Feds
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WALK in the Woods" is
surviving Frank Rich.
According to a
spokeswoman for the play in New
York, audiences are continuing to
build for the Lee Blessing play, despite the difficulty of selling a "serious" work on Broadway, and a cool
notice from the powerful New York
Times critic.
Aud iences have doubled since
early performances and have several
times approached sellouts, said
Susan Chicoine, a former San Diegan
who's been a New Yorker for seven
years. She said word-of-mouth is excellent and is overcoming the effects
of the often-fa tal Times pan. Plans
ca ll for continuing the play's run indefinitely, Chicoine said.
"A Walk," which ran last summer
at the La Jolla Playhouse, is directed
by playhouse artistic director Des
McAnull. Th e America n Theatre
Critics Association in 1987 voted the
play - about the bond that develops
between two rival arms negotiators
- best new script, and the local Critics Circle honored the playhouse production as best of last season.

It wasn't just in La Jolla where
people \"!ere irked at Timesman
Rich. He C:eclined to appear with a
panel of New York critics in a March
12 conference on the future of Broadway set up by the League of American Theaters and Producers, saying
Times policy forbids critics to take
part in functions organized by indus-

C-9

'Walk' audience builds .

tries the paper covers.
Organizers, however, cited Rich's
appearances at other such gatherings and viewed his refusal as a ~nub.
League executive director Harvey
Sabinson said Rich's absence "fortifies the impression, right or wrong,
that he bears some grudge against
Broadway."
Rich also figured indirectly in another theatrical shudder.
As reported in Variety, David
Hawley, drama critic for the St. Paul
(Minn.) Pioneer Press Dispatch, lost
his post and drew a week's suspension after disclosing that he plagiarized from a Rich review.
Hawley, who had been theater columnist for a decade, said in his last
column that, in writing a recent critique of C.P. Taylor's "Good," he took
material from a 1982 Times review
by Rich.
Mickey Mullany, who's compiled
an impressive dossier around town
as an actress and director, will ease
into a new role in April. She'll take
over from Kim-Sue Kathy Hansen as
general manager of the Bowery.
Hansen is leaving in mid-month to
become stage manager for the spring
tour of the National Theatre for Children. She's been with the Bowery
since 1983.
Among other tasks, Mullany was
artistic director of the short-lived
Marvin's Dinner Theatre in Solana
Beach.
"Voices in the Threshold,'' by Mex-

ican dramatist Victor Hugo Rascom, Globe's graduate drama degree prowill get its English-language debut gram with USD, _will direct the
this evening in a workshop produc- project's nex t joint production,
tion by the Southwestern Community Shaw's "Getting Married."
The comedy is slated for April 6-9
College drama department in association with Teatro Meta, the Globe's in the university's Sacred Heart Hall.
It will mark the first time Noel has
bicultural program.
"Voices," translated and directed directed the students enrolled in the
by Raul Moncada, will run through grad program. He staged "Getting
Saturday at the Arena Space in Married" for the Globe in 1973.
Mayan Hall. Tickets are available at
Next in lhc Globe's Play Discovery
the door.
Program is a reading of "Alfred
"Tea," the Old Globe attraction Stieglitz Loves O'Keelle," a bioopening Saturday, features a rarity graphical drama by Lanie Robert- all five members of the cast, and son. The third reading of the winier
the director, are making their Globe series, it will be 7:30 p.m. Monday at
the Cassius Carter. - - - - - - ~
debuts.
Velina Hasu Houston's story ol five
Japanese war brides, coping with life
in the United States after World War
11, will have Shuko Akune, Takayo
Fischer, Lily Mariye, Garrielani Miyazaki and Diana Tanaka directed by
Julianne Boyd, who staged the original production of "Tea" at the Manhattan Theatre Club in October 1987.
Kit Goldman, managing producer
of the Gaslamp company, will return
to the stage for the first time in two
years as part ol the ensemble for the
Gaslamp's "The Little Foxes," opening April 6. others in Will Simpson's
cast are Veronica Henson-Phillips,
Bruce McKenzie, Walter Murray,
Rebecca Nachison, Von Schauer,
Philip Shofner, Heidi Wilson and Michael Dean Wise.
Craig Noel, Old Globe executive
producer and sparkplug of the
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Late single spoi,s no-hit bid
forlJ-rntenberg in Aztec win
Eric Plantenberg came within one
out of a no-hitter, and San Diego
State beat Western Oi;egon State, 3-1,
last night at Smith Field.
John Welch's RBI single inside
third base with two outs in th{ ninth
ended Plantenberg's bid for the nohitter. Plantenberg (3-0), who struck
out 10 and walked two, walked the
leadoff batter to open the inning.
Welch almost bunted for a hit in
the seventh, but was thrown out by a
foot by third baseman Lance Pinnell.
John Gibbs got the last out for his
third save. Harry Henderson and
Pinnell were each 3-for-4 for SDSU
(16-10-1). The Wolves are 5-11.
The same teams play again tonight
at Smith Field at 7.
More baseball - Dave Rolls hit
his eighth home run of the season,
and('. USD beat visiting Iowa, 11-4.
Rolls was 2-for-:l with three RBI, including a two-run •homer in the

fourth. Jeff Murphy (1-0) won. The
Toreros (16-14) host the Hawkeyes (62) today at 2:30.
Tennis - Craig Kennedy and John
Kim defeated Julio Noriega and Alex
Olmedo at No. 1 doubles to lead Yale
past SDSU, 5-3. With the score tied at
3-3, Kennedy-Kim swept Noriega-01medo 7-6, 6-3 to clinch the win for
Yale (2-6). The Aztecs (7-13) host
utah today at 2. ... Sondra Mitchell
defeated Pennie Wohlfor 6-1, 6-1 at
No. 1 singles to lead the 18th-ranked
SDSU women (9-9) past visiting Iowa,
8-1 . . . Tim Ditzler defeated Jeff
Northan 6-3, 3-6, 6-4 at No. 5 singles
to lead the UCSD men (13-6) past visiting Whitman College, 5-4.
Volleyball - Keba Phipps had 14
kills and the U.S. women's national
team swept Canada 15-5, 15-7, 15-7 in
a second-round match at the Canadian Cup in Toronto. The Americans (20) play Cuh~ tomorrow night.
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rAlcoh.ol_A_w_a_r_en- es~---week .
, Sc~Jed For Apr. ·4-11
In support of Greater San
Diego Alcohol Awareness
Week (April 4-11) , New
Beginnings. the Adult Ch~mical Dependency Treatment
Program at San Diego Physicians & Surgeons Hospital ,
will present Athlete Awareness Day. Open to "Active
and Armchair Athletes of All
Ages," the event will be held
Thursday, Ap_ril 7 from 3 to 5
p.m . ai the University Center
Forum at the U n ~ of
San Diego
The event will feature Don
Newcombe , former star
pitcher for the Los Angeles
Dodgers and only man in pro-

fessional b a seball to win
Rookie-of-the-Yea r, C y
Young and Most Valuable
Player award s in a-career.
Newcombe will share the
stirring account of his struggle
with alcohol a ddiction and
the powerful story of · his
recovery.
The event is free and will
feature special entertainment
by the "New Image Teen
Theater." The University
Forum Center is located on
· the USO Campus off Linda
Vista Ruad. For more information please call 2 3 9 - 6 /

I
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Manners matter to
those in big business
' -nL

. By DEBRA ROSEN ,;,q,t:JJ
.
..
Light Staff Writer

The group of professionals attending the Public Relations Society of America luncheon were immediately impressed with the welldressed, pleasant-looking young man who asked to join them for
lunch, recalls Sara Finn, owner of Sara Finn Public Relations
Agency, an affiliate of Hannaford Company Inc. ·
Then he began eating.
"The minute he picked up the fork I knew he was dead in the
w,iter," says Finn, who along with the rest of those seated at the:
table were taken aback by the young man's airocious table
manners.
"Through no fault of his own this young man had not learned
the simple manners which can .turn people on or off," says flnn,1
1
· ,
who is planning a protocol seminar for executives. ·
are
professionals
business
by
made
pas
Though most social faux
not .as blatant · as the poor table manners demonstrated by the
young man, ·they can bejust as damaging to a pro1D~sing business
,
career.
America's continued business dealings with foreign countries has
placed a renewed importance on proper protocol and placed executives with solid grounding in this area at a premium, according
..
to Finn.
"Every business has its own set' protocol," says Finn, who has
counseled hundreds of students on the subject during her 16-year·
.
.
tenure as public relations director at USO.
1
As defined by Webster, protocol Is a code prescribing strict
adherence to correct etiquette and precedence.
' But a more liberal definition, generally accepted by those in the
business arena,1 includes understanding the particular mores of a
specific industry, learning how to read a colleague's body language,
knowing how to write a useful resume and mastering power dressing; as well as being able to make. quick. and correct decisions in
'
social setting.
While California boasts some of the finest colleges in the nation,
many graduates lack the social savvy needed to move comfortably
within business circles, says Finn.
Their college educations may have prepared them with the skills
. to do the work in their choosen careers correctly, but they are unequipped to handle the delicate situations executives encounter as
·
they begin moving up the corporate ladder, she says.
Nor is the problem isolated to young executives entering the ·
business world for the first time. As more and more senior exec1ltives change, careers in midstream, their need for correct protocol becomes increasingly important, says Finn. The farther up
the ladder an executive climbs, the more subliminal the mistakes he
may make.
, In order to be _understood and effective in a business situation,
,
executives need to master the industry's language.
"We live in an age of communication, but we really don't know
how to communicate," she says.
Finn.is developing a protocol seminar aimed at executives, between the ages 32 and 40, who are already established within a
'
company. · , .
, :.',Everyone , entering .the career world needs these types·· of
classes," says Cantor. "We all take college speech classes but no
one ever talks about the proper handshake, resume writing, how to
, .
;!,
dress:."

l
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Siegan: His
goose may
be cooked

~

When an opening came on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals covering eight Western
stales, Meese remembered his friend from
the San Diego campus, Bernie Siegan.
Reagan sent Siegan's name to the Senate
as a new Congress was organizing in February 1987. It has rested there without action
for more than a year. Like other recent nomina lions from the lame-duck president, this
one touched off a storm.
Those who know him say it is impossible
to dislike Siegan, a man of easy friendship,
lofty scholarship, infectious humor and total
integrity. Even some who disagree most
strongly with his opinions feel outrage over
the manner in which his nomination was kept
dangling. Siegan has made three trips to
Washington at his own expense in the fight
for Senate confirmation.
The casual observer, however, must see
this as one of the worst selections ever for
the federal bench. Certainly it was one of the
most ill-timed. All of Siegan's legal experience has been oulside a courtroom. More-

Lionel Van Deer/in represented a San Diego County district in Congress for 18 years.
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SAN DIEGO
when "between situations" with his patron Ronald Reagan,
Ed Meese was teaching at t~e University of San Diego I aw School. Therelieliefri endcd Bernard H. ~/e¥.r, a member of the
faculty whose specia y IS and-use law.
Although himself more interested in crimir al law (at USD, he was director of the
school 's Criminal Justice Center) Meese
came to admire the soft-spoken Siegan, a
fellow conservative.
Meese did not hold a regular faculty position, nor was he building toward tenure. His
work at USD was supported by the politically charged Pacific Foundation, an organization devoted to constitutional conservatism.
Th is provided him the perfect "holding operation•· while he waited for Reagan to start a
run for the presidency in 1979. He was with
Reagan on the campaign trail, became the
president's first chief of staff and is now the
U.S. attorney general.
More than any other administration figure, ~feese provides advice on which Reagan
has relied for his principal appointments.

T
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over, the thrust of his writings and teaching
places the man several degrees to the right
of Robert Bork or Chief Justice Renquist, if
not of King Louis XVI.
As altorney general, Meese was determined lo interpret the Constitution in a way
dear to Reagan's heart - which is to say by
the "original intent" of those who wrote it
200 years ago. To buttress that approach, he
commissioned Siegan - who felt right at
home with the concept - to do a $15,000
study of the subject.
Siegan, a political libertarian, would have
been happier living at the turn of the century. He thinks the Supreme Court of 1905 was
. on target in Lochner vs. New York, when it
struck down a Jaw limiting bakers to a 60hour work week. He thinks the court often
has been wrong in more recent times, as
with decisions guaranteeing educational opportunity. In a column written three years
ago for the Orange County Register and
other Freedom Newspapers, Siegan declared:
"There is no fundamental or natural right
to education, nor to an integrated education;
each is a political right created by government and is accordingly not within the
guarantees of the 14th Amendment."
Equally flawed, he believes, are court rulings in support of union labor contracts. As
Siegan sees them, these interfere with the
right of individual workers to make whatever arrangements they may wish with employers.
In his special field, land use, the professor
has espoused the abandonment of all zoning

.

Joseph Shoop.1ck

laws, holding for the right of owners to do
whatever they want with their property. He
cites unzoned Houston, Texas, as a triumph
for his theory - though admitting he never
has seen downtown Houston.
Siegan twice has been questioned by the
Senate Judiciary Committee. His last appearance, on Feb. 25, must have been one of
the strangest ever.
It began with a ringing endorsement of the
candidate by HUD Secretary Sam Pierce,
who accompanied Siegan to the hearing
room.
Pierce said they had met when Siegan
served on a presidential housing commission.
He urged confirmation "in the strongest
terms."
,,
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., immediately
planted a wedge. Noting that Pierce, when in
private Jaw practice, had worked on the
landmark libel case, New York Times vs.
Sullivan, Leahy asked if he had read Siegan's
stinging criticism of the Supreme Court decision favoring Pierce's newspaper client.
he secretary acknowledged that he
had not, saying "It's obvious that we
differ."
Leahy turned politely to Siegan's lifelong
absence from courtrooms. The nominee
never has tried a case nor argued an appeal
in federal court.
"Your only experience involved bankruptcy motions," Leahy said. "I don't question
your intellectual abilities, but the last time
you were in a federal court, I was 12 years
old."

T

Leahy is now 57.
Republican Sen. Charles Grassley of Iowa
next took after the embattled professor. He
was disturbed by Siegan's view that the
courts shou]d exercise broad powers to ovt'rturn government regulations in economic
and social fi elds.
"Congress does have the ri ght to pass stupid laws," Grassley ventured.
The nominee underwent inten~ive questioning by the conservati ve Howell HeOin, DAla., himself a former federal judge. When
Siegan repeated an oft-stated promise to
subordinate his personal convictions and fol low wherever the Supreme Court leads, Heflin remarked:
"I am left in a bit of a quanda ry as to what
your general principles would be."
The hearing was described as relatively
low-key and non-confro ntational, considering
the furor Siegan·s nomination has caused. A
committee staffer explained it this way:
"Why turn up the heat when the goose is
already cooked?"
Now, it seems, the bird is about to be taken
from the oven. Democratic senators representing the three largest states in the 9th
Circuit, over which Siegan would sit as an
appellate judge - California, Washington
and Hawaii - have joined in asking that the
nomination be rejected. Under such circumstances, senatorial courtesy almost al ways
prevails.
So, if Meese accept s a standing offer to
return to USD Law School on leaving government, he doubtless will find his friend waiting down the hall.
D
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. ,, . highhghted a . f1ve-ruf ~!i i~,,i!iqing ,\
,
--,;.J•w-1
. 7;3,! and the host ToreroJ'b-;at
~'t 5
at Cunningham Field.
Andy Roberts and Scott Kawall
each had three hits, and teammate
Parris Sorianello had two doubles
· and scored twice for USD (17-14).
Dave Monastero (2-3) won in relief.
Chris Hatcher had a two-run home
run in the second for the Hawkeyes
(6-4), and Mark Boland (0-3) los;..-i .~··
1
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!"San Die go Sp ort s et Ce ter a

st Iowa
B a ~ ~ Grand Slam Carries USDHillsPa
.

Sea ?iar on, who miss ed 19
games because of a knee injury, hit
a grand slam in the sixth inning
Wednesday to eras e a 2-1 deficit
and send the University of San
D!llgo on__!o a 7-3 nonconference
co ege baseball victory over Iowa
at Cunningham Stadium.
The home run was only the
second of the season for Baron, the
cleanup hitte r who hit 16 home
runs to set a USD record last year.
With out Baro n, USD stru ggle d
early this season, but since his
retur n two weeks ago, the Toreros
(17-14) have won 8of1 0gai nes. ·
Iowa (6-4) took a 2-0 lead on
Chris Hatc her's fifth home run of
the year in the second inning. USD
trailed, 2-1, in the sixth when
Baron homered to put the Toreros
ahead,5-2.
Dave Monastero (2-3) pitched
two scoreless innings of relief. USD
retur ns to Wes t Coast Athletic
Con fere nce play Frid ay at
·
Pepperdine.
□

Harr y Henderson was 4 for 5
with an RBI to lead San Diego State
to a 9-4 nonconference victory
over Wes tern Oregon State (9-4)
at Smith Field. Henderson is hitting .516 ( 48.for 94) for the season.

Dave Riddle (1-1) pitched four
innings, allowing just one hit, for
the victory. Steve Montejano hit his
third home run for the Aztecs.
SDSU (17-10-1) will begin Western _Athletic Conference play Friday at hom e agai nst Brig ham
.Young.
□

Gary Fessia had two hits and
drove in three runs to lead UC San
Diego, the nation's No. 4-ranked
Division III team, to an 8-5 victory
over Concordia (Ore.) College.
Late r Wednesday, UCSD lost to
Willamette (Ore.) College, 12-11,
despite four RBIs by Brian Crawford. Both games were played at La
Vern eCo llege .UC SDis ll-7.
GOLF

------------The San Diego County Junior
Golf Assn. will be hosting tournaments on eight different county
courses next week.
The busy schedule begins Monday with the La Jolla Junior Invitational. Golfers 15 to 17 will play at
the La Jolla Country Club, ages
13-14 at Torrey Pines, Class C
players at Tecolote Canyon and
12-and-under players at Presidio

· The four age divisions will compete at Balboa Park in the City
Junior Championships on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday, in the Titleist Junior
Championships, the 15- to 17year-olds will play at Whispering
Palms, the 13- and 14-year-olds at
Oaks North, and the 11- and 12year-olds and 10-and-unders at
Rancho Carlsbad.
Defending boys' and girls ' champions, Troy Barnes and Christy Erb
will be back to defend their 15-17
titles.
-----------FOOTBALL

San Diego State University's intrasq uad foot ball scrim mag e ,
which was scheduled for Friday,
has been moved to today at 4 p.m.
on the SDSU football practice field .
TEN NIS

The Grossmont College women 's
tennis team defeated Orange Coast
College, 7-2, at Orange Coast in a
match between the state 's top two
community college teams.
Top -ranked Grossmont (12-1 - 1)
.
lost No. 1 singles and No. 1 doubles
/
_
_
.
s
he
matc
r
but won all the othe
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~ D Choir will sing
· the Passio~rc h _27

PiJK -

The University of
ALCALA
San Diego Choir will sing the Passion
during an 11 a.m. Mass on Palm Sunday,
March 27, in Founders Chapel on the
USD campus.
The choir will perform under the
direction of Father Nicolas Reveles,
composer of the mu sic, which had a
•
national debut .
music
the
of
Father R eveles is head
section of the USD Fine Arts Department
and director of the USD Program for
Liturgical Music.
Father Dennis Krouse, a professo r in
the Department of R eligiou s an d
TheologicaJ Studies, will be the celebrant
of the liturgy, which will include a
~
pn?cessional with palms .·
/
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Mission vestments,
ecclesiastical silks from Mission
San Luis Rey Museum will be on
display in Founders Gallery
weekdays from noon to 5 p.m.,
.
through Aprll 11.
Business Update Seminars will
be offered by USD's School of
Business Administration April '8,
15, 22 and 29. Continental
breakfast is served at 7:30 a.m.;
talks begin at 8 a.m. Cost is $15
per session. Lynn Rinehart will
speak on "How to Work with
People You Don't Like" April 8. ·
For further Information, call
Kathie Hare, 260-4585.
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Liturgies for Maronites
.
scheduled at. USD
ALCALA PAR_K_~ly Week
services for C a t h o ~ e Maronite
rite, an Eastern nte of the Catholic
Church, will be celebrated in Founders
Chapel on the University of San Diego
campus.
Father Dennis Krouse, a professor of
religious and theological studies, will
, preside at the services:
• A 4 p.m. Mass on Palm Sunday,
March 27, featuring the tradition of
children bringing in li ghted candles,
symbols ·of lighting the way for the
Messiah, and adults carrying in branches;
• Great Friday of the Crucifixion on
Good Friday, April 1 .at 8:30 p.m . The
liturgy follows the ancient traditions of a
procession with the Body of Christ
adorned in flowers, veneration of the
cross with the kissing of Christ's feet and
the rite signifying the transferral of Christ
from the cross to the tomb and his burial.
• The Great Saturday of the Light for
the Ceremony of Peace on Holy
Saturday, April 2 at 8:30 p.m., which
venerates Christ's rising from the tomb
and emphasizes the feast of Easter as a
feast of peace, harmony and
reconciliation to God.
It is estimated there are more than 150
Catholics of the Maronite rite in the San
Diego diocesan area.
The Maronite rite is used chiefly in
Lebanon . The modern liturgical language
of the rite is Arabic, although some
ancient chants are sung in Aramaic,
which is believed to be the language Jesus
spoke.
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/usn law school hono<rs

Dean Sheld~Knantz

ldon Krantz,
ALCALA PAR
S'an Diego Law
dean of the Univer
/_ Scho?l, will_behonore.~atth eMarch~"". __
alumni dinner and'Tdance . Krantz has I1
resign~d as dean after holding that position
seven years.
Police Chief Bill Kolender will be.master
of ceremonies for the event to be held in
USD's University Center.
Cocktails will be served at 7 p.m., ,
followed by dinner at 8 p.m .
For further information call Jo~
~
Nunes, 260-4682.
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· · ·' WA'sHIN'GTON (AP) - At- a professor at the Utl.iver~t~ of
J torney General Edwin Meese III Sao Dieg0 Law School, on
has advised Bernard H. Siegan Thursday to advise him of the
J that his nomination to the 9th U.S. dim prospects for his confirma/ . Circuit Court of Appeals is tion by the Senate, The
doomed, but Siegan wants a few Washington Post reported, citing
days · to decide · whether to unidentified sources at the
withdraw his name, according to Justice Department.
Siegan, whose nomination has
;):--published report today.
Meese called his friend Siegan, been pending before the Senate

-----·---

Judiciary Committee for 14 months, told Meese he needed more
time before deciding whether to
withdraw his name from consideration, the newspaper said.
Siegan declined to comment on
the conversation with Meese, the
Post said.
Liberal groups that led the
successful fight against the

nomination of Robert Bork to the ·
Supreme Court last year have
argued that Siegan's views are
even more extreme than they
had judged Bork's.
Siegan, who never has tried a
case in federal court or argued
an appeal, also has faced questions about his level of court ex/
perience.
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Meese
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·
·
By RUTH MARCUS, The Washington Post
Meese, who taught with Siegan at the
WASH INGTO N-Atty . Gen. Edwin
of San Diego, wanted to press
Meese III on Thursd ay told Bernard H. . Univer sity
the nomination.
with
ahead
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controv
and
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Siegan, his close
it was clear that a solid
er,
Howev
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majorit
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Committee was lined up against Siegan,
ment sources said.
and Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) earliThe sources said Meese spoke by
er this week signaled his intention to put
the
told
who
telephone with Siegan,
a "hold" on Siegan's nomination if the
attorne y general that he wanted a few
commi ttee sent it to the floor.
his
have
to
er
wheth
er
consid
to
days
Court
Circuit
9th
nomination to the U.S.
'Intent ionally Stalled '
of Appeal s in California withdr awn.
Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.) comSiegan , a professor at the University
at a committee meeting Thursplained
nomina
whose
School
,aw
of Si:tn Dieg.Q.L
the delay in acting on Siegan 's
about
day
Senate
the
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saying it appeared that a
tion,
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being
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conced
have
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official
Depart ment
a vote."
to
d
entitle
"He's
would
private ly for month s that Siegan
Cranst on and two other Democratic
not win confirmation, but said that

senato rs from states covere d by the 9th
Circuit, Spark M. Matsunaga of Hawai i
and Brock Adams of Washin gton, said in
a letter to Senate Judiciary Comm ittee
Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr. (D-Del.)
that Siegan lacked "funda menta l qualifications" for a judge.
In addition, sources said, 9th Circuit
Judge Joseph T. Sneed wrote to Meese
last week complaining that the court's
work was being hampe red by three
unfilled vacanc ies: the Sicgan nomina tion; the nomination of Associate Atty.
Gen. Stephe n S. Trott, confirmed by the
Senate on Thursd ay, and the seat of
newly installed Justice Anthon y M.
Kennedy.
Liberal groups that spearh eaded th e
fight agains t rejected S~prem e Court
Please see Ml ESE, Page 38
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• Matthew B. Wood, son of Danny
Wood of Chadron, Neb. and Merrita
Wood of Kearny Mesa, has been pro•
moted in the Air Force to the rank of
staff sergeant. Wood is a jet engine
mechanic in England with the 11th
Consolidated Aircraft .Maintenance
·· - ·. i
Squadron.
• Among those hon'ored today by
the League of Women Voters as
"Women of Vision" were Point Loma
resident Gail Stoorza-Gill and La
Jolla resident Phyllis Pfeifler. The
women were recognized for their
.success as directors and members of
organizations which serve San Diego.{ :
Stoorza-Gill is president of Stoorza,· '
Ziegaus & 'Metzger Inc. and Pfeiffer.
is general manager of the S_an .Dlego'i1'
C?unty_, _ed\Hpn. o1f the,° Los · Angeles,·:
Turtes. ,r ··'.: :;· , ./.~~

~

• Rosaline B. Flojo, daughter of
Remedios Flojo of Mira Mesa, has
been identified for early promotion
to senior airman in the Air Force.
Flojo was awarded the new rating
ahead of other Air Force members
by a promotion board which consid·
ered job performance, military
knowledge, bearing and self-im·
provement efforts. Flojo is an envi•
ronmental medicine specialist at
March Air Force Base, Calif. with
the 22nd Strategic Hospital.
• Members elected to the Uni_yer·
sity of San Diego_J,aw School Alumni
Board of Directors include Point
Loma resident Thomas Polakiewicz,
who was re-elected president; Pacif•
le Beach residents Randall Magnu•
son, re-elected vice president, Ernie
Grijalva and Marty Steele; Hillcrest ,
resident Alan Williams, who was re•
elected secretary; La Jolla residents
Sheryl King, re-elected treasurer,
and Frederick Schenk, re-elected
vice president; University City resi·
dent Steven Cologne, re-elected to
the board; Normal Heights resident
Kennetli , Medel; and ;Ocean Beach
resident.Peter Durbin. The board ad,
viiek.th~ Jaw $Choo! and provides ed• l
ucaiioqal,,~ial an.d,fund-rai&ing ac• }'

uv~!~~j·>", !:)\~l_:\1~1\i::: ~.\~·~\ :,.- -..J~

f · The :University of California .·.
Boar~ .of Regents has'; approved a: .
chair in clinical cardiology at the 1 ·
UCSD ' School of Medicine named in
honoriof Jolla r_esidents Edith and 1
William Perlman. The Perlmans es- ·.
tablished the chair to enhance the '·,
application of basic sciences to ongo:
ing, clinical research, patient care
and teaching at the university. They
ha\Te been supporters of the School of
Medicine since moving here from
New York in 1977.
• Kensington Park resident Jason
DeBord has received the Kochanski
Award for musical achievement.

La

Compiled by Steve Kenney, Tri•
bune staff.
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r Newspaper says Meese tells
i

Siegan nomination doomed
United Press International

;l_1 ~5

,

WASHINGTON - Attorney General Edwin Meese has told Bernard
Siegan, his close friend and choice for a California federal judgeship, that
the nomination is doomed, The Washington Post reported today.
The Post, quoting Justice Department sources, said Meese spoke to
Siegan by telephone yesterday, and that Siegan asked for a few days to
decide whether to have his nomination to the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals withdrawn.
Siegan's nomination has been before the Senate Judiciary Committee
for 14 months, and Justice Department officials had conceded privately
.for months that it would not pass, the Post said.
Meese, who taught with _Siegan at the University of San Diego,._ wanted \.
to press forward with the nomination, but it was opposed by three key ·
File photo
Democratic senators from the region covered by the 9th Circuit, Alan
~iegan
Bernar~
Cranston of California, Spark Matsunaga of Hawaii and Brock Adams of
Key senators opposed
Washington, the newspaper reported.
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Extend the amnesty
application period

Contr""'7~ositio n expressed
by Lion:ivfn-"rre:;lin (Op-Ed Page,
3-17-88), two bills introduced in Congress to extend the amnesty application period should be enacted.
The amnesty program that Congress created was intended to give
all eligible undocumented immigrants with established equities in
this country a reasonable chance to
obtain legal status. Mr. Van Deerlin
states, "It was agreed last year that
not more than 4 million (undocumented immigrants) were here."
Agreed by whom? Because the population is clandestine, it would be foolhardy to state with certainty the size
of the undocumented community in
the United States.
At the opening of the application
period last May, the INS did state
that it was prepared to process 3.9
million amnesty applicants. The
agency that should know was, therefore, publicly asserting that approximately 4 million individuals were potentially eligible to meet the strict
requirements, not that 4 million
comprised the undocumented universe.
A comprehensive assessment of
the amnesty program recently published by the Carnegie Endowment
and co-authored by a former acting
commissioner of the INS suggests
that only 1.4 million of the projected
3.9 million applicants will have applied by the close of the period on
· May 4.
The Population Research Unit of
the California Department of
Finance estimates that more than
89,000 persons are eligible to apply
for amnesty in San Diego and Imperial counties. According to Mr. Van
Deerlin, 49,350 applications were
submitted to the INS as of early
March. Whether this is 94 percent of
the goal, as Mr. Van Deerlin states,
depends on what one chooses as a
yardstick. If one looks to the date
published by the state of California
as a guideline, it is apparent that in
our area, as nationwide, the number
of applicants is significantly below
all reasonable predictions.
· The Carnegie Endowment report
documents several reasons why the
amnesty program is far from reaching the goal envisioned by Congress.
Among the reasons given are: serious
inadequacies in the INS public education and outreach campaign,
changes in regulatory policy that
have not been effectively communicated, and administrative processing
delays that have resulted in an inability by the INS to issue formal
decisions in a timely manner.
It is reasonable and necessary to
extend the amnesty application period.
'

-CAROL ROGOFF HALLSTROM
The San Diego Law Center
University of San Diego

'
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ins against USD i~ ·tennis, 5-2

Greg ~a'J 'im1.rgh defeated
David Stewart 6-4, 6-4 at No. 1 singles to lead sixth-ranked Kentucky
past USD 5-2 in the first round of the
Blue-Gray National Collegiate Men's
Tennis Championships yesterday at
Montgomery, Ala,

this morning at 8 in the consolatioo
_ _ _-1
. bracket.
r----

\
·

Dave Mattera beat Adam Malik 64, 7-6 at No. 4 singles and Mark Farren outlasted Willy Laban 3-6, 6-2,~-6
at No. 5 singles for USD's victories.
The Toreros (13-8) play · Auburn _
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Meese didn't tell .Siegan
to withdra{, sources say
:~1 f~~
~;p,~~~~s~~r~!~ J- i {j

~~~f?;:;ti-;n~nsisted on pushA majority of senators on the JudiWASHINGTON - Although AttorCommittee have indicated they
ciary
ney General Edwin Meese televote against Siegan, and Sen.
would
la~
Diego
phoned 11.niversity of San
D-Calif., signed a letCranston,
Alan
professor Bernard Sie@n on ThursSiegan was unsaying
week
last
ter
day to discuss his troubled judgeship
job.
the
for
qualified
said
nomination, sources yesterday
Meese did not tell Siegan to withThe - Cranston letter also was
draw.
signed by two other Democratic
"Whatever decision is made along senators from states covered by the
those lines is up to Bernie," said a 9th Circuit - Spark M. Matsunaga of
Justice Department official who con- Hawaii and Brock Adams of Washfirmed that Meese had talked to ington. An aide to Cranston said the
Siegan Thursday about the nomina- senator woutd block the nomination
-tion that is pending before the Senate from going to a vote on the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
floor, if the committee reported it
The source, who asked not to be · out.
identified, said Siegan was "not preA spokesman for the Judiciary
pared to make a decision today or
tomorrow" to withdraw his name Committee said earlier this week
from consideration for a seat on the that no vote has been scheduled on
Siegan's confirmation and no deci9th Circuit Court of Appeals.
sion has been made to hold another
his
at
yesterday
Siegan, reached
home in San Diego, declined com- hearing. ·
ment.
Siegan has appeared twice before
A wire service report in yester- the committee, both times reiteratday's editions of The San Diego ing his contention that his scholarly
Union quoted Washington Post sourc- views on Supreme Court decisions
. es as saying Meese· had told Siegan would have no bearing on his decihis nomination is doomed. The sourc- sion as a judge.
es said Siegan told Meese he wanted
A self-described libertarian,
a few days to consider whether to
has written two books critical
Siegan
have his no~ination withdrawn.
Supreme Court's handling of
the
of
Justice Department officials have
regulate business. He has
that
laws
that
February
since
suggested
Siegan faced insurmountable odds in accused the court of paying too much
winning Senate confirmation, but attention to laws that restrict indiMeese - a close friend of Siegan's vidual rights but not enough to those
when they both taught at the Univer- that limit "economic liberties."
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Rees is a standou·t
iNMission Bay win
Sean Rees did a little bit of everything to lead Mission Bay to an im- : ..::.R..::..O=-=U:..:Nc==D-=U=-=P.=-_ _ _ _ __
portant 10-4 Western League base- ,
ball victory over University High ball deep to right field. Tony Moeder
das~ed back, then watched in fr~~yesterday ~t USD. l
As the wmning pitcher, Rees made trabon as the ball popped out of his
his record 4-0. He allowed five hits ,: glove and over the right-field fence
l
and struck out nine, including th!;! · for a three-run home run.
/
_
games:
other
In
last three batters of the game. ' '·
As a fielder, he played flawlessly ~
and threw out five batters going for
·
infield singles.
And, as a leadoff man, he reached
base the first two times he came to
'·
the plate, scoring each time.
The Bucs (7-0-1, 2-0) were recipients of a little good fortune as they
moved into a tie with La Jolla atop
·
the Western League.
With two down and the bases loaded in the first inning, Brandon Farley
beat out a third strike that popped
out of catcher Brian .Boyd's glove
and appeared to be kicked by Farley
en route to first. The umpire ruled
Farley did not touch the ball, allowing Rees to score. t
In the fourth inning, Mission Bay
put away the Dons when Brian
Miranda, who went 3-for-4, sent a fly
_ __j

,._
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Denn
by Jnnet
Ph ilip Y. Hahn School of
Nursing
Un iversity of Sa n Diego
With 2.1 million registered

nurnes in this country, nursing is

the largest and potentially the
most powerful of all t he health
care professions. Why then, if
the num ber of nurses has dou-

bled over the past 30 years, do
we keep reading abou t the short-

age of nurses?

T he problem of the nursing

shortage stems directly from the

marketability of nurses. There is
a shortage on ly because there is
dramatically increased demand
fo r nu rses. Professional nurses
have a unique, broad-based, ed-

ucational background. Because
of the complexity of h uman beings1 nurses need a solid back-

supervision/admin istration, education, consu ltation, research,

velop both personally and profess ionally. By the very nature

ings for clinical practice are end-

stantly confronted with their

tals, nursing home, psychiatric

own mortality because of everpresent issues relating to li fe

and private practice. The sett-

less. They include general hospi-

inpat ient and outpatient settings, public health and community health agencies, local, state
and federa l government agencies

includi ng the military, HMO's
(Health Maintenance Organiza tions) and PPO 's (Preferred

Provider Organizations), industry, schools, physicians' offices,
storefronts, and private practice,
Nurses have always been family
oriented, recognizing the impor-

tance of involving those signifi-

cant others in planning care

with the patient or client. Although they are frequ ently

them, be it ethical decision mak-

ing or cost containment, courses
in ethics, computer science, and
economicJ have become increas-

ingly relevant. T hi s li st of
knowledge areas has not even
touched on the major of nursing
which is concerned with both
normal and pathological human
states, health promotion and

nant women, troubled adolescents, v ictims o f gun s hot

doctoral le ve l, is a nurs e
rese8rcher or is a vice president

for patient services. No longer
do nurses who enjoy direct patient care have to assume administrative functions in order

to advance in salary and benefi ts. Clinical career ladders

rewa rd "bedside nurses" for

The Special Rewards of
Nursing
"Working closely with other
nurses is a privilege and plea-

dying. Nurses work with people
and people present them-

who are intelligent, warm, caring
and sensiti ve."

selves at whatever time or point

in life they need help in being
able to cope with the multitude
of li fe's problems.

Opportunities in Nursing
Few occupations offer the
numbers and variety of opportunities that are availa ble to

sure. I love working wit h people
"I love t he intellectual stimulation. People are so complex and
fa scinat ing . I've never been
bored - not even for a minute!

My brain cells are busy and
happy all the time. I have an active mind and nursing allows me
to use it fully. "

The above comments come

other profession in where, how

from registered nurse students
in our master's program at the
University of San Diego. When I
asked a variety of nurses what
they saw as the rewards of a ca-

tailoring one's own special interests and ta lents into a satisfying
and meaningful career are al-

number of recurrent themes.

nurses. Nurses have more choic-

es than those in almost any
and in what setting they wa nt to
practice. T he opportunities for

most without limi t.
Who enters nursi ng? Although

t he fie ld is wide open, nurses are

still approximately 97% fema le.
, However, for the 18 year old
'. high school graduate, the second
degree or second career individual, the married woman experi-

encing the empty nest syndrome, or the grandparent who
wants an intellectual challenge,
nurs ing is an idea l career.

What are the options? Nursing offers endless choices in clinica l nurs ing pract ice and in
functional areas such as

the nurses who are consta ntly
helping cl ients to reso lve moral
and ethical issues.

Job Security/Flexibility
Whether nu rses look on t heir
work as a job or a career, there is

reer in nursing there were a

Joy of involvement with
people
Nurses are people ori ented.
They talk about the rewards of
an intimate, caring relationship

and over and over again they
speak of the satisfaction that
comes from knowing they have
made a difference in someone's

life.

Opportunities for . Personal
Growth
Nursing is one of the few careers

that forces one to grow and de-

~n!1[1it!9

have protected th~rn from anticN~fs~~~~:

to a phes ~ur ses have al ways

thouk:d both independently and

d l the nurse en·
wo r
a fairly reinterdepen ~nt
trepreni1~~01~"':le non lnd iv1dun l
~~;~e ppractitioner~ haved bse:t
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cessful m settmg
porations for mar e ~!ls e Tuned
\
eas of nurse ex per I •
h t the consumer neel s
~r
:nJow; n~, nurse en trepreneurs

b~en
f

high degree of mobili ty.

Nurses have a huge arena in

which to practice. In addition to
the wide diversity in practice
settings, nursing offers fl exible
working hours. Although nurses

·n·

that 111 or~er ~~Ip their clients
nec~~i!~~ th~ complicated health
they too must inneg
care systemb g· 'treated fairlv

24-hour nature of their work, fo r

many nurses the opportunity to
work evening or nigh ts, only on
weekends, part time, or on a 12-

physical therapists, and occupa-

tional therapists. They enjoy the
collegiality and camaraderie of
the wor k place. N urses know
t hat no single professional ca n
meet an individual's complex
needs.

Nursing's Changing Image
N urs ing has made momentous

gains over the last number of
years. There has been recognition at the federal level of the
contributions nurs ing education
and nursing research make to

our health care delivery system.
Legislation has been passed t hat
grants nurses the right to thirdparty payments. Judi cial decisions have recogni zed nurses es

physicians' competitors and

Cont. on page 11

.

g these needs.

to recogni ze
are f t in
Nurses have co1r~:ve the clout

sometimes compla in about the

cial work e rs, psychologi sts,

p~~~~

~;;~~blf;~ffice ani at \e:dt,,f;~~
is serving_a!n~i~l,~a~d~date. Al -

nursing brings with it the opportunity of wo rking with people

leagues such . as physicians, so-

1~

to. improve
and manngemen
interestmg N~i:es nre running

have the opportuni ty to travel
both nationwide and worldwide
and to be able to find ernplovment almost anywhere. In add i-

hour shift can be extremely im portant. Nursing is in te rdiscipli nary in nature. In helping people
to solve problems, nurses work
with other profess iona l col-

J: 1chtJ~!ir _increns-

ingly sophisticatt~sfill~l:~,

the finnncin l security of kn owing
one can always work. N urses

form a wide variety of cultures.
Nursing is a profession with a

wounds or heart attacks, as well
as the young and elderly who are

in need of assistance in li ving o r

of us ind ividually are shared by

ing patients regain the independence and autonomy necessary to care for themselves.
Every good nurse is a teacher,
for the nurse kn ow3 that recov-

their educational and experiential expertise in caring for paof
tients and for the quality of
disease prevention and care
their clinical decision-making.
t he acutely and chronically ill.
Yes, nurses work with preg-

and death. The value laden is-

sues frequent ly confronting ench

tion , the in ternationa l nature of

ery from illness is simply not
enough. It is the nurse who helps
the patient grasp the meaning of
with people over the entire life his health problem and learn
important for himself
death,
something
hrough
t
span from birth
try maki ng a case as to why, for about his current ex perience.
Advanced education in nursexamp le, it is not essential for
nurses to have courses in biolo- ing provides the opportunity for
gy, chemis try, physics, mathe- advancement in res ponsibility, .
matics, psychology, sociology, autonomy, and salary. For ex anthropology, history, religion, ample, clearly educational quali philosophy, literature, English, fications make a difference in
and foreign languages. With whether t he nurse educator
rapid technological advances teaches at the undergraduate or
and the conce rns that come with

of their work, nu rses are con-

ca lled care givers, nurses have as

their ultimate goal that of help-

ground in both the physical sciences and the social sciences.
·Nursing educators continue to
be confro nted with what to leave
in and leave out of educational
programs preparing a professional nurse. Since nurses deal

a career for all seasons

s ist upon

em

and with respect.

Durin

a re-

e[rike 1n

cent natiot;wt_de nurse hospita l

~
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t d
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;; LOCAL BRIEFS

SDS U wins twice·
against Cougars
·.

41:i'S-

I

San Diego State swept a doubleheader from visiting Brigham Young
last night, 14-10 and 14-6.
When Aztecs shortstop Steve Mon-tejaho led off the bottom of the seventh in the opener with a single,
SDSU trailed, 10-5.
When he came to bat a second
time that inning, the Aztecs had the
bases loaded with one out and had
tied the game at 10.
Montejano, batting against Paul
Prinz, then hit a grand slam to left. It
was his fourth home run.
The Cougars are 13-7; the Aztecs
,
are 18-13-1.

the winning runs for the Gulls (12-2Q1) ... Christ College got to six Poiqt
Loma Nazarene pitchers for 27 hits
to sweep a double-header in lrvini,
16-1 and 11-8 ... Shon Boney had two
home runs and six RBI to lead a 1~hit Grossmont College effort as t~e
Griffins downed San Diego City, 1914, at Grossmont in a Pacific Coa~t
Conference game . . : T.J. Flynn and
Ron Howard hit three-run homers to
lead Palomar College to an 11-0 win
over Imperial Valley in PCC play,_
The winners. are 14-6 and 11-0, the'
losers 8-14 and 2-9.

Fourth-ranked
UCSD (13-7) beat Occidental College,
6-2, in their first game and The Master's College of Newhall, 21-3, in the
second to sweep a Division III dou~
ble-header at UCSD. Kyle Abbott (41) struck out 11 on a three-hitter to
win the opener. In the second game,
right fielder Chris Murphy and designated hitter Gary Fessia had four
RBI. Dave Adamson (2-1) won .. .
USIU scored five in the bottom of the
seventh of the second game to split
with Iowa, 8-7. The Hawkeyes (6-7)
won the first game, 6-2. Ray Plantier
had a bases-loaded triple to drive in

Tennis - San Diego State won
five of six singles matches to beat
visiting Texas-El Paso, 5-1. .The Aztecs are 9-13. Julio Noriega led the
rout with a 6-3, 7-5 victory over the
Miners Patrick Ekstrand. UTEP is 37 .. ,j!fil) (14-8) ._Qeeded to sweep all
three doubles matches to beat Auburn, 5-4, in a first-round consolation
match at the Blue-Gray National
Collegiate Tennis Championships in
Montgomery, Ala .... Sondra Mitchell scored San Diego State's only
points as the ,Aztecs women's team
(9-11) lost to Arizona State, 5-1, ih
· -~
Tempe.
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PANEL DISCUSSION: The San Diego Econo.mic Conversion Council will host a discussion
on "Demystifying .the Statistics: Military Spending, Jobs, & San Diego" to be held at 7 p.m. at
•the First United Methodist Church , 2111 Camino
Del Rio S., lower building, Room 6. Paneli sts will
include Joan Anderson , associate professor of
economics at the University of San Diego
School of Business; Jack Brill, independent
fin ancial planner; William Leasure, professor of
economics at San Diego State University; and
moderator, Bruce McGraw, co-chair of SDEC,~ /
The event is free and open to the public.;:zy>S/
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USD law school may get visiting professor from China

By Ann Levin
Tribune Staff Writer

;J--i½~

The University of San Diego School
of Law is negotiating with China to
appoint a law professor from that
country to the law school faculty
here this fall . .
· Separate negotiations also are
under way to bring another Chinese
scholar to the San Diego campus the
following academic year, said law
school Dean Sheldon Krantz, .who
_predicted more faculty exchanges in
·
the next few years. ·

"We are very interested in developing closer ties" with China, said
Krantz, who steps down after seven
years as dean at the end of the 198889 academic year.
"The possibilities are pretty good
that there will be an ongoing relationship between USD and several
law faculties in China. We have been
invited to send scholars there," said
Krantz, who linked the exchange programs to China's desire to reform its
legal codes and train more attorneys.
Under the proposed swap next fall,

Jiang Yonglin, an instructor in the the stipend from the Chinese governlaw department at Yantai University ment must be supplemented by the
in Shandong Province, will join the law school to make the plan realistic.
The 28-year-old instructor, whose
faculty at the private Catholic law
school for a year. The USD law pro- specialty is Chinese legal history,
fessor \Vho would go to China has not will be here primarily for legal research and will not be expected to
been selected.
· All that remains to be ironed out is teach. His chief area of interest is
how much money USD will contrib- criminal law.
The law school will reap the beneute to Jiang's living expenses. The
Chinese government granted him fits of "informal" meetings between
permission to come here for a year Jiang and the school's approximately
and promised to pay all his travel 1,100 law students and 60 law profesand living expenses. But Krantz said sors, Krantz said.
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town in business

funded projects. It is located at 1237
"Annual Investor Update Meeting Camino Del Mar, Suite C-225, Del
Mar.
Concerning All Cash Realty Limited
Judith C. Williamson has opened a
Partnership," tomorrow, 7 p.m., La
Jolla Marriott, 4240 La Jolla Village new business called J.C. Williamson
Creative Writing Services. The freeDrlve. Free.
': ·,:Buying or Selling Your Business," lance writer directs her services prito designers, producers and
marily
4-6
or
a.m.
9-11
seminar, tomorrow,
• p.in., Holiday Inn-Embarcadero, 1355 communications agencies. The new
· North Harbor Drive. Sponsor: Wells business is located at 4535 44th St.,
Fargo Escrow Services and the San Diego.
E--Z Haul Truck Rental has moved
Small 8usiness Administration. Cost:
$15. · Reservations required: Michele to 5624 Kearny Villa Road.
The Otay Mesa Chamber of ComMikita at 238-6372.
·"How to Buy and Run a Franchise merce recently has alliliated itself
the United States Chamber of
with
Wednesday,
seminar,
Business," free
· 7-9:30 p.m., Orion Building, 3111 Commerce.
Crown Summit has opened offices
Camino del Rio North, Mission Val·ley. Sponsor: FranNet of San Diego in the Mission Valley area, at 1119
Las Cumbres, San Diego.
Via
and SBA.
PC World magazine has opened a
... "Investing in Cable Television,"
free investment seminar, Wednes- new office in San Diego located at
day, 7 p.m., La Jolla Marriott, 4240 9601 Aero Drive, Suite 200.
Mailbox Express has opened a new
La Jolla Village Drive. Sponsor: Robert LaCroix, associate vice president store at 2720 E. Plaza Blvd. in the
new Galleria Shopping Center.
of Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
GA Technologies Inc. has changed
"Investments in the Oil and Gas
Industry," free seminar, Thursday, its name to General Atomics.
What will your supplemental re, 6:30-9 p.m., La Jolla Marriott, 4240
i La ,Jolla Village Drive. Sponsor: Dun- tirement income from Social Securi' ham and Greer Inc., Investment ty be? A benefit profile to reveal
your financial future is available for
' Counsel.
Free lecture on national economic $3, payable to NCFE - National
concerns by vice-president for in- Center for Financial Education. Send
vestments; Prudential-Bache, Thurs- full name, marital status, number of
j day, 7 p.m., La Jolla Embassy Suites, dependent children, date of birth, annual income, self-addressed stamped
4550 La Jolla Village Drive.
. .''.Making the Transition to a Multi- envelope and check to NFCE, Dept.
Person Organization: Considerations 2100, 605 C SI., or to P.O. Box 34070,
for When, Why and How," dinner/lee- San Diego, Calif. 92103. Profiles take
fore, April 4, 5:30 p.m., Kings Inn, 3-4 weeks.
Postal Annex will mail all tax re.1333 Hotel Circle South. Sponsor: Independent Computer Consultants As- turns free of charge. All franchises
sociation. Cost: $18 non-members, $15 are open from 8 a.m.-7 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday and
me.mbers.
, ."The Importance of Trade: Bene- noon-4 p.m. Sunday. Tax forms also
lits to San Diego," breakfast-lecture, are available there.
Sen. Alan Cranston, April 4, 7:30-9:30
On the move:
iqn., La Jolla Marriott Hotel, La
• Joseph s. Francia has been
Jolla Ballroom, 4240 La Jolla Village
Drive. Send check for $10 to Monica elected to his third four-year term as
R·ush, IR/ PS Q-062, UCSD, La Jolla, executive secretary-treasurer of the
Ca!if. 92093, payable to Regents of San Diego-Imperial Counties Labor
Council, AFL-CIO.
me. University of California.
Thoma, J. Vandeveld, president
I ."The Reward Seminar," free in1vestmenl/game seminar where sim- of United Food & Commercial Workul.ation is the key to learning real-life ers Local 135, was re-elected presirnvestment practice, April 5, 6:30-8:30 dent of the council for his second
p.m., University Towne Centre, lour-year term. Other ollicers electforum Room, near Great American, ed were: Ken Paulsen of the
La . Jolla. Reservations requested: Plumbers & Pipelitters Union, first
; vice presiden~ Vilma Scott of OflRhonda Harris, 299-6702.
1· "I've Got a Great Idea! How Do I
Market It?" marketing-advertisinglinancing-record-keeping workshop
for new business owners, April 5, 8:15
, .. a.m.-4:30 p.m., National University,
. 2022 University Drive, Vista. Reser·, / ' valions: 557-7272. Cost: $15.
·Jiree printers clinic, April 7, 9-11
· a.m., San Diego Main Post Office,
Rpom 306, 2535 Midway Drive. Learn
'. about printing business reply enve1µ,pes, cards, labels, FIM patterns
and bar codes. Reservations request·. \ ~d: Roberta Smith, 574-5224 or 5741 15220.
:: "Professional Development for the
~enior-Level Secretary," seminar,
ipril 7, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., U.S. Grant
Hotel, 326 Broadway. Reservations: 1
~00) 255-6139. Sponsor: Pryor Resources. Cost: $98 per person.
:"How to Work With People You
Don't Like," business/continental
breakfast-seminar, April 8, 7:30 a.m.,
Univers~ _S_g_lLJ2jego, Manchester
Conference Center, Alcala Park. Information: 260-4585. Fee: $15.
;. ''.Doing Business With Europe,"
~eminar, Saturday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.,
SDSU, College of Extended Studies.
frttormation: 265-5152. F'ee: $65.
~ :Karyn Keese and Lois Humphrey
liave become partners in a managefuciit consulting firm named HHK
)1.sSociates. The company is geared
·to· provide management services for
pu~lic agencies and for joint venture
with other consultants on publicly
Semlnara an.f;;,lf~aneoua:

t

~::

ice & Professional Workers International Union Local 30, second vice
presiden~ and Terry Anderoon of
the National Association or Letter
Carriers Branch 70, sergeant-atarms.
Three new members were elected
to the 18-member executive board:
Wea Young of Ironworkers Union
Local 229; Elisoo Medino or Service
Employees Intern ational Union
Local 102, and Robert Kemp of the
Newspape r Guild Local 95.
• McGladrey Hend rickson and
Pullen, certified public accountants,
has promoted Doreen J. Spry, CPA
to auditing supervisor and Wendy
Youngren-Wier, CPA to tax supervisor.
. • Torrey Pines Bank has chosen
Glenn Walters as andit officer.
· • Gov. Deukmejian has appointed
San Diego chiropractor Louis E.
to the state Board of
Newman
Chiropractic Examiners.
• John H. William,, an authority
on the development and efficient use
of alternative energy systems, has
been named vice president of business development and an officer of
Energy Factors.
• General Dynamics Convair Division has appointed L. Roy Gilmour
vision vice president and director of
aircraft programs and Raymond F.
Beuligmann has been appointed division vice president and di rector of
the modular standoff wea pon program.
• Sea World of California has
named Ken Kerr director of crealive services and Kimberlee
Rosen has been selected as a special
events representative.
• Mercy Hospital has named Dr.
Jellrey Sandler medical director of
the diabetes unit. Also joining the
unit is diabetes educator Dina
Leibowitz.
• Martha Frank,

vice president
of Wilson, Frank and Associates, has
been elected 1988 president of the
San Diego Association of Advertising
Agencies.
• R.B. McComic, a real estate development firm, has promoted Ross
M. Felber to senior vice president of
residential development and James
D. Wail to vice president and treasurer.
-Compiled by Melanie Ross-Smith
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Toreros tennis - The .USO men's
team lost its consolation'niatrn7o
the University of Miami, 5-3, in the
16-team Blue/Gray National Collegiate Championships in Montgomery; 1
Ala. J.R. Edwards beat Grant Shaw
6-1, 6-3 in his singles match for USD
(14-9), and teammate Mark Farren
beat Paul Louw 6-3, 7-6 in his match.
USC defeated Pepperdine in the
championship match.
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CITY SCENES: Ten years ago
the city hired its first woman
firefighter. Now Monica .Higgins
has become the city 's first
female _battalion chief. She'll run
fire stations over one-sixth of the
city .... A smiling PSA hot-air
balloon drifted over Del Mar yesterday. It W,!S a final sail. USAir
will ground the PSA balloons and sell them.
LAWMAN: Sheldon Krantz, finishing his last semester as USD
Law School clean, is moving
across town next year. He'll be a
visiting scholar in the political
science department at UCSD.
Says Kraatz: "It's a safe haven
for research and writing." ... At
the USD Alumni Assn. dinner on
Satiirilay,-Kr~i" ecalled that
when he arrived in San Diego
seven years ago, one of his first
dates was with Chief Bill Kolender: "I knew right then this city
was unique," Krantz said. "Where
else would a Jewish chief of po•
lice be · having lunch with the
Jewish dean of a Catholic univer•
sity law school?"
THE NAMES: David Thomas
led a London Weekend TV documentary crew yesterday interviewing San Diegans who knew
the mystery novelist Raymond
Chandler - and photographing
Chandler's former home on Camino de la Costa. The current resident, Thomas said, is a judge who
seemed distracted. That would be
Bernard Siegan, the JJSil..professor whose nomination to the 9th
circuit court of appeals appears
/ blocked in the Senate.... Jesse
' Jackson, the Democrat with the
hot hand, comes in April 9 when
the Mexican American Political
:Assn. convenes here. Assembly
speaker Willie Brown will introduce Jackson. . . . Dr. Michael
Dean, the deart of night-club hypnotists, is in Fort Lauderdale putting Easter Week rowdies to
sleep. He's onstage at Leonard
Bloom's musical theater. (Dean
plans his first national tour this
summer.)
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/ AlpineJ-c~',<
teen gets
shot
. at
.
w1nn1ng
season
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Ten years ago John
Halvarson·s father put up a
basketball hoop in the
house. and the 5- foot I !inch Alpine resident has
been playing ever since.
John. 18. helped bring
his Christian High School
team to a division victory in
the Spo.(ts Arena earlier
this month.
During th e game. John
made two free throws in the
final 3 minutes of th e game
to give Christian its biggest
lead over Mountain Em 0
pire High School.
In April he will join a
specia lly picked team in
Los Angeles for the West
Coast championship of a
tournament ·sponsored by
Baptist churches.
The team already is undefeated at the County level
Photo by Dan Louk
after playing a five-game John Halvarson, right plays some one-on-one with
marathon.
Roger Stettler, a student from Switzerland. (See story
Not bad considering on Swiss visitors to Alpine on page 8.)
John was playing injured
position as point-guard University of Arizona
The night before the placed third among 12 Wildcats.
tournament. he was light- teams.
·
He plans to attend a
ing the pilot on the fami ly' s
This year the high school Christian college or enroll
hot tub when it exploded seniors are setting their at Grossmont Community
giving John seco nd degree sights at# I.
Coll ege and eventually
burns on hi s right arm
John said he hopes transfer to th~ {Jniversity of
a nd hand
college basketball is in his San Diego. As tor a career.
If the team wins in Los future. but he doesn' t ex- John sa idhe may st udy
Angeles. John will be going pect to pl ay at the pro- business and become a real
to New York later in the fessional level because. he estateagentorpo ssiblymamonth for the nation al said he's not tall enough or jor in physical education
competition. Last year the , good enough.
for
a
future
as
a
same team. with John in his ·
His favorite team is th e
basketball coach.
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Outgoing Law School Dean
Sheldon Krantz might have
achieved a great deal during his
seven years at. the Yniversity of
~ o n e goal still elucles
fom - ot least according to the City Council proclamation which
·
Councilman Bob Filner r ead.
Krantz , who once played for the
Ye Old Pastry Shop Dodgers in
Omaha, Neb., hns yet to play professional baseball.
Filner was one of several who
h ea ped praise on Krantz during
YL.School Alumni dinthe U_~
ner/dance Saturday night.
Others included Police Chief Bill
Kolender; USD President Auth~r
Hughes; Man aging Partner Joe
Neeper of Gray, Cary, Ames &
Frye; Bob Baxley; and USD law
professor Grant Morris, w.ho has
bee~ !1amed. 1ac~i!1g· dca,Jl1,e(T~.t ix~ 1
Aug. L
One of the first perso ns Krantz
went out to lunch with when he
came from Boston in 1981 was
Ko lender. In his opening remarks
Kole nder called attorneys "next to
reporters my favorite people."
Was the police chief serious
wh.en he said he offered Krantz a
role as legal adviser and they were
"negotiating"?
Krantz praised Neeper, a UCLA
Law graduate, who has devoted
hundreds of hours to USO Law
School, including work on the
· present proJect of a 50,000-~quare•
foot expanded law research center.
"The architectural details' a~e ·1
·
. pre~ty much done," said Neeper,
adding that in talks with sevei-al
law firms here the "enthusiasm
has generally been favorable." One
of the backers is Hinchy, Witte,
Wood, Anderson & Hodges.
The Major Leagues in Krantz's
future?
"Larry Bown called today," the
dean deadpanned. "No, that's not
true-:-''- -USO Law School and the coun•
ty Bar Association h;,n e s igned a
five.year memorandum of under•
standing to continue joint operation of the San Diego Law
Center. The Bar will provide
$20,000 for this year and $25,000
for each of the following years.
On another matter, a Bar com- !
mittee will conduct candidate
evaluations in each of the cont'ested judicial elections on June 7.
Six candidates a re running fo[' the
vacancy created by the retirement
of Municipal Court Judge Joseph
Davis. They are Robert Baxley,
Frank Browfl.. Mary Fr~nklin,
Frank Puglia Jr., Michael
Scha'e ffer and Donna Woodley.
In (he South Bay Judge James
Edm\mds is being challenged by

I

William Calhoun.
Candidates will receive a rating
of Not Recommended, Qualified or
_ Well Qualified. The results will be ..
: known about a week before the
· election.

. ..
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NO JOKE: To Jose Chico Maize
of Chula Vista, April Fool's Day
is no joke. On April 1, 1945, he
was captured by American Gls
on Okinawa. They thought he was
Japanese. On April 1, 1950, he
was wounded in Korea. He was
wounded in Vietnam on April 1,
1964. This year the retired Marine gunnery sergeant plans an
April 1 vacation. . . . Dennis
Rohatyn, a USD philosophy professor, fliestcrSacrnrmmto for an
April Fool's talk to the Institute
for Reasoning Arts. His topic: "A
Fallacy a Day - Contemporary
Advertising and Propaganda
Techniques." . .. At Horton Plaza
on April . Fool's, Sushi gallery is
sponsoring a public art exhibit: a
shopping cart suspended 100 feet
in the air.
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Grant H. Morris,~/e~ or at
?an Diego School
· the Universit
of Law since 1 ,1, has been chosen
acting dean of the school. He will
replace Sheldon Krantz, who will
resign in May after seven years in
the post.
Morris, who was acting dean in
1977 and , 1978, will take office
Aug. 1 and serve until a new dean
is selected by a national srnrch
- committee formed earlier this
• month by USD President Author
Hughes.

~
137

In September, Krantz announced
his intention to resign. He plans to
spend the next year working on a
book, tentatively titled "The Future of the Legal Profession" and
serving on the American Bar
~sh.'s Criminal Justice Council7
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"Getting Married," George
Bernard Shaw's comedy abo~
a young bride-to-be who.,g~,
wants to call off the weacifng
after she finds a pamphlet
that explains what legal rights
she is giving up, will be staged
Apri~6-9 by USO graduate
t

students in the Sacred Heart
Hall Performing Arts Center
of ~~aig Noel, ~he Old
Globe 1 ne~execut1v e producer and architect of the
USO/ Globe graduate drama
degree program, will direct. Curtain is 8 p.m. for all
performances. For information, call 260-8888 or
/
239-2255.
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The San Diego Council on Literacy and t ~ ~ r of Commerce are spons6~jf;· workshop
May 12 for companies wanting to
help employees improve basic
skills. It's from 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
at ~D's J\1ancl1ester Conference
CenterTor lllore information call
Pat Milliken at the chamber.

---

1'6a~ Noel directs USD play
1S N

l
1

.
.
.
.
m
persona I mstruct10n
mtense,
oel , th e O Id - Globe
theater.
classical
and
Theatre's executive producer
Sister Sally Furay, USD vjce
architect of the University of Sap
president and provost and
Diego/Globe . graduate drama
member of the Globe 's board of
de~program , is _directing the
, program's next joint production. · directors, was instrumental in ,
establishing the program at USD. ]
George Bernard Shaw's "GetFor information about the _•I
ting Married" is scheduled to run
play, call 260-4682 or 231-1941/. :_i__
April 6-9 in USO's Sacred Heart
Hall Perfol'ming Arts Center. r - - 4f
Curtain is 8 p.m. for each o
four performances.
The comedy is about a young
bride-to-be who wants to call off
the marriage after she reads a
pamphlet that explains what legal
, .· ,
rights she is giving up. At the
same time, her fiancee also panics
when he learns what legal responsibilities he will assume as a
husband.
Noel first directed "Getting
Married" in 1973 at the Globe.
This is the first time he is direc- ting the students enrolled in .the
(
M_aster of Fine Arts program.
Noel conceived of the idea of 1
establishing the joint venture 1
with a university many years ago.
The MFA program, which began
operation last fall, is designed for 3
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'fhl~.;frsity of San .Qiego will
hold a summer sports program for
! ' boys and girls ages 8-18, the school's
has
athletic · department
announced.
Weekly sessions in the program
will begin .June 19 and run through
August 19. Both resident and day
sessions will .be held.

The camp program will include
boys and girls basketball, tennis,
competitive s~imming, soccer,
football, baseball, volleyball, and
outdoor adventure.
Persons wishing more informa- .,
tion and a free brochure may call
or write USD Sports Camps, Alcala
Park, San Diego, 92110. The
telepho~e numbE:r is 619-26~593 .
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Scripps Institution of Oceanography's new aquarium museum got a
boost from a Big Splash fund-raiser
held March 24 in the old aquarium.
Wally Schirra was honorary chairmen and Katherine L'Hommedieu
was chairman for the party.
Among other recent San Diego
area social events:
■ Singer Frankie Laine's 75th
birthday was celebrated Monday
with a party that kicked off fundraising for a 1989 Southern Califor-.
nia composer's festival. Plans were
announced for an October '88 dinner dance and concert featuring
Laine and friends. Evelyn Truitt
was chairman.
■ UniV!;~sity of San Diego's law
school honored departing ifean
Sheldon Krantz at a dinner dance
Saturday in the school's University
Center.
11 The Globe Guilders had a dinner Saturday in McOougAl's restaurant before the Cassius Carter Centre Stage opening of "Tea."
Rosemary Pierce and Kathy Newton led the committee.
■ AURA, the auxiliary to the Epilepsy Society, had a membership
tea March 24 in the Point Loma
home of Rear Adm. and Mrs. R.G.
Rogerson. Ralphine Greaves was
chairman. ,
Tribune photos by Don Kohlbauer,
Tom Kurtz, John R. McCutchen
and Bil/ Rom ero

·
Donna Kaonis, left, Borys Orlowsky and Yvonne Lindroth at Globe Guilders dinner party

Sheldon Krantz at
farewell dinner

Wally Scbirra . and
thryn L'Hommedie
j
at Big Splash
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Siegan finds silver lil1i11g
amid cloudy nomina tion
By Ann Levin
Tribune St.111 Writer

Tribune photo by St8n Honda

LAW PROFESSOR'S FUTURE CLOUDY
Bui USD's Bernard Siegan manages lo find a silver lining
Continued From Page 1 ~

9

So many critics ridiculed Universi\y_of San Diego Jaw professor Bernard
S~i~and aiter his nomination to a federal appealscourflast year that he felt
o ,ge o buy a sandwich for a law student who said something nice about
him.
Even though Siegan's nomination lo the 9th U.S. Circu it Court of Appeals is
ail but doomed, the 63-year-old widower has found the dark cloud's silver
lining: He is in love with the student and they're talking about marriage.
Siegan's world of legal scholarship was turned upside down on Feb. 2, 1987,
when President Reagan nominated him to the appellate district lhal serves
California and eight other Western states.
"Suddenly, for ideas that' I've worked on for years, I'm being tarred and
feathered," he said yesterday.
Last week, after the Senate Judiciary Committee postponed a vote on his
nomination so some senators could get more informa tion, Siegan asked Attorney General Edwin Meese III - his former USO teaching colleague - for
some advice. "He said, 'You decide what you want to do,'" said Siegan, whose
libertarian views prompted the vehement opposition to his nomination. "But
he said it didn't look good."
Siegan plans to fly to Washington, D.C., next week and confer wilh his
supporters in the U.S. Department of Justice and on the judiciary committee
to get an idea of how the vote may go.
"It's very nice and at the same time very bad that people call and say,
"Don't withdraw,'" Siegan said. "It's nice because it's the most flattering
Please see SIEGAN: A-9, Col. I

nounced.
Siegan said that the first time he
thing. Bui it's bad because I'm a perconsidered withdrawing was after a
·
peoto
no
say
to
son who doesn't like
. story in The Tribune on March 28,
·
pie. ·
"Very serious people consider this 1987, in which a University of California at San Diego historian was
diffiit
makes
it
and
a major matter
cult for me. People are really de- quoted as saying that Siegan's constipending on me - saying, 'You repre- tutional views were outside the
mainstream of judicial thought.
sent liberty.'"
The historian, Michael Parrish,
In the week that has elapsed since
reports of Siegan's conversation with paraphrased 17th-century English
Thomas Hobbes, saying
philosopher
Meese - who has his own troubles hil the newspapers, Siegan said he that life according to Siegan would
has received 15 letters from admir- be "nasty, brutish and short."
In four scholarly books, Siegan has
ers urging him not to withdraw.
In this partisan battle, there are argued that much of the social legisreasons why his friends and intellec- lation enacted since the New Deal is
tual soul males are encouraging him unconstitutional because it infringes
on an individual's right to "economic
lo stick out the fight, Siegan said.
"A large number of people have liberty."
An avid fan of deregu latioa,
called me and said, 'Don't withdraw.'
And a lesser number have said, 'You Siegan, a former land-use attorney,
would serve yourself better by with- says that the U.S. Supreme Court for
the last 50 years has spent too much
drawing.'
"(The first group) says that those time striking down laws that curtail
civil liberties, such as freedom of rerecord.
the
on
go
should
senators
What's wrong with me? What have ligion and freedom -0f speech, while
caring little about government rethey got against me?"
Like Robert Bork, whose nomina- straints on the use of private propertion to the U.S. Supreme Court last ty.
The Tribune article prompted
summer was scuttled by a coalition
of Democrats and moderate Republi- Siegan to think about calling it quits.
cans, Siegan said he was inclined to . "I thought, 'This is not for me. I
keep his name in the ring to force his can't take this kind of thing,' " Siegan
political enemies to stale their nays said. "You have no idea what a blow
that was to me. I wanted to quit. Do
on the record.
Bui the idea of withdrawing his you realize the power of the press?"
But friends encouraged him to pername also has a good deal of appeal
for this mild-mannered professor severe, and in the 12 months that
who shies away from confrontation have passed, Siegan acknowledged
and was horrified to read critical thal his skin has gotten thicker.
He said that even if his nomination
newspaper articles about himself
soon after the nomination was an- were defeated, he would not take it

as hard as he would have at this time
lasl year.
"I understand it's a political process,'' he said, adding, "But no one
likes to lose.''
In the meantime, he has accumulated a thick sheaf of glowing testimonials from an impressive cast of
supporters, including Bishop Leo T.
Maher of San Diego, Harvard Law
School Professor Alan Dershowitz
and former U.S. Supreme Court Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger.
He has forwarded them to the Senate Judiciary Committee, which will
recommend to the full Senate
whether Siegan should be confirmed
,
or rejected.
Siegan said the volume of complihis USO secprompted
mail
mentary
retary,_Rosemary Getty, lo joke that
Reagan should have skipped the .
nomination to the appellate court
and recommended him directly to.
heaven.
"I've got to be blunt with ydu because no one is singing my praises.
No one who knows me is opposed to
me. The only people who are opposed
to me are those who have never met
me, who have just read the things
I've written.
"For 64 years, I've been a good
boy."
Despite the year of controversy,
Siegan said he feels better than ever,
in large part because of his year-old
relationship with law student Shelley
Zifferblalt that appears headed for
lhe altar.
Zifferblalt, 45, is a former student
of Siegan's who told The Tribune last
year that despite her own "bleeding
heart liberal" tendencies, the consti. tutional law professor is "eminently
Lethical and reasonable and would not
bring his own personal views to the
bench."
After reading that statement,
Siegan, whose first wile, Sharon, died
in 1985, said he called Zifferblatt and
offered to buy her a corned beef
sandwich at a La Jolla deli for being
so kind to him.
Siegan said their differing political
views don't interfere wilh their relationship. She is advising him to stick
out the nomination battle, he said.
Nevertheless, he conceded that if
the vote were held tomorrow ,
"chances are I'd lose."
Then, with a note of optimism
creeping into his voice, the beleaguered professor said, "Some people do think I'll still make it.''

